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Abstract
The study of animal personality, i.e. consistent individual differences in animal behaviour, is a rapidly
growing research field. The construct of personality has been studied in many different scientific
disciplines including ethology, behavioural ecology, psychology, animal management and physiology.
Studying personality using a comparative framework is important for establishing whether
phylogeny and/or ecology are a driving force in personality development. The applied use of
personality assessments to aid captive animal management could also have far reaching
ramifications, as recent studies have demonstrated that personality has relationships with variables
such as health, welfare and breeding success. Within the animal personality literature three main
methods of assessing personality have been developed: i) coding behavioural data under natural
conditions, ii) coding animals’ responses during novelty tests and iii) rating animals on sets of
behaviourally defined traits.
In the current study personality was investigated in three primate species, Sulawesi black crested
macaques (Macaca nigra), barbary macaques (Macaca sylvanus) and common squirrel monkeys
(Saimiri sciureus). The two macaque species are closely related, being from the same genus, but
show some differences in their ecology and behaviour while S. sciureus are phylogentically distinct
but exhibit some similarities to the two macaque species in certain aspects of their ecology and
behaviour. The aims of the study were twofold: i) establish whether phylogeny or socioecology has
an impact on the development of personality structure by comparing the study species with other
primate species, and ii) evaluate the use of personality assessments as a tool for the management of
the study species in captivity.
Personality was assessed using the trait rating method. Questionnaires consisting of 38 personality
traits, with accompanying definitions, were sent to all European institutions holding any of the study
species. Keepers were required to rate animals on each trait using a 1 – 7 interval scale. Personality
assessments were tested for inter-observer reliability. For each species a Principal Components
Analysis (PCA) was carried out using only traits that exhibited good inter-observer reliability and
scores for animals on each of the resulting components (personality dimensions) were calculated.
Construct validity of the personality dimensions was assessed by evaluating the relationships
between personality dimension scores and, i) behaviour under natural conditions, and ii) behaviour
during a novel object test. In order to assess the management implications of personality
assessments further analyses were carried out using the personality dimension data, i) a MANOVA
was used to assess whether personality dimension scores were affected by Zoo, Age and Sex, ii)
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Generalised Linear Mixed Models (GLMMs) were used to assess which, if any, specific Zoo variables
effect mean personality scores, iii) multiple regression and ANOVA analyses were carried out to
establish whether personality dimension scores could predict breeding variables in M. nigra, iv)
parent-offspring regressions were used to assess the heritability of personality dimensions in M.
nigra, and v) correlation and General Linear Model (GLM) analyses were used to assess whether
personality dimension scores effected behavioural measures of enrichment use in a M. nigra group.
Twenty four traits in M. nigra (N= 64), 25 traits in M. sylvanus (N= 62) and 18 traits in S. sciureus (N=
69) were rated reliably by human observers. When reliable traits were entered into a PCA for each
species, results revealed three personality dimensions for M. nigra, Sociability, Dominance, and
Emotionality; four personality dimensions for M. sylvanus, Sociability, Dominance, Emotionality and
Human-Animal Sociability (HA-Sociability); and three personality dimensions for S. sciureus,
Sociability, Dominance, and Cautiousness. Construct validity of each species personality ratings, in
terms of relationships with observable behaviour, was demonstrated for each species. Validity was
affected by contextual variables such as Zoo, Age and Sex, which, as personality can vary with the
variables (see below) was to be expected.
MANOVA results showed that the variable ‘Zoo’ had significant effects on personality dimension
scores in all three species. Further investigation using GLMMs revealed that i) in M. nigra mean
Sociability scores were higher in groups with a lower mean age, ii) in S. sciureus mean Sociability
scores were higher in groups where keepers had a high mean experience (months) working with the
animals, and iii) again in S. sciureus mean Cautiousness scores were higher in groups with a small
total group size. Multiple regression showed that personality dimension scores could not predict
breeding success variables in either male or female M. nigra individuals. Of the three variables that
could affect the breeding success of a male/female partnership, Male, Female and Zoo, only Male
identity significantly affected breeding success but this could not be assessed against personality. Of
the three M. nigra personality dimensions only one, Sociability, appears to have a heritable
component. There were no significant correlations between personality dimension scores of
individual M. nigra and measures of enrichment use across a range of enrichment devices. Repeated
measures GLM revealed that while the individuals did spend significantly different amounts of time
interacting with each of the enrichment devices this did not vary as a function of either repetition
number or personality.
When comparing the three study species with other primate species, the Sociability and Dominance
dimensions were comparable with previous research on non-human primates (NHP), except that
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aggressive-type traits found in other studies were not present in the Dominance dimension in M.
nigra and M. sylvanus. This may be attributed to data suggesting they have more tolerant social
systems compared to other primate species. The Emotionality dimension was similar across the two
macaque species and was comparable to analogous dimensions in other NHP species. The
Cautiousness dimension in S. sciureus was found to be similar to dimensions such as fearfulness and
bold/shy in other NHP species. The HA-Sociability dimension found in M. sylvanus could not be
compared with other primate studies as, to date, there has been limited investigation of humandirected personality dimensions in captive primates. Quantitative analyses using partial Mantel tests
were conducted to evaluate if either phylogenetic similarity or similarity in socioecological variables
significantly correlated with similarities in personality structure for 11 primate species (including the
three study species). The results of this analysis were inconclusive as neither phylogenetic similarity
nor socioecological similarity had a significant correlation with personality similarity. However the
effect of socioecology was approaching significance, indicating that, selection pressures related to
socioecology may play an important role in shaping personality structure but further data collection
on a wider range of species is needed to explore these relationships further.
In terms of the management of the study species in the current study, it was demonstrated that the
captive environment, particularly the social environment and human-animal relationships (HARs),
has a significant impact on personality and so personality could prove to be a valuable management
tool. Breeding success of M. nigra could not be predicted by personality and this could be an
indicator that M. nigra actually adapt to life in captivity relatively well compared to some other
species. Knowledge of M. nigra individual’s personality may not necessarily aid the design and
formation of enrichment programmes for this species as personality was not a significant predictor
of enrichment use. However the sample size may have limited the enrichment investigation and
there were some general patterns in enrichment use between different personality types that may
prove be significant with a larger dataset.
In conclusion, data collected in the current study reliably identified the personality structure of three
previously unstudied NHP species. Further personality data, on a wider range of primate species that
have more varied social systems and ecologies, is needed before any firm conclusions regarding the
relative importance of phylogeny or socioecology in shaping personality structure can be drawn.
Furthermore, personality assessment was demonstrated to be useful in animal management
applications, such as the provision of environmental enrichment. It is therefore recommended that
personality be more fully integrated into captive animal management.
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Chapter 1. Review of animal personality literature
1.1.

The study of animal personality

The study of personality in humans predates the emergence of the discipline of psychology and
indeed goes back to antiquity. It is a wide ranging research discipline and many different theories of
human personality have emerged (Pervin, Cervone and John, 2004, p.30). However the idea of trying
to measure individual differences in personality dates from the late 19th century and is usually
claimed to originate with Galton (e.g. 1884). It is this approach to the study of personality that has
been adopted into research on non-human animals. In 1937 Meredith Crawford published one of
the first articles in which the importance of personality in non-human animals (from now on referred
to as animals) was identified. She proposed that laboratory housed chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes)
showed significant individual differences in behaviour, “So different from that of every other animal,
and so consistent with itself is the behaviour of each ape, that one cannot escape the conclusion
that every chimpanzee must possess a distinct personality” (Crawford, 1937, p.79). She therefore set
about designing a rating instrument to measure these differences (Crawford, 1937). While a limited
number of animal personality research articles were published soon after Crawford’s study,
substantial numbers of published articles in this area did not appear until the 1980s. The field of
animal personality research therefore, is relatively recent compared to that of human personality
research. In Gosling’s (2001) review of the field he found published research on more than 60
species from cephlapods and insects to great apes. The sources of the articles covered a wide range
of research disciplines from agriculture to psychology (Gosling, 2001). In his review Gosling identified
the important findings in animal personality research to date, but also identified future research
agendas for this field, such as researching personality from an evolutionary and ecological approach,
and understanding the biological and genetic basis of personality. As his review is now a decade old
many of these research agendas are being addressed, and while there are still many gaps in our
knowledge of animal personality it is a rapidly evolving field of research.

1.1.1. What is animal personality?
The first thing that should be clarified before further review of the topic is the definition of animal
personality itself, i.e. what do researchers actually mean when they refer to animal personality? In
the human personality literature there is no one definition of personality that is used consistently,
however a broad definition suggests that personality can be described as those characteristics of
individuals that describe and account for consistent patterns of thinking, feeling and behaving
(Pervin et al., 2004, p.6). While it is difficult to infer what animals are thinking or feeling it is widely
accepted that human observers can reliably measure animal behaviour. Therefore most definitions
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of animal personality include references to ‘individual differences in behaviour that are consistent
across time and situation’. Many terms other than personality are used to label these individual
differences in behaviour and each term is used to refer to a slightly different construct. For example
ecologists often use the terms behavioural styles or phenotypes and behavioural syndromes.
Behavioural styles are suites of consistent behavioural responses observed in individuals, for
example boldness and aggression are dependant variables used often in the study of fish species,
and many authors are interested in correlations between the two traits across different contexts
(Bell, 2005). Behavioural syndromes refer to population level correlations in suites of behaviours.
Temperament is also a term used to refer to individual differences in behaviour and is often used
interchangeably with personality. Some researchers argue that ‘temperament’ refers to behavioural
differences that have a distinct genetic basis but ‘personality’ includes differences that do not have a
genetic basis and can be influenced by environmental conditions (Budaev, 1997). Recent studies
however, have shown that personality has a heritable component (e.g. Weiss et al., 2000) therefore
the distinction between the two constructs may not be warranted and comes down to semantics
indeed as Gosling (2001) states “in some cases the word temperament appears to be used purely to
avoid using the word personality” (p. 46).

1.1.2. Scope of the review
For the purpose of this review I have included any studies that investigate ‘individual differences’ in
behaviour regardless of the terminology used. Henceforth I shall refer to these differences as
personality traits (to refer to specific traits), personality dimensions (to refer to latent variables
which can be established through correlations of traits) and personality structure (to refer to the set
of personality dimensions found in a species or group). These are widely used terms within both the
animal and human personality literature.
Reviewing all published animal personality literature since Gosling’s (2001) review would be an
impossible task, due to the sheer volume of research published within the last decade. This review
will therefore be illustrative in nature and will focus on examples of key issues which are relevant to
the current study. Section 1.2 will discuss why animal personalities are likely to occur and be
maintained within animal populations; section 1.3 will introduce the two main methodologies used
to assess personality in animals; 1.4 will discuss some of the main focuses of animal personality
research, including within-species comparisons, across-species comparisons and the applications of
animal personality research; and 1.5. will propose the rationale and aims for the current study
including the reasoning behind species choice.
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1.2. Why do animals exhibit personalities?
Superficially the idea of animal personality is paradoxical from the point of view of behavioural
ecology. Most modern ecological theory depends on the concept of optimality which implies that
there should be one ideal set of adaptations to a given environment. Furthermore animals should
consistently change their behaviour in response to changing environmental conditions to best
increase their individual fitness (Dall, Houston and McNamara, 2004). The idea of personality,
however, implies that there are different evolutionarily stable personality types within a single
species; if animals are said to have personalities then they should behave consistently at different
times and in different situations. In fact, despite initially appearing to confound one another, these
perspectives are not incompatible.
Recently a number of theoretical models have been developed to explain and/or predict the
particular features of animal personality (reviewed in Dingemanse and Wolf, 2010). When
developing a conceptual framework for the understanding of animal personalities in terms of
adaptive evolution Wolf and Weissing (2010) suggest that there are two main questions that must
be addressed: i) why do animals exhibit personality (e.g. behavioural types) both across different
contexts and time, and ii) how can multiple behavioural types coexist within a single population?

1.2.1. Consistency in personality across time and context
Wolf and Weissing (2010) highlight that one important factor in consistent personalities is individual
differences in state-dependant behaviour. The state of an animal can be used to refer to factors such
as age, sex, size, morphology, physical condition, experience and environment (both physical and
social). States are important as they can give rise to state-dependant behaviour e.g. juvenile animals
of a species may behave very differently to adults of the same species due to age and/or experience.
If animals differ in inherently stable states (i.e. those that cannot be changed easily, if at all, such as
sex) and the state of the individual is stable over time individuals will also exhibit consistent statedependant behaviour.
McElreath and Strimling (2006) recently proposed a model for adaptive personality differences that
takes into account state-dependant behaviour. Their model assumes that cues about the
environment are sometimes highly variable (noisy), e.g. a shadow passing across the sky could be a
predator but occasionally it may be something completely harmless. If there is enough inconsistency
in the cues an animal receives, then it may be better off behaving in the same way regardless of the
cue. Noisy cues alone, do not explain why animal X and animal Y behave consistently differently in
different contexts. An underlying state variable, might however, explain this disparity if it impacts on
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the individuals’ fitness. McElreath and Strimling (2006) use the example of body size in their model:
if big animals are hard to eat they may forage in the presence of predators, while small animals
might only forage in the presence of predators when energy reserves are low. This model is likely to
be applicable with a range of different state variables, not just body size.
If animals differ in labile states (i.e. those that are highly changeable such as energy reserves) this
can also give rise to individual differences in behaviour. In some situations state and behaviour can
act to modify one another through a feedback mechanism, i.e. initial state differences may give lead
to differences in behaviour, which then increase or stabilise the initial state difference, and vice
versa (Dingemanse and Wolf, 2010; McElreath et al., 2007). Feedback mechanisms can therefore
increase the likelihood of consistent personalities. If advantages are associated with the expression
of a behaviour, it is likely to be performed more frequently in the future. This positive feedback
mechanism can lead to stable personalities as minor initial differences in the state or behaviour will
be amplified and stabilised over time with repetition. Luttberg and Sih (2010) proposed a positive
feedback mechanism for maintaining differences in personality involving state-dependent safety.
Individuals that have a higher initial state (e.g. larger size or energy reserves, better condition or
vigour) are considered to cope better with selection pressures e.g. predators. So an animal which
has a higher initial state should behave boldly, thus gain the immediate benefits of foraging, which
will increase their state, future safety and foraging returns; as it is most able to cope with the threat
of predators. By contrast, animals with a low initial state should behave cautiously, which will not
increase their state or lead to state-dependent safety; thus they ‘play it safe’ long term which
enables them to survive but not necessary thrive. The authors also explore how differences in
environmental conditions are likely to affect this mechanism, of state-dependant safety. If either
resources are too low or selection pressures (predation risk) are too high, personalities are unlikely
to persist, as the positive feedback loop cannot ever get started; in the foraging example only
animals that are at risk of starvation will behave boldly.
It should be noted that feedback mechanisms can also act to stabilise the difference in state
between individuals. Asset protection is one such negative feedback mechanism (Wolf et al., 2007).
This model proposes that early in life some individuals will explore and gain information about their
environments and may therefore have greater potential for reproductive success later in life, they
have high assets as a result of the expression of their initial behaviour. Alternatively other individuals
will reproduce early not explore their environments and their potential for future reproductive
success may be reduced, they have low assets. The high explorers should behave cautiously in order
to protect their assets, while low explorers should behave boldly to increase their assets. Over time,
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cautious animals’ assets will reduce and bolder animals’ assets will increase, thus stabilising state
differences (McElreath et al., 2007).
Social responsiveness may also lead to the development of personalities in the absence of relevant
state differences; Wolf and Weissing (2010) use the example of Hawk/Dove game theory to
demonstrate this. They suggest that during social interactions, if there is some consistency in the
behaviour of opponents, a responsive individual can exploit this by adapting their behaviour
accordingly. For example, if an individual played the role of Hawk (e.g. initiates aggression) in the
presence of an eavesdropper, if they are responsive to the presence of the eavesdropper, when
facing the eavesdropper in an encounter they should continue to play Hawk as the eavesdropper will
play Dove (e.g. retreats if faced with aggression). Thus the presence of responsive individuals can
favour consistency in behaviour. Harcourt et al., (2009) demonstrated the importance of social
responsiveness in stickleback (Gasterosteus aculeatus) personality. They assessed the boldness of
individual fish by calculating their tendency to leave and return to cover. Fish personality was
defined as the ratio between the two transitions; a large ratio indicated a strong tendency to leave
cover and these fish were classed as bold. While a small ratio indicated a strong tendency to return
to cover and these fish were classified as shy. Bold and shy fish were then randomly paired together
and observed in two different situations, i) the fish were separated by an opaque screen and ii) fish
were allowed visual and physical contact. When separated both bold and shy fish behaved similarly
to the initial training phase. When fish had access to each other both fish increased the number of
trips they took out of cover and the amount of time spent they spent out of cover. The authors also
found that the fish exhibited synchronized movements, but of interest was that the movements
were initiated by bold fish. This study highlights the influence social feedback can have on the
emergence of personality traits, as the authors also found that the bolder and less responsive a fish
was the greater the influence on the followership (i.e. tendency to follow) of its partner. While the
shyer and more responsive a fish was, the greater the influence on the leadership (i.e. tendency to
lead) of its partner.

1.2.2. Coexistence of different personality types
The second of Wolf and Weissing’s (2010) questions focuses on the mechanisms that may lead to
the coexistence of behavioural types within one population. One explanation that has received some
recent attention within the literature, is related to the fitness trade-offs of different personality
types (Dall et al., 2004). Smith and Blumstein (2008) recently conducted a review of the potential
fitness benefits of the personality dimensions, boldness, exploration and aggression. They conducted
a meta-analysis of 31 articles covering a range of taxa. They found that boldness had a positive
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relationship with measures of reproductive success and a negative relationship with life span. They
suggest that evolutionary mechanisms maintain variation in boldness due to fitness trade-offs: bold
animals have greater reproductive success over shorter lifespans, while shy individuals have lower
reproductive success but if they live longer, are able to breed for a prolonged period. Thus both
behavioural types may have similar overall fitness benefits and could both be maintained within the
population. Recent evidence for personality differences being maintained by this this kind of lifehistory trade-off has recently been found in the grey mouse lemur (Microcebus muinas)
(Dammhahn, 2012). The author suggests that difference in male boldness, measured through openfield and novel-object tests, are related to a trade-off between current and future reproductive
success.
Wolf et al., (2008) suggest a simple evolutionary model for the co-existence of responsive (to
environmental stimuli) and unresponsive individuals via frequency dependant selection. Frequencydependant selection may enable different personalities to exist within a population, through either
positive or negative processes. They suggest that if the benefits of being responsive (i.e. responding
to social cues) are frequency-dependent, there is an advantage to being responsive when this is a
rare trait, and a disadvantage when it is common; as such the two personality types can coexist
within one population. Study of natural populations is beginning to provide evidence for frequencydependant selection as a mechanism for balanced polymorphisms of personality types. Kralj-Fiser
and Schneider’s (2012) suggest that frequency-dependant selection may be the underlying
mechanism for the balanced polymorphism of aggressive and tolerant personality types in large
groups of bridge spiders (Larnioides sclopetarius), if groups consisted of high frequencies of
aggressive individuals there would be increased risk of cannibalism and/or starvation. The authors
suggest that this population level balanced mix of personality types may facilitate this species in
living in large densities in urban environments.
What is clear from these recent proposed theoretical models, and the supporting evidence from
natural populations, is that individual differences in behaviour should not simply be attributed to
background noise in an ecological analysis. On the contrary the study of these differences and their
potential adaptive value is important from both an evolutionary and ecological standpoint.

1.3.

Methodologies used to assess animal personality

There are a number of methodological issues which arise when assessing animal personality, and
there are numerous published articles for which this is the main focus. A full review and discussion
of these issues can be found in Chapter 2. Therefore, while I will introduce the main methods used
to assess personality here, I will not discuss detailed methodological issues or the strengths and
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weaknesses of the methods. In animal personality research there are two main methods that have
been used to assess personality: subjective ratings of behaviourally defined traits, and coding
behavioural data.

1.3.1. Trait ratings
The trait rating method requires observers who are familiar with the subjects to rate them on a
personality trait, such as aggressive or friendly. Traits are usually accompanied by behavioural
definitions in order to aid observers when assigning ratings to particular animals. The personality
traits can be used for analysis in their own right but are often consolidated into underlying latent
variables using data reduction techniques such as Factor Analysis (FA) or Principal Components
Analysis (PCA). A classic example of this methodology, and one which many subsequent primate
studies have been based on, is the work by Stevenson-Hinde and Zunz (1978) who developed the
Madingley questionnaire. The authors generated a list of 33 trait items with behavioural definitions
(e.g. aggressive was defined as, causes harm or potential harm, and opportunistic was defined as,
seizes a chance as soon as it arises). Observers rated 48 rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta) on each
trait using a 7 point scale (1 = extreme antithesis to the item, 7 = extreme manifestation), individuals
were rated across three successive years, 1974, 1975 and 1976. In 1974 and 1975 inter-observer
reliability estimates led to 19 traits being retained for further analysis, individuals’ scores on the 19
traits were entered into a PCA and this yielded two personality dimensions, Confident-fearful, and
Active-slow. In 1976 the original list of 19 reliable traits was changed slightly and 10 new traits were
added, of these 29 traits, 23 were rated reliably and were retained for further analysis. PCA yielded
three personality dimensions two of which resembled the dimensions identified in the previous
years’ analyses while the third was labelled as Sociable.

1.3.2. Coding behaviour
Coding behavioural data has been used by many personality researchers when they are particularly
interested in one detailed aspect of personality such as boldness. Observing animals under natural
conditions and drawing inferences about individual personality based on their behavioural
repertoire is one way that the behavioural coding method can be used. For example, Rouff, Sussman
and Strube (2005) used data from behavioural observations in order to assess personality in 52 zoo
housed lion-tailed macaques (Macaca silenus). They carried out a Principal Components Analysis
(PCA) on this data and three personality dimensions emerged, i) extraversion-like behaviours, ii)
agonistic behaviours, and iii) bold and cautious behaviours. While the Rouff et al. (2005) study
demonstrates the usefulness of coding behaviour under ‘natural’ conditions, the behavioural coding
method is often used when exposing animals to experimental conditions and recording their
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behavioural responses. One area of personality research where this is most prevalent is in the
investigation of the bold/shy continuum, a personality dimension that has been investigated across a
wide range of taxa. For example Bremner-Harrison, Prodohl and Elwood (2004) judged bold swift
foxes (Vulpes velox) as the individuals that, in the presence of a novel stimulus, left their dens more
quickly, approached the stimulus more closely and showed more low-fear behaviours than their
‘shy’ conspecifics.
Both the rating and behavioural coding methods have associated strengths and weaknesses and
they must be tested for both reliability (Kaufman and Rosenthal, 2009) and validity (Meagher, 2009)
before they can be used confidently to assess the personality of animal subjects (Chapter 2).

1.4 Focus of animal personality research
As mentioned above animal personality research encompasses a wide range of disciplines from
agriculture to psychology. Consequently the focus of the research is also highly variable. Some of the
main areas of research include, i) within-species (intra-species) comparisons, ii) between species
(inter-species) comparisons and iii) the applications of personality ratings.

1.4.1. Within-species comparisons
Research into animal personality can, and often does, take a comparative approach, in that the
personality differences between classes of individuals of the same species are compared, e.g. are
males of species X on average more aggressive than females of species X. The comparative variable
of interest may be: i) a life history variable such as sex, age, and social rank; ii) an environmental
variable such as rearing condition; iii) underlying mechanisms that drive personality differences such
as heritability of personality traits; or iv) the consequences to fitness of personality traits and thus
their adaptive significance.
1.4.1.1. Life history variables
Life history variables such as age, sex and social rank are known to be associated with differences in
animal behaviour which may also vary between species. For example within the extant primate
species there are distinct species specific differences in parental care; in most macaque species
females exhibit more parental care than males, while in callitrichid species there is equal or malebiased parental care (Smuts, Cheney, Seyfarth, Wrangham and Struhsaker, 1989, Ch. 27 and 28). In
each of these species we would expect to find differences in observable behaviour between males
and females so it is unexpected that we would also find some differences in mean personality ratings
for males and females of these species. Rouff et al.’s (2005) study of M. silenus personality found
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that females rated higher than males on a personality dimension labelled Extraversion. The authors
propose that this finding is caused by a difference in the dispersal behaviour exhibited by this
species; females are the philopatric sex and there is a strong female-bonded social system, therefore
sociable traits associated with this personality component predispose the females to exhibit
behaviours that reinforce these social bonds. In the same study the authors also found that females
scored higher on a Curiosity personality dimension. However, during 12 novel object studies they
found that while males would approach potentially threatening objects (e.g. a plastic owl) females
would be more interested in non-threatening items (e.g. stuffed animals). The authors suggest that
this relates to the species’ wild ecology; males must remain vigilant for threats to the group and not
be distracted by non-threatening objects, while females, because of their nutritional requirements,
should investigate novelty in order to discover new food resources.
1.4.1.2. Environmental factors
Within-species comparisons can also inform researchers about the importance of environmental
conditions in shaping personality differences between populations of the same species. Predation
pressure is one such environmental variable that is thought to be important for shaping personality
differences in populations. In order to assess the impact of predation on stickleback behavioural
syndromes Bell (2005) measured how the behaviour of individuals from two different wild
populations (Navarro River and Putah Creek, California) compared in three different experimental
conditions: i) activity in an unfamiliar environment; ii) aggression under predation risk; and iii)
boldness under predation risk. There were distinct differences in both morphological features and
behaviour between individuals from the two populations. Fish from the Navarro river site were
smaller in size, had smaller egg masses, had more armouring (lateral plates), were more aggressive
in the presence of a model predator, and were less likely to continue foraging after a simulated
predator attack than fish from the Putah creek site. As well as differences in individual behavioural
responses the authors found differences in behavioural syndromes between individuals from the
two sites. In the Navarro river individuals, behaviour in one condition was significantly correlated
with behaviour in another context, i.e. boldness under predation risk was correlated with aggression
towards a conspecific, and exploration of an unfamiliar environment. However there were no
significant correlations between contextual behaviours for the Putah creek individuals. The author
proposed that, while the study of only two populations cannot give a definitive answer to why the
boldness/aggressive behavioural syndrome is found in some populations but not others, predation is
a likely selection pressure in these two populations (see Section 1.1.2.1). The morphological
differences in the fish between the two sites suggest that Navarro river fish are subjected to more
predation pressure than Putah creek individuals. Further to the Bell (2005) study, Bell and Sih (2007)
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exposed Putah river individuals to predation in an experimental setting (see Bell and Sih, 2007 for
experimental details). After exposure to predation the authors found significant correlations
between boldness towards predators and aggressiveness towards conspecifics.
1.4.1.3. Genetic component of personality
Results from animal personality research have provided insights about the genetic basis of
personality in animals and through generalisation this has provided insights into the mechanisms
which may underpin human personality. This research has mainly taken place in laboratory
environments using domesticated rodent species as models, which gives limited insight to the
processes that may be occurring in natural animal populations. Recently there has been an increase
in the number of studies focusing on the genetic basis of personality using natural/semi-natural and
captive populations using a wider range of taxa, which may provide a better insight into the genetic
processes underlying personality traits (reviewed by van Oers, de Jong, van Noordwijk, Kempenaers,
and Drent, 2005).
Heritability, the relative amount of genetic variation in relation to phenotypic variation (van Oers et
al., 2005), of personality is an area of interest to animal personality researchers. Within the primate
literature it is of particular interest as authors can compare relative heritabilities of human
personality dimensions to those of primate species. Weiss, King and Figueredo’s (2000) study of
chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes) found that, of the 6 personality factors that have been previously
identified in the species (King and Figueredo, 1997), only the Dominance dimension was significantly
heritable within their study population. It showed a narrow-sense heritability (which is the
proportion of variance due to only additive genetic effects) of 0.63, i.e. within the study population
63% of individual variation in Dominance can be attributed to additive genetic affects. As personality
is essentially a combined suite of correlated personality traits, researchers have also been interested
in genetic correlations between traits. For example, again in P. troglodytes Weiss, King and Enns
(2002) found that there was a genetic correlation between Dominance and measures of Subjective
Well-Being (SWB).
1.4.1.4. Fitness consequences of personality
One of the areas where within-species comparisons of personality can be useful is investigating the
adaptive significance of personality traits/dimensions, and thus how personality differences may be
maintained within a population. An extension of this is to explore whether personality traits are
heritable and act on individual fitness; if this is true, then selection acting on personality traits may
lead to evolutionary change (Dingemanse and Réale, 2005; Section 1.1.2).
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Great tits (Parus major) have been shown to differ in the way that they explore novel environments,
being either ‘fast’ or ‘slow’ explorers (Dingemanse, Both, Drent, Van Oers, Van Noordwijk, 2002).
Exploratory behaviour is also linked with other behaviours; ‘fast’ explorers are more aggressive
towards con-specifics, behave more boldly when exposed to novel objects, and show more risk
taking behaviour than their ‘slow’ conspecifics (Verbeek, Boon and Drent, 1996; Dingemanse and
Réale, 2005). In order to assess whether exploratory personality has any consequences for individual
fitness Dingemanse, Both, Drent & Tinbergen (2004) performed exploration tests on wild-caught P.
major and released them back into their natural habitat. Subsequent survival and breeding success
of these birds over a three year period (1999 – 2001) were analysed. Adult survival between
breeding seasons fluctuated between years and was opposite for males and females, i.e. in 1999 &
2001 ‘slow’ males and ‘fast’ females had higher survival while in 2000 the opposite was the case.
Therefore selection on the personality trait ‘exploratory’ changes depending on environmental
conditions. The authors propose that in ‘rich’ winters (when beech trees have a high crop of seeds)
there is lower food competition, but higher territorial competition in the spring due to higher
survival rates due to abundant food availability in the winter; the reverse is true of ‘poor’ winters.
The consequences of food availability affects the sexes differently; females are subordinate to males
and are thus more affected by competition for winter food, while males are more affected by
competition for territorial space. Therefore ‘fast’ females fare better when competing for clumped
resources in ‘poor’ years and ‘fast’ males benefit from their increased aggression when competing
for territories in ‘rich’ years. Dall (2004) suggests that there are a number of questions about P.
major personality that the research by Dingemanse et al. (2004) poses, such as why exploratory
behaviour should be so consistent and heritable i.e. what selects against individuals that adjust their
boldness to current conditions? This type of study is however, a good demonstration of how
personality research can be used to evaluate the selective pressures that may act on personality
traits/dimensions; supporting the expression of one type over another.

1.4.2. Cross-species comparisons
Cross-species comparisons are rarer within the published animal personality research than withinspecies comparisons (Gosling, 2001). However since Gosling’s review was published many more
cross-species comparisons have emerged within the literature (e.g. Weiss et al., 2011; Uher and
Asendorpf 2008). Cross-species comparisons are important as they can be used to inform
researchers about the phylogenetic or ecological origins of personality traits/dimensions (Gosling
2001; Gosling and Graybeal, 2007). One of the main areas of comparative research in the primate
personality literature is comparisons with human personality; as primates are our closest relatives
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there is a heightened interest in their personality as it may tell us about the evolutionary origins of
personality in humans.
One of the main aims of King and Figueredo’s (1997) research on personality in P. troglodytes was to
see how closely P. troglodytes personality factors resemble those in humans, in particular the Five
Factor Model (FFM) of human personality (McRae and John, 1992). In order to do this a list of 43
trait adjectives, taken from human personality research (Goldberg, 1990) and representative of each
of the factors in the FFM was used to obtain ratings of 100 zoo housed chimpanzees. The authors
found that 6 factors emerged, 5 of which resembled the FFM (Surgency or Extraversion,
Dependability or Conscientiousness, Agreeableness, Emotionality or Neuroticism and Openness) plus
an additional Dominance dimension. Recently Weiss, Adams, Widdig and Gerald (2011) compared
M. mulatta personality with that of previous research on P. troglogytes (King and Figueredo, 1997)
and Pongo spp. (Weiss, King and Perkins, 2006) using a modified version of the questionnaire used in
the King and Figueredo (1997) study. This questionnaire contained 54 trait adjectives, followed by a
behavioural definition. 52 of these trait adjectives were found to be reliable and when analysed
using a PCA could be reduced to 6 dimensions, Confidence, Openness, Dominance, Friendliness,
Activity and Anxiety. The authors suggest that similarities and differences between the three
species’ extant personality structures can inform personality phylogeny. Specifically they suggest
that, i) Anxiety and Confidence in Macaca species blend to form Neuroticism in ape species and that
Sociability and Activity blend to form Extraversion, ii) Openness combines with Conscientiousness to
establish Intellect in extant Pongo species (and their ancestral relatives), iii) Conscientiousness is
formed from items that historically loaded onto Neuroticism and Dominance, and iv) Humans have
lost a separate Dominance dimension as it has combined with Altruism to form human
Agreeableness (for more details see Weiss et al., 2011). This example demonstrates the usefulness
of comparative research for informing evolutionary research on personality differences.
There are a number of important methodological issues that should be considered when adopting a
cross species comparative approach (discussed in Uher, 2008). The main issue that should be
considered is the suitability of the method used to assess personality, whether behavioural
observations or trait ratings. In order to make valid comparisons researchers should use the same
set of behaviours/traits. However the behaviours/traits should fully represent the individual species’
behavioural repertoire (Gosling, 2001; Uher, 2008) otherwise important behaviour may be ignored.
Uher (2008) suggests that using trait operationalisations (definitions) that are independent of
species typical manifestations to facilitate species comparisons requires caution. For example
aggression may look very different in different species. Therefore while the overall list of
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behaviours/traits may be the same for different species the trait operationalisations should be
adapted to each species’ natural behaviour. Uher (2008) proposes 10 different methods of
generating trait lists when constructing rating instruments, and argues that each has different
benefits depending on the focus of the study (Uher, 2008, Chapter 2).

1.4.3. Applications of personality ratings in animal management
If personality assessments are shown to be reliable and valid, there a number of ways these
assessments can be used to facilitate animal management.
1.4.3.1. Personality and health
Evidence from human personality research has established that individual differences in personality
are important factors in disease resistance and/or progression (Cavigelli, 2005). A review by Cavigelli
(2005) highlighted the importance of animal personality research, in understanding the relationship
between human health and personality. For example analogies have been made between animal
‘shyness’ and human ‘behavioural inhibition’ or ‘shyness’. Preliminary studies with rats have shown
that highly neophobic individuals have elevated glucocorticoid responses to novelty and they die
much earlier than ‘exploratory rats’ (Cavigelli and McClintock, 2003). In humans shy children are
more at risk of a variety of health problems including developing anxiety disorders and increased
allergies (Kagan and Snidman, 1999).
Probably the best examples demonstrating the relationship between personality and health in nonhuman primates are the series of studies by Capitanio et al. (summarised in Capitanio, 2011).
Capitanio (2011) suggests that there are two main ways that personality can affect health. The first is
behavioural, i.e. if you rate highly on a certain personality trait you may behave in a certain way that
can influence your health. For example there is a positive correlation between Conscientiousness
and longevity in humans; while the reason for the relationship is yet to be fully established, it is likely
that highly Conscientious people take better care of themselves (Bogg and Roberts, 2004). The
second is physical, and this relationship can be explained by two models. The main-effects model
proposes that individuals rating ‘high’ or ‘low’ on a particular trait are actually ‘built’ differently in
terms of their physiology, while the interaction-model proposes that traits influence the way animals
adapt to stressful situations. Evidence for both models has been found by Capitanio et al., in their
research on adult M. mulatta. Animals’ rated differently on the personality dimension ‘Sociability’
had physiological differences in both the form and function of their lymph nodes, which suggests
that they are ‘built’ differently making them differ in their susceptibility to disease (Capitanio, 1999).
Evidence for the interaction model was gained by comparing animals which were socialised for 100-
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mins per day in social conditions that were either stable (animals met the familiar animals daily in
groups of three) or unstable (animals met in groups daily but the number and identity of the animals
changed daily). Animals’ Sociability was associated with bio-behavioural responses, including
susceptibility to simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV), only in those animals which were subjected to
unstable social conditions (Capitanio, 2011). The author suggests that this is due to an interaction
between personality and the individuals’ social context. The unstable condition had more frequent
periods of aggression than the stable condition (Capitanio, Mendoza, Lerche and Mason, 1998).
During periods of aggression animals rated high on Sociability adopt a ‘low profile’ strategy, i.e.
avoid interaction and send non-threatening signals, while animals rated low on Sociability had poor
social skills and did not react to other animals with species appropriate behaviour.
1.4.3.2. Personality and welfare
Whether animals will adapt well in captivity is of concern, as coping strategies may affect an
individual’s welfare. By identifying potential stressors in captive environments animal management
regimes can be adjusted accordingly to ensure that stressors are reduced or mitigated to a level
which does not impair welfare. For example relationships have been found between the personality
of zoo-housed black rhinos (Diceros bicornis) and zoo housing variables. Male rhinos’ scores on a
fear dimension correlated positively with the percentage of public access around the enclosure while
female rhinos’ scores for a group of behaviours suggesting ‘agitation’ correlated positively with the
percentage of walls in the enclosure (Carlstead, Fraser, Bennett and Kleiman, 1999). While not
establishing cause and effect these significant correlations could indicate that these particular
environmental conditions are associated with differences in personality that could be indicative of
reduced welfare. Another zoo based study by Wielebnowski (1999) suggests that the human-animal
relationship (HAR) may be important for the welfare of captive cheetahs (Acinoynx jubatus) as handreared individuals scored lower on ‘Tense-Fearful’ and ‘Aggressive’ personality components than
those which were mother-reared. On the basis of this result it would not be suggested that
generalised hand-rearing of individuals is a good management technique, as this would be counterintuitive to individual welfare and conservation management efforts, both in terms of giving parents
the opportunity to rear their own young and the developmental experience of the offspring. It may
imply however, that developing a positive HAR is important for individual welfare, and this can be
done through methods other than hand-rearing (Hosey, 2008).
Personality can also interact with other individual life history variables to impact on welfare. For
example, Vandeleest, McCowan and Capitanio (2011) evaluated the risk factors for developing
motor stereotypies (MS) in M. mulatta housed at the Californian Primate Research Centre. The
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authors looked at demographic and life history experience variables as well as individual personality
assessed when animals were infants (<1yr of age). They found that being male, having a greater
proportion of life spent indoors, being singly housed, and having experienced a greater number of
anaesthesias and blood draws were risk factors for developing MS. Personality alone was not a
significant predictor of MS, but it did interact with rearing condition to impact on MS. Animals
reared indoors that were scored highly on Nervous and Gentle personality dimensions were at
greater risk of developing MS compared to animals scoring lower on these dimensions. The same
relationship was not found in outdoor reared individuals.
1.4.3.3. Personality and management
All captive animals are subject to management by human care-givers. An understanding of individual
animals’ personalities can enable better management of them. For example in primate laboratory
situations individuals are often trained using positive reinforcement techniques, to facilitate
husbandry and cooperation during experimental testing. Coleman et al. (2005) examined whether
personality, in terms of response to a novel food object, correlated with the amount of time taken to
train adult female M. mulatta to perform a simple task. Individuals were categorized as Exploratory,
Moderate, or Inhibited personalities. Personality correlated with training success as over 75% of the
highly scoring Exploratory or Moderate individuals were trained easily while only 22% of highly
scoring Inhibited individuals performed the task.
In zoo situations one of the challenging management processes is the formation of social groups.
Species that are held for conservation purposes are managed by a studbook keeper at a regional
level. The studbook keeper will make recommendations about the movement and breeding of
animals based on maintaining a genetically diverse and demographically balanced population and it
is up to the individual zoo to manage the individuals within their institution requiring the
introduction of individuals and formation of social groups. If the personality of an animal is known
before it is recommended for a move, this information can be used to inform introductions (of
animals) and consequential management. For example, all male groups are common in zoo housed
western lowland gorillas (Gorilla gorilla gorilla), and it is recommended that these all-male groups
should be formed with young males as this allows interactions to develop when there are relatively
low levels of aggression (Stoinski, Lukas, Kuhar & Maple, 2004). Kuhar et al. (2006) investigated the
relationships between the Gorilla Behaviour Index (GBI; a rating tool originally used by Gold & Maple
[1994]), and the age, housing, and behaviour, of 119 male gorillas at held at 38 AZA (American
Association of Zoos and Aquaria) institutions. Behavioural data were collected on 25 males at 7 zoos.
The authors found that animals rated low on the Understanding dimension of the GBI were more
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likely to engage in non-contact aggression behaviours. Therefore individuals scoring highly on this
factor may be better candidates for the formation of all-male groups than their less Understanding
con-specifics.
1.4.3.4. Personality and ‘job roles’
Within captivity there is a huge variation in the ‘job roles’ than animals play, from assistance dogs to
laboratory primates. Personality assessment can provide humans with a vital tool in order to select
the most suitable individuals for specific ‘roles’. In Japan only approximately 30% of dogs that enter
training programmes (for drug detection) complete training successfully. To try and address this
issue Maejima et al., (2006) evaluated the behavioural traits of 197 candidate drug detection dogs.
Principal components analysis of ratings yielded two components, Desire for work and Distractibility.
Desire for work was significantly related to successful completion of training: 93.3% of dogs that
passed training had desire for work T-scores of >45. The authors propose that by using this value as
a cut-off point, training centres will be able to reject about 50% of dogs that are unlikely to complete
the training.
The ‘job roles’ of animals even within the zoo community can vary dramatically. Watters and Powell
(2011) identify three primary roles for zoo animals, i) exhibit animals, ii) breeding animals, and iii)
programme animals (those that are used for more intimate guest experiences). While it has not yet
been studied specifically, Watters and Powell (2011) propose that if personality assessment is used
to match animals to their suitable roles there will be two major benefits: both the educational value
and the individual welfare of the animal will be enhanced.
1.4.3.5. Personality and conservation
One of the main aims of modern zoos is to ensure that animal populations held in captivity are selfsustaining. This ensures that there is no need to take animals from the wild and that there are stable
ex-situ populations of conservation dependant species should the opportunity to re-introduce occur.
A major challenge in the management of zoo animals is achieving optimum environmental
conditions to stimulate animals the opportunity to breed successfully. Some species of animal are
notoriously difficult to breed in captivity, and researchers have used an understanding of animal
personality to suggest possible explanations for this. In her study of zoo-housed cheetah (Acinoynx
jubtus) Wielebnowski (1999) showed that reproduction success was significantly lower in individuals
that scored higher on the personality dimension Tense-Fearful. Carlstead, Mellen and Kleiman
(1999) found that in zoo-housed black rhino (Diceros bicornis), males scoring highly on the Dominant
dimension had lower reproductive success than males scoring lower on this dimension. The authors
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also found that the combination of the breeding pairs’ personalities was also an important factor,
the higher the female’s Dominance score, relative to the males, the greater their breeding success.
So far there has only been one published study that looked directly at the effects of personality on
reintroduction efforts. Bremner-Harrison et al. (2004) looked at the boldness of swift foxes (Vulpes
velox) in captivity and related this to their survival in the wild, 6 months after re-introduction. They
found that foxes that had been judged as ‘bold’ in captivity had lower survival rates than their ‘shy’
conspecifics. While this is the only study that has looked directly at a re-introduction programme,
other studies can be used to advise animal managers on the best way to manage animals for release.
For example studies on captive yellow bellied marmots (Marmota flaviventris) suggest that lifetime
reproductive success is higher in Shy males (Armitage and Van Vuren, 2003), so any re-introduction
study should probably use Shy males. Personality studies are also useful for testing whether
essential survival traits have been lost in captivity. Blumstein et al. (2006) tested captive-born and
wild-caught Vancouver marmots (Marmota vancouverensis) in a series of predator tests and found
that captive-born individuals showed appropriate predator recognition and avoidance behaviours.
The authors conclude that individuals differentiate predators from non-predators and this ability has
not been lost in captivity. If essential survival behaviours have been lost due to a prolonged time
spent in a captive situation personality assessment can be used as a tool to rectify this. For example,
de Azevedo and Young (2006) studied 15 zoo-born greater rheas and ran 16 personality tests (8
before and 8 after anti-predator training). Results show that birds behaved boldly before training
and shyly after but also that personality itself affected the behaviour of the birds during training.

1.5.

Study rationale

As has been demonstrated within this review the study of animal personality is a varied and
expanding research discipline. However there are still major gaps in our knowledge. For example
while it appears there is a large body of research on personality in the non-human primates (Gosling,
2001), detailed analysis of the literature reveals that only a handful (7%) of the extant primate
species have been investigated and there is large bias towards M. mulatta and P. troglodytes
(Freeman and Gosling, 2010). There are also methodological issues that need to be addressed in
cross-species comparative research, particularly whether the same rating instrument can be used for
numerous species and yield meaningful results. Evaluating the methodological issues is an important
area of research as establishing a comparative framework using previously unstudied primate
species may give us a greater understanding of the phylogenetic origins of personality development
in the extant primate taxa. It has also been demonstrated that there are numerous practical
applications for using personality differences to inform captive animal management. However within
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published research the use of personality ratings for zoo management is still relatively rare despite
the important findings by Carlstead et al. (1999a & b) and Wielebnowski (1999).

1.5.1. Study aims
The current study has three main aims:
1. To establish a method that can be used to assess the personality of 3 previously unstudied
primate species, and will stand up to reliability and validity testing.
2. To compare the 3 species’ personality structures, and make suggestions about the
phylogenetic and/or ecological origins of personality in these species.
3. To evaluate the applications of personality differences in the management of these species
in zoo situations.

1.5.2. Species choice
The three species that will be studied are Macaca nigra, Macaca sylvanus and Saimiri sciureus. The
reasons for choosing these species are fivefold:
i)

There has been a lot of previous research using M. mulatta so this research can be used as a
starting point in developing the current study which will use two species of the same genus.

ii) The three species offer a very simple model to evaluate potential phylogenetic and/or
ecological basis of personality. M. nigra will be used as the focus or ‘model’ species against
which the other two species will be compared. Essentially M. nigra will be compared against
a species with which it shares a close phylogenetic relationship but ecological differences, M.
sylvanus, and a species with which it shares some ecological similarities but to which it is
very distantly related, S. sciureus. If evidence for a common personality dimension is found
in just the two macaque species it could be suggested that this dimension has developed as
a result of shared phylogeny, while if a dimension is found in only M. nigra and S. sciureus or
only in M. sylvanus and S. sciureus it may have evolved due to shared ecological constraints
and or social systems (See empirical chapters, 3, 4, and 5 for further details of species
behavioural ecology).
iii) The same rating instrument will be used to assess personality in each of the three species.
This will provide an opportunity to evaluate the reliability and validity of the methods across
the three different species.
iv) There are large stable populations of these species in captivity. This will therefore provide
good sample sizes for each species.
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v) Because the study populations will consist of captive individuals there is the opportunity to
carry out applied analysis in order to suggest whether personality research could be a useful
management tool for the study species.

1.5.3. Review of methods
Before the presentation of the empirical work that was carried out in order to achieve the above
aims, it is important to review the methodological issues that occur when assessing animal
personality. Chapter two will evaluate some of the main methods that are used within the published
literature as well as clarifying the methods that will be used in the present study.
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Chapter 2.
Review of methodology used in primate personality research:
data collection and analysis
2.1. Assessing personality in animals
Within the published literature there are two main methods for assessing personality in animals, i)
subjective ratings of behaviourally defined traits by observers, and ii) coding observable behaviour
(these two methods will be referred to as the ‘rating’ and ‘coding’ methods from now on). There is
no consensus within the published literature as to which is the better method to use as they both
have associated strengths and weaknesses in terms of the data they may yield. An overview of each
method, highlighting the main considerations when using them, will be presented here.

2.1.1. The rating method
The rating methods requires observers with experience either working with or observing the
individuals of interest, e.g. animal keepers or research scientists, to rate the individual animals on a
list of trait adjectives. As mentioned in chapter 1, these adjectives are normally accompanied by
behavioural definitions to aid the observers’ understanding of the traits and therefore improve the
reliability of their ratings.
2.1.1.1. Trait list generation
The first issue to address when using the rating method is the selection of the trait adjectives that
are going to be included. Uher (2008) recently presented a review of the methods used to generate
trait adjective lists in animal personality studies. She identified ten basic approaches that have been
used by researchers. In turn these can be split into five broad methods based on their
methodological approaches (Table 1). The differences in these methods are relatively subtle, for
example King and Figueredo’s (1997) study of chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes) sampled a range of
trait adjectives which were derived in order to measure domains of the human Five Factor Model
(FFM), so could be classed as either a ‘top-down’ approach or ‘nomination’ approach.
Uher and Asendorpf (2008) identify the importance of the traits that are selected for use and how
this can impact on the resulting personality structure. For example the study by Stevenson-Hinde
and Zunz (1978) of Macaca mulatta personality established 23 reliable traits that each animal was
rated on using a 1 to 7 scale (Chapter 1. Section 1.3.1). A subsequent Principal Components Analysis
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(PCA) revealed three personality dimensions; Confident, Excitable and Sociable. The trait adjectives
used in the Stevenson-Hinde and Zunz (1978) study have been used in other studies of M. mulatta
personality and have generated similar underlying personality dimensions (Bolig, Price, O’Neil and
Suomi, 1992; and Capitanio, 1999). When the Stevenson-Hinde et al. trait list was used to assess
personality in P. troglodytes three personality dimensions emerged (Murray, 1998), however in the
same species when using a trait list derived from that of the human FFM, six personality dimensions
emerged (King and Figueredo, 1997). Uher and Asendorpf (2008) suggest that empirical differences
were not caused by species personality differences but by the personality dimensions that were
covered by the list of trait adjectives. This example demonstrates that the trait list is one of the
most important considerations when beginning a personality study; sample too few or inappropriate
traits and the resulting analysis may not be a true representation of the species personality
structure.
Table 2.3. Approaches for generating personality trait lists proposed by Uher (2008).
Methodological
approach

Outline

Nomination

Build on human concepts and theories of personality

Adaptive

Identify traits based on interactions between environment and personality
variation

Bottom-up

Identify traits based on naturally evolved complex systems inherent to the
species, such as behavioural or biological systems

Top-down

Apply trait dimensions found in one species and apply to another, looking for
similarities/dissimilarities

Eclectic

Draw on trait dimensions and/or methodologies from various types of
approaches

Other authors have experimented with requesting observers to come up with their own trait
adjectives to describe animals’ personality, a method called, ‘free-choice profiling’ (FCP).
Wemelsfelder, Hunter, Mendl and Lawrence (2000) used this method in order to test the reliability
of nine naïve observers when assessing pig (Sus scrofa) personality. They found that nine observers
achieved significant agreement on their spontaneous assessment of individual behavioural
expression on four separate occasions. While the Wemelsfelder et al. (2000) study highlighted the
potential for FCP in personality assessment there has been limited progress in this research area,
and the majority of published studies focus on domestic and companion animals (e.g. Walker, Dale,
Waran, Clarke, Farnworth and Wemelsfelder, 2010). Therefore it will not be discussed further here
but is worth bearing in mind for future research in zoo animals.
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2.1.1.2. Rating scales
When researchers use rating methods, they must decide what the most suitable scale to use is. A
Likert scale uses numbers to categorise a respondent’s agreement with a particular statement. e.g. 1
= strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = neither agree nor disagree, 4 = agree, 5 = strongly agree. Likert
scales have been used within animal personality research and the scale usually quantifies the degree
to which a trait suits the animal (e.g. Carlstead, Sheperdson, Shappard, Mellen and Benner, 2000).
An alternative to the Likert scale is an interval scale, again raters are requested to consider to what
degree a statement/trait best represents the animal they are judging and thus where on the scale
the animal fits; scales are usually from 1-5 or 1-7. The numbers do not represent specific categories
but opposites are represented on either end of the scale and the rater must record the number that
they think best represents that animal.

For example Stevenson-Hinde & Zunz (1978) asked

observers to rate animals on a 7-point scale with 1 representing extreme antithesis to the item and 7
representing extreme manifestation. Within human personality research visual analogue scales
(VAS) are becoming more commonly used. These require raters to place a mark on a line which they
feel best represents how well the statement/trait suits the animal; the ends of the line scale are
usually labelled as opposite responses as in the interval scale design. VAS scales have also been used
effectively in animal personality research, for example Mondragon-Ceballos and Santillán-Doherty ‘s
(1994) study of M. arctoides required observers to rate individual’s traits using a 140mm line. The
line represented a continuum of the trait with the left hand side of the line representing minimum
expression of the trait while the right hand side represented maximum expression of the trait.
Observers marked the line at what they thought was the appropriate point and a numerical score for
the animal for the trait was gained by measuring the distance of the mark from the left hand side of
the line.
The scale used affects the level of measurement of the resulting data. In principle, data obtained
through Likert scales should be treated as ordinal data as the numbers represent ordered categories.
Data derived from interval and continuous line scales are slightly different but statistical theory
suggests they should be treated as ordinal data (Martin & Bateson, 2007) as differences between
ratings are still not quantifiable i.e. a value for an animal of 4 on an aggression scale does not
necessarily mean that the animal is twice as aggressive as an animal scoring 2 on the scale. However,
it seems generally accepted within the animal personality literature that data obtained from interval
scales can be treated as interval data and, therefore that, associated parametric statistical analyses
can be used to analyse data obtained from personality rating scales (e.g. Capitanio, 1999; StevensonHinde et al., 1980), an assumption that is supported by the recent empirical work of Reips and Funke
(2008), at least as regards visual analogue scales.
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2.1.2. The coding method
This method requires observers to code detailed behaviours in order to establish the personality of
individual animals. It is often used as a method to assess personality when only one or two
dimensions of personality, such as the bold-shy continuum, are of interest. When this is the case
animals are often subjected to experimental situations such as novelty tests and their behavioural
responses are recorded and quantified. Within the primate literature cases where behaviour has
been the preferred method to measure personality are rare but effective. For example Fairbanks’
(2001) study of 128 vervet monkeys (Cercopithecus aethiops sabaeus) measured Impulsivity by
subjecting animals to an intruder test, during which an unfamiliar adult male was positioned at the
edge of the focal animal’s enclosure. Behavioural response to the ‘intruder’ was measured and
converted into an ‘Impulsivity’ score. Fairbanks found that Impulsivity was not affected by cage size,
group composition, or test companions. However Impulsivity scores did change with age; scores
were highest for adolescent males and lowest for adult males (over 6 years of age). Measuring
behaviour under normal conditions can also be used to assess animals overall personality in a similar
way to the trait rating method. The Rouff et al. (2005) study mentioned in section 1.2.2 is a good
example. The authors used a Principal Components Analysis (PCA) on behavioural data obtained
from 52 zoo housed M. silenus to reveal three distinct personality dimensions.

2.1.3. Comparison of the ‘rating’ and ‘coding’ methods
Rating animals on traits, although widely used, is sometimes criticised as it is thought to be
subjective, i.e. it could be influenced by human rater’s different perceptions of what a particular trait
might mean (Uher 2008). However steps can be taken in order to minimise these concerns, e.g.
behavioural definitions can accompany the traits so that raters can be more reliable in their
assessments; and thus trait lists function much like ethograms in standard behaviour studies. A
benefit of the rating method is that it is a very efficient method of amalgamating years of experience
perhaps across an animal’s whole lifetime. Coding behaviour is widely accepted as a more objective
measure of personality i.e. it is assumed that raters can reliably measure observable events, and
reliability testing, while it may be performed, is often not reported (Vazire et al., 2007, p. 193). For
example Maestripieri (2000) used scratch rate as an indicator of emotionality in M. mulatta but at
no point does the author mention whether the data were collected by more than one observer or if
reliability testing of the ethogram used to collect data was carried out. The assumption that coded
data are more objective than rated data is perhaps a dangerous one, as authors are less likely to
subject the former data to rigorous reliability or validity testing.
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Many authors advocate incorporating both the rating and coding methods within animal personality
research (e.g. Gosling, 2001), and as a result there has been an increase in the studies that compare
the two methods when assessing animal personality. These studies concentrate on the reliability and
validity of the data obtained using each method. Highfill, Hanbury, Kristiansen, Kuczaj and Watson,
(2009) compared rating and coding methods when assessing personality in 10 Garnett’s bush babies
(Otolemur garnettii), while Fox & Millam (2009) used ratings and direct behavioural observations in
order to measure personality traits in 68 Cockatiels (Nymphicus hollandicus). Interestingly, in terms
of the inter-observer reliability between observers rating the same animals using the two different
methods, results from these two studies conflict. In the former study, the authors reported higher
reliability between observers when the coding method was used, while the latter study found higher
reliability between observers when the trait rating method was used. Fox & Millam (2009) compared
both methods further, by conducting factor analysis on both sets of data and tested the power of
resulting scales in predicting behaviour during novel object tests. They found that data obtained
using both methods yielded a similar three factor model of personality and that they both showed
reasonable power to predict observed behaviour.
Within the primate literature, Uher and Asendorpf (2008) recently assessed personality in 20 great
apes (five each of bonobos Pan paniscus, chimpanzees Pan troglodytes verus, gorillas Gorilla gorilla
gorilla, and orangutans Pongo pygmaeus abili) using a list of traits derived using a bottom-up
approach i.e. using the species’ behavioural repertoires. The authors compared three different
methods of trait operationalisation, i) recording trait-relevant behaviour measures (behaviour was
recorded during novelty tests), ii) rating animals on single adjectives (for example, ‘animal X is very
curious’, and iii) rating animals on behaviour-descriptor verbs (for example ‘animal X often touches
new items (e.g. enrichment items) at great length’. They found that all three measures yielded
reliable and stable assessments of great ape personality. While cross-method coherence was shown,
there was a higher coherence between behaviour ratings and behaviour measures than between
adjectives and behaviour measures.
The studies above highlight the importance of considering whether to use behavioural measures or
trait ratings to assess personality. In terms of reliability it could be assumed that behavioural
measures would be more reliably rated as observers are basing their ratings on observable events,
while rating traits may be less reliable as they are subject to the rater’s impressions and experience
of an animal. However this can also be true of behavioural observations as in captive situations
keepers may observe different behaviours depending on their job role/experience, i.e. a keeper who
is always present during medical procedures may observe more aggression/stress-related
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behaviours than a keeper who is responsible for feeding the animals. In terms of validity Uher and
Assendorf (2008) demonstrate that using single adjectives rather than behavioural ratings may be
less valid as they had less coherence with behavioural measures. However they suggest that while
predictions of manifest behaviour may be more precisely achieved by behaviour ratings than
subjective ratings, adjectives may be more intuitive and help raters form an overall picture of the
animals which may be more useful for everyday management.

2.2. Reliability of personality assessments
Any kind of research where we are relying on human observers could be subject to potential
observer bias in measurements. There are two potential methods that can be incorporated into
research to try to minimise observer bias, as proposed in Burghardt, et al., (2012). The first is to
ensure that data is collected ‘blind’ to the condition; the second is to ensure that, if there is more
than one observer, there are high levels of inter-observer agreement. In the case of personality
assessment it is difficult to ensure that observer ratings of personality are ‘blind’ as the raters are
obviously aware of the traits they are rating. However as the current analysis is exploratory i.e, there
is no predefined hypothesis of what personality dimensions are expected to occur, then the ratings
could be considered to be ‘blind’ as raters do not know what personality dimension each individual
trait is measuring. The second method, assessing inter-observer reliability/agreement, is much more
applicable to animal personality research.
Testing reliability should precede validity testing as a tool cannot, and should not, be used to
measure anything if it is unreliable (Meagher, 2009; McRae et al., 2012). As observer ratings will be
the primary unit of personality measurement in the current study it is important to establish
reliability of these ratings. As mentioned above (2.1.3) data obtained through coding observable
behaviour is generally accepted to be more reliable than data obtained through rating animals on
trait adjectives, however the validity of this assumption will be discussed further below. Within the
field of personality research there are two main types of reliability testing, observer reliability which
can be split into inter and intra-rater reliability, and test-retest reliability, which if using the same
raters, could be considered to be type of intra-observer reliability.

2.2.1. Inter-rater Reliability
Inter-rater reliability can be described as the extent to which two or more observers using the same
rating instrument and rating the same set of animals agree on their ratings of traits/events.
Historically in the animal behaviour literature, studies have used percentage agreement to establish
inter-observer reliability, however many problems with this method have been identified and as a
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result Cohen’s kappa has been developed for testing inter-rater reliability (Kaufman & Rosenthal
2009). Cohen’s kappa is usually only suitable for 2 raters, and therefore it has been used sparingly in
the animal personality literature as there tend to be more than two raters’ data included in these
studies. The aim in the current study was to use the maximum number of raters/keepers that were
available to rate the animals. Therefore Kappa was not thought to be a suitable statistical technique
and will not be discussed further here.
The two most common methods used to assess inter-rater reliability in animal personality research
appear to be Pearson’s r (e.g. Chamove, Eysenck and Harlow, 1972; Crawford, 1937) and Intraclass
Correlation Coefficients (ICC) (e.g. Capitanio, 1999; Fairbanks, 2001; King and Landau 2003; Pederson
et al., 2005; Uher and Asendorpf, 2008). Inter-rater reliability can be calculated within-subjects i.e.
do raters X and Y agree that animal A is more ‘bold’ than ‘submissive’, or across-subjects i.e. do
raters X and Y agree than animal A is ‘bolder’ than animal B. Reliability can also be calculated at the
level of individual traits or at the broader level of personality dimensions. Gosling (2001) highlights
that within-subject correlations should be interpreted cautiously because strong within-subject
correlations would be obtained even if raters were basing their judgements on stereotypical views of
the animals with each observer giving each animal the same stereotypical based ratings, whereas
across-subject correlations reflect raters’ abilities to differentiate between animals therefore the
greater emphasis should be on achieving good across-subject reliability within animal personality
studies.
Across-subject reliability for individual traits is often calculated in animal personality research;
however the full results are usually not reported in detail, rather authors state that overall reliability
estimates met a previously defined threshold. Freeman and Gosling’s (2010) review of the primate
literature identified four datasets that estimated and reported inter-rater reliability at the level of
the individual trait. Two of these studies used Pearson’s r, which measures the strength of
relationship between two variables (i.e. two observers ratings of the same trait in the same animals)
and has a value of -1 (negative relationship between two variables) to +1 (Positive relationship
between two variables); a value of 0 would indicate no relationship at all between the two variables.
The other two studies used Intra-Class Correlation Coefficients (see below 2.2.1.1). The mean
correlation coefficient in both the studies using Pearson’s r was 0.81 (Chamove et al. 1972;
Crawford, 1937), which indicates a large mean positive agreement between keepers’ scores of traits.
The third study reported single-measures Intra-Class Correlations (ICC [3, 1]) (Capitanio, 1999) with a
mean coefficient 0.08, and the final study reported average-measures Intra-Class Correlations (ICC
[3,k]) (Uher and Asendorpf, 2008) with a mean coefficient of 0.64. Inter-observer reliability at the
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level of personality dimension is more commonly reported. Fifteen studies included in the Freeman
and Gosling (2010) review reported reliability at the broader level of dimensions, Pearson’s r
coefficients ranged from 0.00 to 0.92, and Intra–Class Correlations ranged from 0.36 to 0.93.
These studies indicate that reliability estimates, when reported, are highly variable from one study
to the next. It is unclear why this is the case but Gosling (2001) proposes many variables that could
potentially affect the reliability of personality data including individual species’ behavioural
repertoires, the experience of the raters, and communication between raters. The one thing that is
clear is that inter-observer reliability should be calculated and reported when possible in order to aid
our understanding of what variables affect raters’ ability to reliably rate animal personality.
2.2.1.1. The Intra Class Correlation Coefficient (ICC)
Intra Class Correlation (ICC) can be described as ‘a ratio of the variance of interest over the sum of
the variance of interest plus error’ (Shrout and Fleiss, 1979). The advantage of ICCs over other
methods of reliability assessment is that they can be tailored to fit different experimental designs.
There are three different types of study for which ICC can be applied: 1) each animal is rated by a
different set of raters who are randomly selected from a larger population of raters; 2) a random
group of k raters is selected from a larger population of raters and each one rates each animal; and
finally 3) each animal is rated by the same k raters who are the only raters of interest (Shrout and
Fleiss, 1979). In primate personality research the most commonly used form of Intra-Class
Correlation is the third type, ICC[3]; as normally each animal is rated by the same raters and these
are the only raters of interest. There are two further distinctions within the ICC[3]: ICC[3,1]
represents the reliability of an individual rater so it would be of interest if using just one rater’s data
for use in further analysis, while ICC[3,k] represents the reliability of the mean of k raters, so would
be of interest if a researcher wanted to use the mean of k raters in further analysis. In the present
study both ICC[3,1] and ICC[3,k] were calculated and reported. ICC[3,k] was used to assess the traits
that should be retained for further analysis, as mean observer ratings of animal personality were
used to construct the personality dimension scores. Whereas ICC[3,1] values were used for the
comparison of reliability estimates (across zoos), as these values are comparable even if the number
of raters is different at each zoo.

2.2.2. Intra-rater reliability
Intra-observer reliability is the extent to which a person’s ratings of the same animals at two
different time points correlate with one another. These measurements can obviously be influenced
by changes in the animals’ behaviour at two different time points, so the use of video recordings has
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been highlighted as an important method in assessing intra-observer reliability (Taylor and Mills
2006). If the same video recording of animal behaviour is presented to an observer at two different
time points it would be expected that their assessments of the behaviour would be consistent. Video
observations of behaviour are also beneficial as they control for any changes in the behaviour of the
animal due to the presence of the observer (Diesel et al., 2008). If intra-observer reliability is found
to be inadequate some authors propose that observers should be trained, through the use of video
recordings, in order to maximise consistency and then only select those that are most reliable
(Taylor and Mills, 2006; Murphy, 1998).
Within animal personality research the use of video recordings is not normally applied as not all the
characteristics of an individual can be captured on video, and indeed we do not want judgments of
animals to be based on limited behavioural observations. We are instead interested in the raters’
experience of an animal over its, potentially whole, lifetime. These methods could be applicable
when personality is assessed through rating animals on behaviour adjectives or behavioural
responses to experimental condition (e.g. Uher and Asendorpf, 2008). For example raters could be
trained, through observing video recordings, as to what a Bold and Shy response to novelty actually
looks like, e.g. what behaviours are considered Bold or Shy, raters could then make their judgments
on the experimental animals based on their prior training.

2.2.3. Retest reliability
Retest reliability is the extent to which measurements of a particular trait can be reproduced when
measured again at a different time period e.g. the likelihood that animal will behave in the same way
when a test is repeated (Taylor and Mills, 2006). Within the animal personality research retest
reliability has been assessed particularly when personality is assessed through experimental tests
such as novel object testing. For example Fairbanks’s (2001) study of 128 male vervet monkeys
(Cercopithecus aethiops sabaeus) quantified individuals’ responses to an intruder test (an unfamiliar
male positioned at the edge of the home cage) in order to achieve an Impulsivity score for each
individual. A sub-set of 70 males were subjected to the intruder test again between 2-9 weeks after
the original test. The authors found that there was a high degree of consistency in individual
Impulsivity scores recorded during the tests (average measures intraclass correlation coefficient
ICC[3, k] = 0.83), suggesting that their Impulsivity score was measuring a consistent aspect of
personality.
Within human personality research retest reliability is often not afforded the same importance as
other forms of reliability testing. McRae et al., (2010) argue that this is mainly due to the fact that,
when retest reliability analyses are conducted, authors are not critical of estimates; they consider
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corrections to be satisfactory regardless of the size of the correlation or the length of the retest
interval. Retest reliability can also remain quite high even if factors such as, trait relevance and trait
heterogentiy are not internally consistent (McRae et al., 2010). Retest reliability has received
relatively little attention within the primate literature (Freeman and Gosling, 2010) as studies
generally only assess the personality of the animals once (although see Uher et al., 2008; StevensonHinde et al., 1980; Clarke and Snipes, 1998; and Fairbanks 2001, for some exceptions). Where retest
reliability has been carried out in primate personality research the estimates tend to be lower than
for other forms of reliability such as inter-observer reliability, but generally still achieve good
reliability estimates (Freeman and Gosling, 2010).

2.2.4. Reliability of behavioural observations
It is very likely that when researchers use behavioural observations to assess personality the
reliability of the behavioural data collection method will initially be tested for inter-observer
reliability, however as mentioned earlier these statistics are generally not reported. The lack of
reporting of reliability testing which accompanies behavioural observations does not seem to be
unique to animal personality research. Kaufman & Rosenthal (2009) highlight a lack of inter-observer
reliability measurement in studies of animal behaviour research in general. Although the authors
took articles from only two volumes of one journal, Animal Behaviour, which the authors themselves
highlight as an ‘informal measure of the frequency with which inter-observer reliability was
addressed’, of 100 suitable papers only four reported any kind of inter-observer reliability statistic.
In animal personality papers that have used observations of behaviour the instances of reporting
reliability statistics are rare, although there are exceptions (e.g. Byrne and Suomi, 2002; Fairbanks,
2001; Uher and Asendorpf, 2008)
In the current study reliability of the behavioural observations could not take place as the author
was the only person collecting the data, however before data collection took place the reliability of
each species’ behavioural ethogram was tested. For each species the author and another person
familiar with the animals carried out a focal observation (on the same animal) according to the
behavioural data collection method outlined in Chapters 3, 4 and 5, and the data were compared
using Cohen’s kappa.

2.3. Validity of personality assessments
The validity of data collected using observer ratings can be tested in three different ways; i) content
validity, ii) criterion validity and iii) construct validity (Cronbach and Meehl, 1955). Content validity
tests the appropriateness of the items being tested, i.e. agreement with previous research and/or
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expert opinion. For example the study by Capitanio and Widaman (2005) attempted to replicate the
M. mulatta dimension structure found by Maninger Capitanio, Mendoza and Mason (2003) by
applying similar methods to a new study population and carrying out a confirmatory factor analysis.
This is probably not a suitable kind of validity to test in the present situation as we are conducting an
exploratory investigation, so we have nothing to test our ideas against. Criterion validity tests the
accuracy of the ‘instrument’ in predicting scores on a ‘gold standard’ criterion measurement. This is
commonly used for scales that diagnose health problems i.e. where a clear ‘standard’ can be set
(Meagher, 2009); within personality research it is difficult to demonstrate criterion validity due to
the fact that there is often no ‘ultimate measure’ of personality. Construct validity tests the ability of
the ‘instrument’ to measure a ‘postulated attribute’, such as behaviour, and can be demonstrated
through either convergent validity (expected presence of a relationship) or divergent validity
(expected absence of a relationship). For the reasons outlined above Construct validity is the most
commonly used in animal personality research, for example Pederson et al. (2005) demonstrated
that Pan troglodytes individuals’ scores on six personality dimensions showed good construct validity
as they could predict individual behaviour. Specifically, agonistic context behaviours were positively
correlated with scores on Dominance and Emotionality dimensions and negatively associated with
Agreeableness and Dependability dimensions. Extraversion scores were positively correlated with
affinitive context behaviours and negatively correlated with public orientation.

2.4. Establishing personality structure
Many studies of primate personality aim to explore personality structure using factor analytic
techniques. Normally this is either exploratory factor analysis (FA) or principal component analysis
(PCA) (discussed below, 2.4.2). The purpose of both FA and PCA is to explain the shared variance of a
set of measured variables using the fewest latent variables. Put simply these methods involve first,
calculating the correlations between the original variables. The correlation matrix (between original
variables) is then subject to a series of transformations which results in linear combinations of the
original measures i.e. factors or components. The ‘loading’ of the original variables on the new
factors is the correlation between the original variables and the new factor (Budaev, 2010). This type
of analysis benefits researchers in two ways: i) it enables descriptions of the relationship between
the original set of variables and ii) scores for the new latent variables can be derived from the
original observed scores. Scores for latent variables can then be used in various subsequent analysis
(Velicer and Jackson, 1990). Factor analysis is one of the most widely used statistical techniques in
both human psychological research (Fabrigar et al., 1999) and animal behaviour research (Budaev,
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2010) there are, however, a number of important methodological considerations that need to be
addressed when using factor analysis and these issues are discussed below.
2.4.1 Variables
The first thing to consider is the quality of the data being inputted into the analysis. In personality
research this means the personality traits that are used to initially assess personality should be
appropriate. This essentially relates back to trait generation techniques outlined in section 2.1.1.1.
Only by selecting appropriate traits will the results of the factor analysis be meaningful.

2.4.2 Factor analysis vs principal components analysis
Both Factor Analysis (FA) and Principal Components Analysis (PCA) are similar in their function, as
they both reduce a set of variables into a smaller subset of latent variables. FA uses a mathematical
model to determine which variables can be grouped into factors, whereas PCA decomposes the
original data into a set of linear variables from which factors are then created. PCA also assumes the
sample is the entire population, so results cannot be extrapolated beyond that particular sample
(Kline, 1994). Budaev (2010) suggests that PCA is most appropriate when the main objective is just
to reduce the number of variables into a more manageable/appropriate subset, while FA is most
appropriate when the aim is to determine and assess unobservable constructs. Some authors
suggest that the results from FA and PCA differ little (e.g. Velicer, 1977), while others suggest
differences can occur depending on the data that is input. Stevens (1992) suggests that different
results will occur between FA and PCA when using datasets of over 30 variables which have high
communalities, i.e. >0.70 (a measure of the proportion of variance explained by the extracted
factors), but differences are unlikely to occur in the outputs from FA and PCA with datasets of less
than 20 variables with low communalities i.e. <0.70. Within the published literature it is somewhat
unclear if either method is more applicable than the other in the study of animal personality,
however PCA appears to be the more common method. PCA will be used within the current study as
it the most commonly used method in the published literature, thus enabling results to be compared
with previous studies.

2.4.3 Sample size
Recommendations for suitable sample sizes, i.e. numbers of participants or animals, when using PCA
vary greatly depending on the author. Gorsuch (1983) recommends five participants per variable and
never less than 100 in total. Nunally (1978) and Everitt (1975) recommend a ratio of 10 participants
to every variable. However more recent authors have suggested that these recommendations are
not sufficiently sensitive and that adequate sample size is not a function of the number of measured
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variables but is instead influenced by: i) the extent to which resulting factors are over determined
i.e. more than 3 or 4 measured variables per factor, and ii) high communalities (>0.70). When these
two considerations are met accurate estimates of population parameters can be obtained with
samples as small as 100. Recently de Winter et al., (2009) carried out simulations to estimate
minimum sample sizes for exploratory factor analysis and concluded that as long as certain data
considerations are met, namely that there are high levels of loadings, a low number of factors and a
high number of variables,, EFA can yield reliable results for sample sizes <50.

2.4.4 Factor retention
When PCA is conducted eigenvalues (EV) are reported, which indicate the substantive importance of
the factor. Kaiser (1960) stipulates that all factors with EV>1 should be retained. Jolliffe (1972)
suggests that Kaiser’s criterion is too strict and that EV>0.70 should be retained. The choice of which
criteria to use again probably comes down to sample size and communality values, for example
Kaiser’s criterion is thought to be sufficient when, the number of variables <30 and communalities
are >0.70 or when sample size >250 and there is an average communality of >0.60. The problem
with the Kaiser’s criterion method is that it is arbitrary in nature as Wilson and Cooper (2008) point
out, “The Kaiser-Guttman rule is arbitrarily based on the assumption that factors with ‘better than
average variance explanations’ are significant and those with ‘below average variation explanation’
are not”. Interpretation of Cattell’s (1966) scree plot is another technique used to determine the
number of factors which should be retained. Eigenvalues are plotted on the y-axis against the factor
with which it is associated against the x-axis, in order of magnitude. The graph normally has a
characteristic shape; a sharp descent in the curve followed by a tailing off. It is argued that the point
of inflection in the curve should signify the ‘cut off’ point and eigenvalues/factors above this point
can be retained. Two methods of determining which factors to retain for analyses thought to be
more accurate than using arbitrary ‘cut-offs’ are the minimum average partial (MAP) method
(Velicer, 1966) and Parallel analysis (Horn, 1965). The MAP method produces a one-factor solution
for a data set and calculates an associated index based on the average residual correlation of the
one-factor solution. The higher this index the more variance is left unexplained by this factor. This
process is repeated for a two-factor solution and so on, and the index of residual correlations
provides an indication of the amount of variance that goes unaccounted for in an extraction of x
factors. The index will show the number of factors (x) that can be extracted to account for the
maximum amount of variance within the dataset (the lowest residual correlation index) (Wilson and
Cooper, 2008). The MAP test has been shown to underestimate the number of factors which can be
created from a dataset, therefore the preferred method of factor retention is parallel analysis.
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Parallel analysis generates multiple sets of random data that parallel the original data in terms of the
number of cases and variables (O’Connor, 2000), then carries out factor analyses on each set of
random data and collates the resulting eigenvalues. Essentially this calculates an eigenvalue which
occurs less than 5% of the time when factoring random data. This can then be compared against
eigenvalues using real data. If the eigenvalue for a factor obtained using the real data is larger than
that using random data, we can accept it as a ‘true’ factor as it is greater than generated from
random data. While both MAP and parallel analysis methods are strongly recommended tests for
factor retention, they have rarely been used in animal personality research in the past, but are
becoming more common within the literature (e.g. Konečná et al., 2008; Weiss et al., 2011). Their
lack of use in the past could perhaps be due to the fact that they are more complex to compute and
are often not available as standard tests in statistical packages. Furthermore, Kaiser’s criterion and
Scree tests tend to be the defaults in statistical programmes such as SPSS, which probably increases
their popularity.

2.4.5 Factor rotation
Factor analysis or PCA models with more than one factor do not have a unique solution as “there
exists an infinite number of alternative orientations of the factors in multidimensional space that will
explain the data equally well” (Fabrigar, Wegener, Macallum and Strahan, 1999, p. 281). Factor
rotation effectively rotates factor axes such that variables are loaded maximally to only one factor
making interpretation of the factors easier. There are two main types of rotation, orthogonal and
oblique. Orthogonal rotates factors while keeping them independent of one another while Oblique
rotation allows correlation between factors. Varimax rotation is generally regarded as the best
orthogonal method and is most widely used in psychological research, while of the oblique methods
Promax rotation is commonly used (Fabrigar et al., 1999). Some authors carry out PCA or FA using
both orthogonal and oblique methods; if the correlations between factors in using the oblique
rotation are minimal and there is no qualitative difference in the factor structures then researchers
can be confident in using the orthogonal rotation solution for further interpretation of the data (e.g.
Weiss et al. 2011).

2.4.6. Structural equation modelling and confirmatory factor analysis
Structural equation modelling (SEM) is an overarching term that is used to describe a range of
statistical techniques that examine the relationships between a set of independent (IV) and a set of
dependent variables (DV). Both the IVs and DVs can be measured variables or factors, hence its
suitability for personality research. The first step in SEM is to propose a model, so it is a confirmatory
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technique. This model is then estimated, evaluated and potentially modified. Within personality
research, specific hypotheses stating the number of factors to be extracted and the variables/traits
that load on each factor should be made prior to the analysis. The factor analysis procedure then
tests the fit of the data to the hypothesised factors (Tinsley and Tinsley, 1987).
A good example of this kind of analysis is the study by Capitanio and Widaman (2005). They used
confirmatory factor analysis in order to test the consistency of factor structure from study to study.
A four-factor structure of personality had previously been reported for M. mulatta (Maninger et al.
2003) so they tested the generality of this earlier structure by performing CFA on data obtained
using a different set of rhesus macaques. Their analyses provided mixed results; the four factor
model was replicated and the model achieved a good fit, the Sociability and Confidence dimensions
were much stronger (i.e. had consistently higher loadings) than the Equability and Irritability
dimensions. Replication of factors has also been attempted in Pan troglodytes populations (King et
al., 2005; Weiss et al., 2007, Weiss et al., 2009). Because the current thesis is exploratory in nature
rather than confirmatory we will not be using any confirmatory techniques like the ones outlined
above, however once a personality structure has been established it may be a useful technique in
order to test whether the structure can be applied to other populations of the same species.

2.5. Clarification of methods implemented in the current thesis
Each empirical chapter contains a methods section where species specific experimental design will
be outlined separately. There are however some methodological similarities across the chapters
which are summarised below.

2.5.1. Trait generation
Personality traits were generated using an eclectic approach (Uher, 2008). As M. nigra are the
‘model’ species the original list of traits used by Stevenson-Hinde et al. (1980) for M. mulatta was
used as a starting point for trait generation. Experts in macaque behaviour and captive management
were also consulted in order to add additional traits and to change definitions of Stevenson-Hinde et
al.’s traits where appropriate. Additional traits were also added based on the three study species’
natural behaviour, however definitions were species specific (see below). These additional traits
were not generated using the systematic behavioural repertoire approach proposed by Uher (2008)
as their work was published after the formulation of the trait list used in the current study if
repeating the study in the future using the behavioural repertoire approach may be an interesting
addition to the study.
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2.5.2. Trait operationalisation
Each trait was accompanied with a 2 to 3 sentence behavioural definition. This was included to help
the raters understand what was meant by the trait adjective in the effort to improve inter-rater
reliability when assessing animals. The trait adjectives were kept the same across all species some
definitions were adjusted according to species specific behaviour. A copy of the personality
questionnaire can be found in appendix A.

2.5.3. Rating scale
A rating scale of 1 (the trait is not represented in the animal) to 7 (the trait is highly represented in
the animal) was used, in accordance with previous primate personality research (e.g. StevensonHinde et al., 1980).

2.5.4. Data analysis
2.5.4.1. Reliability of ratings
In order to calculate inter-rater reliability for institutions where more than one rater had provided
personality data, average measures intra-class correlations (ICC[3, k]) were calculated for each
animal and trait. In order to ensure that only reliable data were entered into subsequent PCA
analysis any animal with a negative ICC[3, k] was removed from further analysis and any trait with an
ICC[3, k] of less than 0.50 was removed from further analysis. A stricter criterion was put on trait
reliability as across-subject correlations reflect raters’ abilities to differentiate between animals
(section 2.2.1).
2.5.4.2. Principal components analysis (PCA)
To determine the underlying personality structure an exploratory Principal Components Analysis
(PCA) was run using the mean trait scores for each animal, only traits reaching moderate reliability
(ICC[3, k] >0.50) were included in the PCA. The Eigenvalues above one, interpretation of the scree
plot and parallel analysis were used to establish the number of components that should be retained
(O’Connor, 2000). The analysis was conducted using a Varimax rotation but a PCA with Promax
rotation was also used to establish the degree of correlation between the resulting components and
to establish if allowing components to correlate altered the structure (e.g. Weiss et al., 2011).
2.5.4.3. Dimension scores
Personality dimension scores were created using animals original scores on all traits that had salient
loadings (>0.40) on a particular dimension. The mean of the original scores (for negatively loaded
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traits a reverse score was calculated by taking the original score from 8) was defined as the
dimension score. If a trait had salient loadings on more than one dimension it was assigned to the
dimension with the higher loading.
2.5.4.4.Validity of personality structure
In order to assess the construct validity of the personality dimensions Generalised Linear Mixed
Models were used to assess the effect of personality dimension scores on observable behaviour
under normal conditions and during a novel object test, see Chapter 3 (section 3.2.5.4), Chapter 4
(section 4.2.5.4) and Chapter 5 (section 5.2.5.4) for further details of analysis.
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Chapter 3.
The personality structure of captive Sulawesi crested black
macaques (Macaca nigra)
3.1. Introduction
In recent years there has been a rapid rise in the number of published articles focusing on nonhuman primate (here on referred to as primates) personality research. In the review by Freeman and
Gosling (2010) the authors identified just over 20 articles published in the 1980s, while they
predicted by the end of the 2000s there would be over 100 published articles. Indeed a search for
the terms ‘primate’ and ‘personality’ in Web of Science indicates that there were 132 published
articles during the 2000s alone. However there are still many gaps in our current knowledge that
need to be addressed. Freeman and Gosling (2010) established that: i) 70 % of research had taken
place in laboratory settings, so there is a need for more studies on wild and other captive (e.g. zoos
and wildlife parks) populations; ii) 7% of the known primate species had been studied, and there was
a particular focus on chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes) and rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta), so
clearly there is a need to expand the research focus to include less studied species; iii) most studies
use similar rating scales even though they may have originally been developed for very different
species. While this makes cross-species comparisons possible, some authors suggest that the rating
instruments should be more species-specific or at least include some species-specific traits (e.g.
Uher, 2008; Gosling 2001); iv) less than a third of studies report reliability and/or validity data,
essential criteria if we are to be able to use personality assessments confidently.
Personality research within the genus Macaca has received considerable attention, and the majority
of studies focus on M. mulatta. A series of seminal articles by Stevenson-Hinde et al., (StevensonHinde, Stilwell-Barnes and Zunz, 1980a; Stevenson-Hinde, Stilwell-Barnes and Zunz, 1980b;
Stevenson-Hinde and Simpson, 1981; Stevenson-Hinde and Zunz, 1978; Stevenson-Hinde, Zunz and
Stilwell-Barnes, 1980) required observers to rate the personality of 48 M. mulatta individuals by
scoring them on a list of behaviourally defined trait adjectives (the Madingley questionnaire;
Chapter 1, section 1.3.1), on a scale from 1 to 7. The ratings were found to demonstrate good interrater reliability, and were stable across a four year period. When ratings were entered into a
Principal Components Analysis (PCA) three components emerged which were labelled: Confident,
Sociable and Excitable. Individuals’ scores on these personality components had significant
correlations with appropriate behaviours which provided evidence for construct validity.
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Captanio et al’s., series of articles (Capitanio, 1999; Capitanio, Mendoza and Baroncelli, 1999;
Capitanio, Mendoza, and Bentson, 2004; Capitanio and Widaman, 2005) used personality ratings to
study the biological relevance of personality in M. mulatta. They rated individuals using a similar
methodology to that used by Stevenson-HInde et al., and found evidence for four personality
components. Three were almost identical to the Confident, Sociable and Excitable components, but
they also found evidence for a fourth component which they labelled Equable. Capitanio et al.,
demonstrated that individual personality, in particular an animal’s Sociability score, affected a range
of biobehavioural responses, including susceptibility to simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV). Most
recently, Weiss, Adams, Widdig and Gerald (2011), used a 54 item Hominid personality
questionnaire to rate a group of 125, free-ranging, M. mulatta. When their results were entered into
a principal components analysis they found evidence for six personality dimensions: Confidence,
Dominance, Anxiety and Friendliness, which were similar to the M. mulatta dimensions found in
previous studies, plus two previously unidentified dimensions, Activity and Openness.
Pig-tailed macaques (M. nemestrina) (Caine, Earl and Reite, 2005), lion-tailed macaques (M. silenus
(Rouff, Sussman and Strube, 2005), and Stump-tailed macaques (M. arctoides) (Mondragon-Ceballos
and Santillán-Doherty, 1994; Figueredo, Cox and Rhine, 1995) have all also received limited attention
within the primate personality literature. The present study aims to build on existing research by
investigating personality in a previously unstudied macaque species, the Sulawesi crested macaque
(M. nigra).
M. nigra present an interesting study species as they are one of seven macaque species endemic to
the Island of Sulawesi. It is hypothesised that all the Sulawesi macaques evolved from a single
ancestral population related to M. nemestrina (Riley, 2010). In terms of their ecology they are
distinct among the macaque species as there are no major predators or other Catarrhine
competitors within their habitat. There are also differences in their social behaviour that make them
an interesting study species. While all macaque species generally live in large multi-male multifemale groups with male dispersal and female philopatry, the degree to which species exhibit
aggression, dominance behaviours, conflict resolution and kin biased social relationships varies
greatly between the species. Thierry (2007) proposes a four grade system across which all species of
macaques can be organised. The two extremes are grade one and grade four species. Grade one
species e.g. M. mulatta and Japanese macaques (M. fuscata) exhibit strict dominance hierarchies,
show less tension reducing behaviours (post-conflict) and mothers are highly protective over
offspring. Grade four species, e.g. M. nigra, exhibit more tolerant social styles, show high rates of
tension reducing behaviours (post-conflict), and more relaxed mothering styles i.e. many females
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may handle offspring. Grade two and grade three species (e.g. long-tailed macaques (M.
fascicularis), and Barbary macaques (M. sylvanus), respectively) exhibit behaviours somewhere in
the intermediate ranges of the two extremes (Thierry, 2007). By comparing M. nigra against other
macaque species such as M. mulatta which differ in their ecology and social behaviour we may be
able to begin to make suggestions about the phylogenetic origins of personality traits in these
species.
M. nigra are also interesting from a conservation perspective. They are currently classed as critically
endangered on their native Island of Sulawesi due to an 80% population decline in the last 4
decades, caused by hunting and habitat loss (Supriatna and Andayani, 2008). There is a large captive
population of M. nigra in European zoos managed as part of a conservation programme (Melfi,
2011). Previous studies have shown that personality can be important for both management of
captive breeding programmes and reintroduction programmes. Therefore investigating M. nigra
personality may influence the success of conservation programmes. This will be explored further in
Chapter 7.
The overall aim of the present study is to investigate the personality structure of M. nigra. Three
subsidiary aims were:
1) To establish whether M. nigra individuals can be reliably assessed by human observers on a set of
behaviourally defined trait adjectives. Rating animals on such traits is one of the main ways
personality is assessed in primate species. In order for us to be able to use these ratings confidently
they must be shown to be reliable (Gosling and Vazire, 2002; Chapter 2, section 2.2).
2) To explore the personality structure of M. nigra through a Principal Components Analysis (Chapter
2, section 2.4), i.e. reducing the traits into a number of underlying personality components or
dimensions. Within the primate literature anywhere from three (M. mulatta, Stevenson-Hinde et al.,
1980) to six (Chimpanzees, Pan troglodytes, King, Weiss and Farmer, 2005; M. mulatta, Weiss et al.,
2011) underlying personality dimensions have been found in primate species. The number and
structure of personality dimensions found in the current study will be examined and compared to
previous research.
3) To test the construct validity of the personality ratings. Once personality ratings are found to be
reliable it is important to test the validity of the ratings (Chapter 2, section 2.3). This can be done
through investigating one of the following: Content validity, Criterion validity, or Construct validity
(Cronbach and Meehl, 1955). In the current study the most appropriate validity to investigate is
construct validity i.e. the ability of the instrument to measure a ‘postulated attribute’. Within animal
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personality research personality ratings are often validated by analysing relationships between
personality and other variables such as behaviour under natural conditions or the response to a
novelty test.

3.2. Methods
3.2.1. Study design
Personality questionnaires were sent via hard copy and e-mail to all European zoos holding M. nigra,
as recorded by the International Species Information System (ISIS). Twelve out of eighteen
institutions returned personality questionnaires, a response rate of 67 %, thus the personality of 64
(23 males and 41 females) individuals were rated. Behavioural observations and novel object tests
were conducted at three of these institutions in order to obtain data for validation purposes.
Behavioural data were collected on a total of 22 animals (9 males and 13 females). A full summary of
the study animals is given in Table 3.1.

3.2.2. Personality questionnaires
Development of the questionnaire has been outlined elsewhere in this thesis (Chapter 2, section 2.5)
and will therefore not be described in detail here. To summarise, questionnaires consisted of a list of
personality traits, which were developed using an eclectic approach (Uher, 2008). The original list of
traits from Stevenson-Hinde and Zunz (1978) was used as a starting point, as many other primate
studies have used this original list for their studies (e.g. Capitanio et al., 2004: Martin, 2005). Based
on consultation with other researchers and animal keepers some of the trait labels were changed to
aid understanding (definitions were kept similar). As Uher and Assendorpf (2008) highlight, it is also
important to include traits that have relevance to the species’ natural ecology and behaviour; traits
were also added to the list based on the behavioural repertoire of M. nigra, as determined from
existing literature, and by discussing the traits with various primate experts and animal keepers.
There were also additional traits that focused on human-animal interactions, as this is an important
element of a captive animal’s environment (Gosling, 1998).
The final questionnaire contained 38 personality traits with accompanying definitions; 32 traits
referred to the animal’s behaviour toward conspecifics and the environment, and 6 traits referred to
animal-human interactions (Appendix A). Raters were requested to rate each animal on a 7-point
scale (1=the trait is not represented in the animal, 7=the trait is highly represented in the animal).
Questionnaires were accompanied by detailed instructions for the raters to ensure they were filled
out as accurately as possible. Support letters from the British and Irish Association of Zoos and
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Aquaria (BIAZA) Research Group (Appendix B), and the European M. nigra studbook keeper
(Appendix C) were also sent with the questionnaires.

3.2.3. Behavioural data collection
Behavioural data were collected at: Paignton Zoo Environmental Park, UK; Newquay Zoo
Environmental Park, UK; and Marwell Wildlife, UK. Between 8 and 10 days of behavioural data
collection were carried out at each institution. During 10-minute focal follows, state behaviours
were recorded using instantaneous sampling every 30 seconds and event behaviours were noted
using all occurrence sampling (Martin and Bateson, 2007). At least one focal observation was carried
out per animal, per day, and these observations were counterbalanced across the hours of the day.
An ethogram is included in Appendix D. The behavioural data that were collected were used to
establish an activity budget for each individual animal, i.e. the mean proportion of time spent
performing each of the behaviours during the observation period. The mean frequencies of all event
behaviours across the observation period were also calculated in the same way.

3.2.4. Novel object tests
At the three zoos used for behavioural data collection, a traffic cone was presented as a novel object
using the following standardised methodology. All animals were shut out of one area of the
enclosure while the traffic cone was placed in view of the observer (test area). A video camera was
set up to record the animals responses upon release back into the test area; one hour of the
animal’s behaviour, post release, was recorded and coded at a later date. The behavioural measures
that were used to gauge the animal’s response to the cone were latency to make contact with the
cone and frequency of contacts with the cone. Differences between enclosures required some small
variations to this method, e.g. the cone was presented in an indoor area of the enclosure at Paignton
Zoo, while at Marwell Wildlife and Newquay Zoo the cone was presented in an outdoor area of the
enclosure.

3.2.5. Data analysis
3.2.5.1. Inter-observer reliability
To determine the inter-rater reliability of ratings of individual animals (within-subject reliability),
data for 40 animals, rated by two or more observers, were used to calculate Intra Class Correlation
Coefficients (ICC[3, k], ICC[3, 1]) (Shrout and Fleiss, 1979) for each individual animal. Any animals
with a negative within-subject reliability coefficient were removed from further analysis (n.b. the
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criterion were less strict for the within-subject reliability due to the greater emphasis on acrosssubject reliability, see Chapter 2, section 2.2.1).
To determine the inter-rater reliability of each personality trait (across-subject reliability), data for
34 animals that were rated by two or more observers, were used to calculate Intra-Class Correlation
Coefficients (ICC[3, k], ICC[3, 1]) for each personality trait. As mean ratings for animals were used for
further analysis average measures ICC[3, k] were used to determine which traits be retained for
further analysis (Chapter 2, section 2.2.1.1). Only traits reaching moderate reliability (ICC[3, k] >0.50)
were included in the Principal Components Analysis.
3.2.5.2. Principal components analysis of personality ratings
An exploratory Principal Components Analysis (PCA) was run using the mean trait scores for each
animal. The Kaiser criterion, interpretation of the scree plot and parallel analysis were used to
establish the number of components that should be retained (O’Connor, 2000). The analysis was
conducted using a Varimax rotation but a PCA with Promax rotation was also used to establish the
degree of correlation between the resulting components and to establish whether allowing
components to correlate altered the structure (e.g. Weiss et al., 2011). Personality dimension scores
were created using animals’ original scores on all traits that had salient loadings (>0.40) on a
particular dimension, for negatively loaded traits a reverse score was calculated by subtracting the
original score from 8. If a trait had salient loadings on more than one dimension it was assigned to
the dimension with the higher loading. The dimension score data were found to have a normal
distribution using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (p>0.05) and appropriate parametric tests were used
for further analysis.
3.2.5.3. Sex/Age analysis
Independent samples t-tests were used to see if there were any differences in the mean personality
dimension scores between males and females. Pearson’s product-moment correlations were
calculated to examine any relationship between age (years) and personality dimension scores.
3.2.5.4. Validity Analysis
Data were collected on a large range of behavioural measures so it was decided that reducing these
measure into latent behavioural dimensions would be more appropriate for the validity analysis.
Both state and event behaviours were recorded, so behavioural data were converted to z-scores and
an exploratory Principal Components Analysis (PCA) was run on these data. The Kaiser criterion,
interpretation of the scree plot and parallel analysis were used to establish the number of
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components that should be retained (O’Connor, 2000). The analysis was conducted using a Varimax
rotation but a PCA with Promax rotation was also used to establish the degree of correlation
between the resulting components and to establish whether allowing components to correlate
altered the structure (e.g. Weiss et al., 2011). Behavioural dimension scores were created using
animals’ original scores on all traits that had salient loadings >0.40 on a particular dimension;
reverse scores were calculated for those traits that had a negative loading.
In order to evaluate the relationship between personality and behaviour while taking into account
other variables such as Zoo, Age and Sex, data were analysed using Generalized Linear Mixed Models
(GLMM). Separate models were run with each behavioural dimension score, and the response to
novelty measures, entered as the response variable. Predictor variables included in each model were
Zoo (Paignton, Newquay and Marwell) and Sex (male vs female) as factors and Age, Dominance,
Sociability, and Emotionality scores as covariates. All main effects and 1st order 2-way interactions
between personality scores and each of the contextual variables (Zoo, Age and Sex) were included in
the model. Models were fitted using a backward elimination process to find the minimum adequate
model for explaining the variance of the response variable. Only significant explanatory variables
and two-way interactions were retained and models with the lowest Akaike’s Information Criterion
(AIC) value were interpreted. All significance tests were two-tailed. For all significant main effects
post-hoc pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni corrections were carried out where appropriate and
all significant results reported.

All statistical analyses were carried out using the statistical computer programme SPSS vs. 18 (SPSS®,
IBM®,Chicago, IL, USA).

3.3. Results
3.3.1. Inter-observer reliability
ICC[3,k] values for each individual animal are presented in Table 3.1. The ICC[3,k] for each animal
ranged from -0.16 to 0.97, and the mean ICC[3,k] value for animals was 0.76. Based on this analysis
one adult female (Arkada, Warsaw Zoo) was removed from further analysis due to a negative ICC
value. The mean ICC[3,k] values for each trait ranged from -0.92 (cautious) to 0.92 (dominant) with
an overall mean of 0.54. To ensure only reliable data were entered into the PCA a criteria of ICC
[3,k]>0.50 was set for inclusion of individual personality traits. ICC[3,k] and ICC [3,1] values for each
trait that met the mean ICC[3,k]>0.50 threshold are presented in Table 3.2. Twenty four traits were
found to reach the criterion. While the reliability analysis could only be done using the data from six
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of the eleven zoos (34 animals) due to the sampling constraints, if the traits were found to be
reliable they were assumed to be reliable across all zoos, so that all the personality data could be
entered into the PCA analysis.
Table 3.1. M. nigra individual information; zoo variables, demographic information and the averagemeasures Intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC[3, k]) for each animals’ ratings
Zoo
Antwerp Zoo, Belgium

Number of
Raters
2

Animal

1

Durrell Wildlife Park,
Jersey

2

1

Male

.86

Winnowill

16.1

Female

.82

Aruit

15.3

Female

.68

4.0

Female

.85

Tamawesi

14.3

Female

-

Maya

11.1

Female

-

2.3

Female

-

Yaki

3.7

Male

-

Cinta

5.2

Female

-

Neneh

17.8

Female

.94

Mia

15.0

Female

.96

Maria

8.5

Female

.96

Opium

12.3

Female

.96

Lisa

9.6

Female

.96

Laurel

7.3

Female

.95

Syfon

12.8

Bella
Natasha

Howletts Wild Animal
Park, UK

Marwell Wildlife, UK

Newquay Zoo
Environmental Park, UK

1

3

3

[ICC, 3, k]

10.8

Toraya

Chester Zoo, UK

Sex

Rowan

Halilolte
Artis Zoo, Netherlands

Age (Years)

Male

-

4.1

Female

-

14.4

Female

-

Nurit

5.8

Female

-

Malino

7.7

Male

-

Kato

4.7

Male

-

Kera

19.0

Female

-

Lisa

19.9

Female

-

Magic

12.0

Female

-

Fidget

7.0

Female

-

Tonks

5.0

Female

-

Raven

4.0

Female

-

Kaos

3.0

Female

-

Loki

1.0

Male

-

Baik

7.5

Male

.91

Mary

18.0

Female

.55

Satan

5.8

Female

.91

Willow

11.4

Female

.73

Drusilla

10.7

Female

.87

Cheeketo

10.4

Male

.78

Muna

14.9

Female

.83

6.3

Female

.74

Maggie
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Zoo

Paignton Zoo
Environmental Park, UK

South Lakes Wild Animal
Park, UK

Warsaw Zoo, Poland

Wroclaw Zoo, Poland

Number of
Raters

3

1

2

2

Animal

Age (Years)

Sex

[ICC, 3, k]

Solina

5.3

Female

.66

Theo

1.7

Male

.78

Tyrone

10.5

Male

.89

Puzzle

5.6

Male

.90

Aspen

3.6

Male

.81

Douglas

2.3

Male

.84

Teak

1.8

Male

.82

Hickory

1.0

Male

.75

Imandi

18.7

Female

.72

Heather

19.8

Female

.17

Zara

7.7

Female

.70

Wanita

9.5

Female

.80

Anneke

9.0

Female

.59

Jasmine

2.1

Female

.70

Vincent

14.3

Male

-

Ulu

15.0

Female

-

Yarrow

21.3

Female

-

Domino

6.2

Female

-

Kiekie

3.8

Female

-

Kersew

1.0

Male

-

Gum

13.0

Male

Xetera

13.5

Ramol

6.8

Arkada

14.7

Ramol

7.3

Male

.59

202018

8.8

Female

.74

16.4

Female

.81

Mala

.82

Female

.46

Male

.84

Female

-.16

Note: Missing values indicate where ICC[3,k] could not be calculated because only one rater provided data.

3.3.2. Principal Components Analysis
Twenty four traits were entered into two separate exploratory Principal Components Analysis (PCA)
using Varimax and Promax rotations. Results from the Promax rotation indicated that the
components were moderately correlated (M=0.28, Table 3.3). The component structure did not
differ qualitatively between the two rotations and results from the Varimax rotation are reported for
all further analysis. The Kaiser criterion and interpretation of the scree plot suggested that five
components should be retained, but using the parallel analysis method (Wilson and Cooper, 2008)
only the first 3 eigenvalues (8.15, 3.66 and 3.16) were found to be greater than expected by chance
at the 95% confidence level. The PCA was re-run specifying the extraction of 3 components, which
accounted for 63% of the variance in the data. Interpretation of the salient loadings on each of these
components (from now on referred to as personality dimensions) led to them being labelled
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Dominance, Sociability and Emotionality (Table 3.4). All the personality dimensions showed good
internal reliability as assessed by Cronbach’s alpha; Dominance = 0.77, Sociability = 0.90, and
Emotionality = 0.88.

3.3.3. Sex/Age analysis
Males (n=23) scored significantly higher on the Dominance dimension than females (n=40) (mean
scores: ♂=3.62, ♀=3.02, t(61)=2.49, p<0.05) and higher on the Sociability dimension (♂=5.30,
♀=4.59, t(61)=2.49, p<0.05). There was no significant difference in Emotionality scores between
males and females (mean scores: ♂=3.47, ♀=3.27, t(61)=0.53,

p=0.60). Age was significantly

negatively correlated with scores on the Sociability dimension (r=-0.54, n=63, p<0.001), but not with
scores on either of the other personality dimensions (Dominance r = 0.025, n = 63 p=0.85,
Emotionality r = -0.24, n = 63, p=0.85).
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Table 3.2. Intra-class Correlations (ICC[3,k] and ICC[3,1]) for personality traits which had a mean ICC[3,k] over 0.50
Paignton Zoo

Newquay Zoo

Antwerp Zoo

Warsaw Zoo

Chester Zoo

Marwell Zoo

Mean

ICC[3,k]

ICC[3,1]

ICC[3,k]

ICC[3,1]

ICC[3,k]

ICC[3,1]

ICC[3,k]

ICC[3,1]

ICC[3,k]

ICC[3,1]

ICC[3,k]

ICC[3,1]

ICC[3,k]

ICC[3,1]

Active

.63

.38

.83

.55

.81

.69

.93

.87

.95

.90

.74

.42

.82

.64

Affiliative

.56

.56

.84

.57

.83

.71

-.23

-.10

.86

.75

.88

.64

.62

.52

Aggressive

.96

.80

.96

.96

.91

.84

.69

.53

.97

.95

.49

.19

.83

.69

Assertive

.91

.52

.89

.68

.92

.86

.92

.85

.91

.83

.95

.81

.92

.75

Curious

.84

.63

.59

.27

.89

.80

.00

.00

.99

.99

.80

.50

.69

.53

Dominant

.92

.75

.97

.89

.89

.80

.86

.75

.98

.97

.90

.69

.92

.80

Eccentric

.83

.83

.29

.09

.95

.90

.94

.89

.98

.96

.32

.10

.72

.60

Effective

.76

.76

.15

.04

.00

.00

.60

.43

.87

.77

.90

.71

.55

.41

Fearful

.74

.51

-.10

-.02

.93

.87

.67

.50

.99

.99

.94

.79

.70

.61

Flexible

.67

.41

.00

.00

.96

.91

.67

.50

.91

.83

.80

.50

.67

.63

Imaginative

.62

.41

.25

.08

.99

.97

.59

.42

.00

.00

.90

.68

.56

.42

Inquisitive

.97

.62

.54

.23

.94

.89

.89

.80

.97

.94

.88

.65

.87

.69

Irritable

.81

.59

.65

.32

.95

.91

-.80

-.29

.95

.91

.45

.17

.50

.44

Jealous

.93

.48

.35

.12

.91

.83

.60

.43

.92

.85

.76

.45

.75

.53

Lazy

.88

.62

.95

.84

.73

.57

.68

.51

.91

.83

.87

.62

.84

.67

Opportunistic

.93

.66

.51

.20

.99

.99

.87

.77

.85

.73

.94

.80

.85

.69

Persistent

.72

.45

-.13

-.03

.99

.97

.81

.69

.82

.70

.90

.69

.69

.58

Playful

.88

.72

.91

.72

.92

.85

.73

.57

.99

.99

.90

.69

.89

.76

Shy

.70

.45

.60

.28

.82

.70

.92

.85

.99

.98

.91

.71

.82

.66

Solitary

.03

.34

.00

.00

.68

.51

.88

.79

.95

.90

.86

.60

.57

.63

Subordinate

.91

.64

.91

.71

.92

.86

.62

.45

.91

.83

.96

.84

.87

.72

Tense

.07

.18

.83

.55

.95

.90

.91

.84

.98

.96

.75

.42

.75

.65

HA Sociable

.82

.62

.25

.08

.00

.00

.85

.74

.96

.91

.95

.83

.64

.53

HA Aggressive

.53

.80

.78

.47

.31

.72

.45

.62

.86

.95

.55

-.12

.52

.57

Note: HA refers to those traits related to human-animal interactions. Although there were more than two observers at Dudley zoo and Wroclaw Zoo, ICC[3,k] analysis was not carried out
due to the small sample size.
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Table 3.3.Component inter-correlations using a PCA with Promax rotation.
Component

Dominance

Sociability

Dominance
Sociability
Emotionality

.303
.190

.345

Table 3.4. Results of the Principal Components Analysis for the M. nigra personality scores
Personality Dimension
(Percentage of variance explained by the dimension)
Traits

Dominance
(33.9)

Shy
Subordinate
Dominant
Assertive
Tense
Curious
Fearful
HA Sociable
Flexible
Playful
Active
Lazy
Affiliative
Persistent
Inquisitive
Opportunistic
Effective
Imaginative
Solitary
Irritable
HA Aggressive
Jealous
Aggressive
Eccentric

Sociability
(15.3)

-.84
-.84
.83
.75
-.73
.58
-.56
.46
.45
-.08
-.15
.26
-.10
.32
.43
.27
.31
.43
-.25
-.18
.05
.06
.41
-.22

.18
.06
-.15
-.13
-.00
.23
.23
.30
.37
.88
.77
-.77
.72
.70
.64
.64
.63
.51
-.46
.06
-.09
.19
-.28
.19

Emotionality
(13.2)
.20
-.20
.32
.31
.24
.10
.10
-.16
-.06
-.04
.10
.15
.05
.08
.24
.31
.20
.06
.04
.95
.83
.78
.73
.72

Note: Salient loadings (≥.40) are in bold.

3.3.4. Validity analysis
Behavioural data; mean percentage time spent performing state behaviours (activity
budgets) and mean frequency of event behaviours for each individual animal and mean
values calculated by zoo, are presented in Appendix E(i).
Sixteen behavioural measures were entered into the exploratory Principal Components
Analysis (PCA) using a Varimax and a Promax rotation. The component structure did not
differ qualitatively between the two rotations and results from the Varimax rotation are
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reported for all further analysis. The Kaiser criterion and interpretation of the scree plot
suggested that five components should be retained but parallel analysis suggested that only
the first 3 eigenvalues (4.35, 3.04 and 1.97) were greater than expected by chance at the
95% confidence level. The PCA was re-run specifying the extraction of 3 components, which
accounted for 58% of the variance in the data. Interpretation of the salient loadings of the
behavioural measures on each of these components (from now on referred to as
behavioural dimensions) led to them being labelled Social Appeasement behaviour,
Withdrawn behaviour and Dominance behaviour (Table 3.5). All the behavioural dimensions
showed acceptable levels of internal reliability, as assessed by Cronbach’s alpha; Social
Appeasement behaviour = 0.82, Withdrawn behaviour = 0.82, and Dominance behaviour =
0.58.

Table 3.5. Results of the Principal Components Analysis for the M. nigra behavioural data
Behavioural Dimension
(percentage of variance explained by the dimension)

Behavioural measure

Social
Appeasement
Behaviour

Withdrawn
Behaviour

Dominance
Behaviour

(27.1)

(19.0)

(12.3)

Lipsmacking

.85

.13

-.04

Grimace

.76

.08

.19

Allogroom

.75

.14

-.27

Social Contact

.71

-.36

-.07

Aggression

.64

-.09

.33

Displaced by other

-.23

.03

-.18

Interacts with environment

-.50

-.78

.00

Scratch

-.21

.76

.08

Social play

-.52

-.75

.12

Rest

-.13

.67

.17

Feed

-.31

.65

-.33

Locomotion

-.39

-.62

-.05

Yawn

-.10

.15

.82

Receives grooming

.01

-.21

.61

Autogroom

.40

.21

.55

Displaces other animals

.00

.45

.50

Note: Salient loadings >0.40 are in bold.

Behavioural dimension scores were created using animals’ original z-scores (section 3.2.5.4)
for each behaviour that had salient loadings >0.40 on a particular dimension. The mean of
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the z-scores was defined as the dimension score; negatively loaded behaviours were
reversed. If a behaviour had salient loadings on more than one dimension it was assigned to
the dimension with the higher loading.
Generalised Linear Mixed Models (GLMMs) were conducted to analyse the impact of main
effects of personality dimension score, Zoo, Age, and Sex on the behavioural dimension
scores. The impact of 1st order 2-way interactions between each of the personality
dimensions and each of the contextual variables (Zoo, Age and Sex) were also investigated
(Table 3.6). Behavioural dimension scores were normally distributed so GLMMs with normal
distribution and identity link functions were run.
Two behaviour measures were recorded during the novel object tests; latency to touch the
novel object (LTNO) and frequency of touching the novel object (FTNO). There were a
number of animals that did not touch the novel object during the tests (n=8) and it was felt
that, rather than give these animals a score of 3600s (i.e. the maximum observation time
during novel object tests) which may skew the results two separate analysis would be run: i)
A GLMM with a binomial distribution and logit link function assessed the main effects and 1st
order 2-way interactions of personality scores, Zoo, Age, and Sex on the binary response
variable touched/didn’t touch the novel object, and ii) using only data from animals that had
touched the novel object (n=14) a GLMM with a Tweedie distribution and log link function
was used to assess the main effects of personality scores, Zoo, Age and Sex on the LTNO
scores. Only main effects could be assessed in the second model due to the smaller sample
size.
A GLMM with a Tweedie distribution and log link function was used to assess the main
effects and 1st order 2-way interactions of personality scores, Zoo, Age and Sex on the FTNO
scores.
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st

Table 3.6. Significant main effects and 1 order 2-way interactions for each of the M. nigra GLMMs
Behaviour
Social
Appeasement

Withdrawn

Dominant

Latency to
approach the
novel object

Significant predictors (Main
effects and interactions)
Zoo

2

Wald X
235.82

df
2

P value
<0.001

Sex

506.58

1

<0.001

Age

498.40

1

<0.001

Sociability

15.67

1

<0.001

Zoo*Dominance

294.22

2

<0.001

Zoo*Sociability

412.43

2

<0.001

Zoo*Emotionality

328.13

2

<0.001

Sex*Dominance

425.92

1

<0.001

Sex*Sociability

530.91

1

<0.001

Sex*Emotionality

513.79

1

<0.001

Age*Emotionality

437.74

1

<0.001

Zoo

25.51

2

<0.001

Sex

12.76

1

<0.001

Age

77.71

1

<0.001

Dominance

57.49

1

<0.001

Sociability

197.93

1

<0.001

Emotionality

97.44

1

<0.001

Zoo*Dominance

150.17

2

<0.001

Zoo*Sociability

84.41

2

<0.001

Zoo*Emotionality

52.35

2

<0.001

Sex*Dominance

146.30

1

<0.001

Sex*Sociability

89.78

1

<0.001

Sex*Emotionality

115.67

1

<0.001

Age*Dominance

121.54

1

<0.001

Age*Sociability

120.85

1

<0.001

Zoo

352.24

2

<0.001

Sex

69.44

1

<0.001

Age

118.92

1

<0.001

Dominance

170.91

1

<0.001

Sociability

118.03

1

<0.001

Emotionality

6.47

1

<0.050

Zoo*Dominance

146.67

2

<0.001

Zoo*Sociability

282.97

2

<0.001

Zoo*Emotionality

12.60

2

<0.005

Sex*Dominance

122.54

1

<0.001

Age*Dominance

145.35

1

<0.001

Age*Sociability

226.61

1

<0.001

Age*Emotionality

61.60

1

<0.001

Zoo

19.79

2

<0.001

Sex

9.10

1

<0.005
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3.3.4.1. Social Appeasement behaviour
There was a significant main effect of Zoo on the Social Appeasement dimension scores
(Table 3.6). Animals at Paignton Zoo scored significantly higher on this behavioural
dimension (M = -0.86, SE = 0.06) than animals from both Newquay Zoo (M = -0.38, SE = 0.09,
p<0.001) and Marwell Wildlife (M = -0.18, SE = 0.09, p<0.001). There were also significant
interactions between Zoo and personality dimension scores. The relationship between Social
Appeasement behaviour and the Dominance and Emotionality personality dimensions were
qualitatively the same at all zoos, decreasing (Fig 3.4.a) and increasing (Fig 3.4.e)
respectively. There was a qualitative inconsistency in the relationship between Social
Appeasement behaviour and the Sociability personality dimension which was negative at
Paignton and Marwell Zoos but positive at Newquay zoo (Fig 3.4.c).
There was a significant main effect of Sex on Social Appeasement behaviour (Table 3.6).
Females scored significantly higher on this behavioural dimension than males (♀M = -0.01,
SE = 0.04, ♂M = -0.95, SE = 0.08, p<0.001). There were significant interactions between Sex
and personality dimension. The relationship between Social Appeasement behaviour and the
Sociability and Emotionality scores were qualitatively the same for both sexes decreasing
(Fig 3.4.d) and increasing (Fig 3.4.f) respectively. However there was a qualitative
inconsistency between Social Appeasement behaviour and the Dominance personality
dimension, which was positive for males and negative for females (Fig 3.4.b).
There was a significant positive main effect of Age on Social Appeasement behaviour (Fig
3.1.a). There was also a significant interaction between Age and the Emotionality personality
score. As age was entered as a continuous variable in the analysis it is difficult to explore this
interaction further, however the interaction was plotted for young and old animals using a
median split of the data and from this it can be seen that there is no qualitative difference
between the two age classes but that the positive relationship between emotionality and
Social appeasement behaviour may be more pronounced for younger animals (Fig 3.4.g).
There was a significant negative main effect of Sociability personality score on Social
Appeasement behaviour scores (Fig 3.1.b) but as can be seen above this relationship may be
affected by interactions with Zoo.
When interpreting the results of the Social Appeasement GLMM it appeared that there were
two female outliers who scored particularly high on the Social Appeasement dimension
(Figures 3.1. and 3.4). When the GLMM analysis was re-run without these individuals’ data
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the final model contained only a main effect of Age and significant interactions between
Zoo*Dominance and Zoo*Emotionality.
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Figure 3.1. Significant main effects of a) Age and b) Sociability personality score on Social Appeasement behaviour dimension
scores
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Figure 3.3. Significant main effects of a) Age, b) Dominance personality dimension scores, c) Sociability personality
dimension scores and d) Emotionality personality dimension scores on the Dominant behaviour dimension scores
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3.3.4.2. Withdrawn behaviour
There was a significant main effect of Zoo on Withdrawn behaviour (Table 3.6). Animals at
Newquay Zoo scored significantly higher on this behavioural dimension (M = 1.39, SE = 0.13)
than animals from both Marwell Wildlife (M = 0.06, SE, 0.14, p<0.001) and Paignton Zoo (M
= 0.50, SE = 0.13, p<0.001). There were also significant interactions between Zoo and
personality dimension scores. The relationship between Withdrawn behaviour and the
Emotionality personality dimension was positive at all zoos, (Fig 3.5.g). There was a
qualitative inconsistency in the relationship between Withdrawn behaviour and Sociability
personality which was negative at Paignton and Newquay Zoos but positive at Marwell Zoo
(Fig 3.5.d).

There was also a qualitative inconsistency in the relationship between

Withdrawn behaviour and Dominance personality which was positive at Newquay and
Marwell Zoos but negative at Paignton Zoo (Fig. 3.5.a).
There was a significant main effect of sex on Withdrawn behaviour (Table 3.6). Males scored
significantly higher on this dimension than females (♂M = 0.91, SE = 0.14, ♀M = 0.38, SE =
0.06, p<0.001). There were also significant interactions between Sex and personality
dimensions. The relationship between Withdrawn behaviour and the Dominance personality
dimension was positive for both sexes (Fig 3.5.b). The relationship between Withdrawn
behaviour and the Emotionality personality dimension was positive for males and neutral for
females (Fig 3.5.h).
There was a significant main effect of age on Withdrawn behaviour (Fig. 3.2. a). Age also had
significant interactions with scores on the Dominance and Sociability personality dimensions.
As before a median split of the data was used to compare old and young animals. The
relationship between Withdrawn behaviour and the Dominance personality dimension was
positive for both age groups (Fig 3.5.c). The relationship between Withdrawn behaviour and
the Sociability personality dimension was positive for young animals and slightly negative for
older animals (Fig 3.5.f).
There were significant main effects of the Dominance and Sociability personality dimensions
and Withdrawn behaviour. Withdrawn behaviour was positively associated with Dominance
personality (Fig. 3.2.b) while there was a negative relationship with Sociability personality
(Fig 3.2.c). As can be seen above these overall relationships may be affected by interactions
with Zoo, Age or Sex.
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Figure 3.5. Significant interactions in the Withdrawn behaviour GLMM: Interactions between Dominance personality and a) Zoo,
b) Sex and c) Age. Interactions between Sociability personality and d) Zoo, e) Sex and f) Age. Interactions between Emotionality
personality and g) Zoo, h) Sex.
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3.3.4.3. Dominant behaviour
There was a significant main effect of zoo on Dominant behaviour (Table 3.6). Animals at
Paignton Zoo scored higher (M = 0.72, SE = 0.07) on this behaviour dimension than those at
Newquay Zoo (M = -0.28, SE = 0.07, p<0.001) or Marwell Wildlife (M = -0.52, SE = 0.08,
p<0.001). Animals at Newquay zoo also scored significantly higher than animals at Marwell
Zoo (p<0.001). There were significant interactions between Zoo and personality dimension
scores. The positive relationship between Dominant behaviour and the Dominance and
Emotionality personality dimensions was qualitatively the same at all zoos (Fig. 3.6.a & f).
There was a qualitative inconsistency in the relationship between Dominant behaviour and
the Sociability personality dimension which was positive at Paignton and Marwell Zoos but
negative at Newquay zoo (Fig 3.6.d).
There was a significant main effect of Sex on Dominant behaviour (Table 3.6). Males scored
significantly higher on this dimension than females (♂M = 0.99, SE = 0.10, ♀M = 0.36, SE =
0.04, p<0.001). There was also a significant interaction between Sex and the Dominance
personality dimension. Males showed a positive relationship between Dominant behaviour
and Dominance while the opposite was true for females (Fig. 3.6.b).
There was a significant positive relationship between Age and Dominant behaviour (Fig
3.3.a). There were also significant interactions between Age and all of the personality
dimensions. A median split of the age data was used to compare young and old animals. The
positive relationship between Dominant behaviour and the Emotionality personality
dimension (Fig 3.6.g) was qualitatively the same for both young and old animals. However
there was a positive relationship between Dominant behaviour and the Dominance and
Sociability personality dimensions in young animals while the opposite was true for older
animals (Fig 3.6. c & e).
There were significant positive main effects of all the personality dimensions on the
Dominant behavioural dimension (Fig 3.3. b, c, and d), but as can be seen above these main
effects may be affected by interactions with Zoo, Age or Sex.
As there were a number of significant main effects and interactions Table 3.8 summarises
the directions of the relationships found in all the GLMM analyses so that patterns can be
seen more clearly.
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Figure 3.6. Significant interactions in the Dominance GLMM:
Interactions between Dominance personality and a) Zoo, b)
Sex and c) Age. Interactions between Sociability personality
and d) Zoo and e) Age. Interactions between Emotionality
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3.3.4.4. Response to novel object test
There were no significant predictors in the GLMM model using touched/didn’t touch the
novel object as a binary response variable.
There was a significant main effect of Zoo on the Latency to touch the novel object (LTNO)
(Table 3.6). Animals at Paignton Zoo touched the object significantly more slowly (M =
195.5s, SE = 35.59) than animals at either Newquay Zoo (M = 29.5s, SE = 15.05, p<0.001) or
Marwell Wildlife (M = 60.38s, SE = 16.78, p=0.002).
There was a significant main effect of Sex on LTNO (Table 3.7). Males approached the novel
object quicker than females (♂M = 43.85s, SE = 12.01, ♀M = 112.78s, SE = 26.51, p=0.009).
There were no significant main effects of any of the personality dimensions on the LTNO.
There were no significant predictors in the GLMM model using FTNO as the response
variable.
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Table 3.8. Summary of the effects of Personality dimension scores, Zoo, Sex, and Age on the Behavioural dimension scores
Behavioural dimensions
Social appeasement
Zoos
Sex

Main
Main effect of contextual
variable on behavioural
dimensions
Personality
dimension

Sociability
Dominance
Emotionality

Yes

Age

No

Withdrawn behaviour
Zoos
Sex

Main

No

PZ

NZ

MW

♂

♀

-

-

+

-

-

-

ns

-

-

-

+

-

ns

+

0

+

+

+

Y

+

No
A

No

PZ

NZ

MW

♂

Dominant behaviours
Zoos
Sex

Main

No
♀

ns

-

-

-

+

ns

+

-

+

+

+

+

ns

+

+

+

+

0

+

Age

ns

No

Y

A

+

-

+

+
ns

Age

No

PZ

NZ

MW

+

+

-

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

♂

No
♀

ns
+

ns

Y

A

+

-

+

-

+

+

Note: Main = overall correlation between a behavioural dimension and a personality dimension. + = Positive relationship, - = negative relationship, ns = no significant main effect or
interaction, 0 = neutral relationship. PZ = Paignton Zoo, NZ = Newquay Zoo, MW = Marwell Wildlife Y = Younger animals, A = Adult animals.
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3.4. Discussion
Data collected during this study achieved the three specific aims: personality assessments for M.
nigra showed good reliability in terms of inter-observer agreement. Personality assessments were
used to establish that the M. nigra population used in the study exhibit three distinct personality
dimensions which show evidence of construct validity in terms of meaningful relationships with
observed behaviour.

3.4.1. Reliability of personality ratings
The first issue with any animal personality research should be to consider the reliability of the
personality ratings, whether they are obtained through behavioural observations, or through the
rating of trait adjectives (Gosling and Vazire, 2002). In the present study reliability assessments were
carried out using data from 34 of the 65 animals used in the analysis. Mean ICC[3,k], values for each
individual trait ranged from -0.92 (cautious) to 0.92 (dominant), with an overall mean ICC[3, k] of
0.54. Freeman and Gosling’s (2010) review of primate personality research, identified 4 studies that
explicitly reported the results of reliability assessments of individual traits, using three different
methods (ICC[3,1], ICC[3,k], and Pearson’s r). Although the methods differ, if the results were taken
together they would yield a sample weighted mean of 0.75. Looking at one of these studies in more
detail, Uher and Asendorpf (2008) evaluated the personality of 20 great ape individuals (bonobos
[Pan paniscus], chimpanzees [Pan troglodytes verus], gorillas [Gorilla gorilla gorilla] and orangutans
[Pongo pygmaeus abelli]), rated by the same set of ten keepers. The average measure of intraclass
correlations (ICC[3,k]) was 0.64. Within macaque-specific research the reliability estimates are
similar to those found in wider primate research: Stevenson-Hinde et al’s., (1980) study on M.
mulatta established reliability estimates ranging from 0.24 (protective) to 0.75 (subordinate), while
Capitanio’s (1999) study on the same species found reliability estimates ranging from -0.45
(opportunistic) to 0.42 (sociability). Weiss et al’s. (2011) recent study of M. mulatta, found reliability
estimates (ICC[3, k]) ranging from -0.17 (autistic) to 0.86 (dominant) with a mean of 0.52. Putting
the results of the current study into context, the reliability of the personality ratings of M. nigra is
within the range of previous findings. In comparison to other studies the present research had a
much stricter policy when it came to using the results of the reliability measurements; many of the
cited studies included all of the traits in further analysis regardless of the reliability of individual
traits whereas the present study disregarded any trait that had reliability coefficient below the
defined threshold of 0.50, which represents moderate agreement. In order to improve subsequent
personality questionnaires it is important to look at the traits that were not consistently reliably
rated. In the current study notable traits that were not found to be reliably rated (across most zoos)
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were cautious, friendly, obstinate, relaxed and the human-animal related traits cautious, nervous,
cooperative and oblivious. The first four traits may have some ambiguity associated with their
definitions and this may have resulted in misunderstanding by the raters, for example the definition
of friendly in this study was ‘responds to others in a positive sociable way’. How raters interpret
positive social behaviour might be quite different, compared to the definition of affiliative, ‘seeks
company and contact of others’ which leaves less room for misinterpretation. Only two of the
human-animal traits were consistently reliably rated (aggressive, and sociable). It is believed that
these are easier for human observers to rate animals on as they represent two extremes of a
continuum of human-directed behaviour. These extreme behaviours are more likely to occur during
times of close human contact such as veterinary treatment or husbandry training so human
caregivers are more likely to observe these extremes than the other human-directed traits.

3.4.2. Structure of personality dimensions
3.4.2.1. Dominance
Animals rated highly on the Dominance dimension had high positive loadings on the individual traits
dominant, assertive, curious, flexible and sociable (Human-Animal) and high negative loadings on the
traits shy, subordinate, tense and fearful. Compared to other primate personality studies employing
factor analysis, this dimension resembles the Confidence dimension found in M. mulatta (StevensonHinde et al. 1980: Capitanio, 1999; Figueredo et al.,1995; and Weiss et al., 2011), and M. arctoides
(Mondragon-Ceballos and Santillán-Doherty, 1994), the Dominance dimension in P. troglodytes (King
and Figueredo, 1997) and the Extraversion dimension in Pongo spp. (Weiss, King and Perkin,2006); it
is the direct opposite of the Fearfulness dimension found in G. gorilla (Kuhar, Stoinski, Lukas and
Maple, 2006). There are some differences between the Dominance dimension in M. nigra and the
dimensions mentioned above. Firstly the trait curious is normally associated with other dimensions
such as Openness (M. mulatta, Weiss et al.,2011), Excitability (M. mulatta, Figueredo et al.,1995),
Sociability (M. arctoides Mondragon-Ceballos and Santillán-Doherty, 1994), and Extraversion (G.
gorilla, Kuhar et al., 2006). Secondly the analogous dimensions found in other species all tend to
include ‘aggressive-type’ traits. While aggressive did load positively onto this dimension it had a
much higher loading on the Emotionality dimension. The lack of ‘aggressive-type’ traits on the
Dominance dimension may be due to either i) differences in the rating instrument compared to
other studies or ii) fundamental differences in the species’ underlying personality structure. The fact
that the traits aggressive, aggressive (Human-animal), and irritable were reliably rated by observers
and loaded highly on a different personality dimension implies that the rating instrument adequately
sampled these traits, and that there is a potential species difference. The results suggest that within
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M. nigra aggressive personality traits are not intrinsically linked with dominance personality traits,
i.e. dominant animals are not necessarily aggressive ones. I propose that this difference in
personality dimension structure is linked with M. nigra social behaviour. Within Thierry’s (2007)
grading system M. nigra are a grade four species (See section 3.1), and as such are expected to
exhibit high levels of tolerance and low levels of severe aggression. Given the marked differences in
individual species’ social traits between grade 1 and grade 4 species it would be expected that
overarching species personalities will develop. The influence of personality (temperament) on
features of social organization in macaque species is recognised by Thierry, Iwaniuk and Pellis
(2000), who state: “many of the behavioural features associated with particular patterns of social
organization may arise from the interaction occurring between individuals endowed with particular
temperaments” (p.724). Only by adopting a comparative approach and investigating personality in a
wider range of macaque species will we be able to explore this further. This will be discussed in
greater detail in Chapter 7.
Males scored higher on the Dominance dimension than females. Although females of this species
exhibit a social dominance hierarchy females tend to be related as they are the philopatric sex and
they exhibit high levels of mutual tolerance between them. Males on the other hand have been
shown to have strict linear hierarchies enforced through both threat gestures and physical
aggression (Riley, 2010). Therefore we might expect males to rate higher on a Dominance
personality dimension.
3.4.2.2. Sociability
Animals rated highly on the Sociability dimension had high positive ratings on the traits playful,
active, affiliative, persistent, inquisitive, opportunistic, effective, and imaginative, and high negative
loadings on the traits lazy and solitary. This dimension has many similarities with the Sociability and
Friendliness dimensions in M. mulatta (Capitanio, 1999: Stevenson-Hinde et al., 1980, Weiss et al.,
2011) and M. arctoides (Mondragon-Ceballos and Santillán-Doherty, 1994), and the Agreeableness
and Extraversion dimensions in Pongo spp. (Weiss et al., 2006) and G. gorilla, (Kuhar et al., 2006).
The trait inquisitive also tends to be associated with the Openness personality dimension (M.
mulatta, Weiss et al., 2011; P. troglodytes, King and Figueredo, 1997), while the trait effective often
loads onto Confidence or Dominance dimensions (M. mulatta, Stevenson-Hinde et al., 1980; G.
gorilla, Kuhar et al., 2006).
Males scored higher than females on the sociability dimension and there was a negative relationship
with age, indicating that as animals get older they are scored lower on this dimension. It is believed
that these relationships show that the playfulness component of Sociability is one of the most
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important components of this dimension. Play patterns across primate species are known to exhibit
similar patterns in that young animals play more than adults and that, while infant play rates
between sexes are similar, ‘rough play’ such as wrestling and play fighting is usually seen at higher
rates in males (Petit, Bertrand and Thierry, 2008).
3.4.2.3. Emotionality
Animals rated highly on the Emotionality dimension had high positive loadings on the individual
traits irritable, aggressive (Human-animal), jealous, aggressive and eccentric. This factor is similar to
the Neuroticism factor of human personality research (Pervin et al., 2004), which is sometimes
labelled emotional instability. Humans who rate highly on the neuroticism factor tend to experience
negative emotions such as anger, anxiety or depression. In other studies using macaque species
there appears to be no evidence for a specific Neuroticism dimension, but neuroticism-like traits
load on other dimensions such as Excitability and Dominance (Stevenson-Hinde et al., 1980; Rouff et
al., 2005; Mondragon-Ceballos and Santillán-Doherty,1994) and Anxiety (Weiss et al., 2011). There is
evidence for a neuroticism-type factor in other primate species; Emotionality in P. troglodytes (King
and Figueredo, 1997) and Neuroticism in P. pygmaeus and P. abelii (Weiss et al., 2006); common
traits that appear in these two studies are excitable, emotional, anxious, fearful and stable.
There were no significant differences in Emotionality scores between the sexes and there was also
no significant correlation with age. This was perhaps to be expected as there is no logical
explanation as to why animals of a particular age or sex would be rated higher on the Emotionality
dimension.

3.4.3. Validity of personality dimensions
It can be seen from Table 3.8 that all three of the behavioural dimensions had significant main
relationships with at least one of the personality dimensions and that, with a few exceptions, there
are some clear trends in the relationships between personality dimension scores and behavioural
dimension scores. These relationships are to be expected and provide reasonable evidence that the
M. nigra personality dimensions that have been found in this study exhibit good construct validity.
3.4.3.1. Social Appeasement behaviour
There was a main negative effect of the Sociability personality dimension on the Social Appeasement
behavioural dimension, indicating that animals scored as highly Sociable exhibited less Social
Appeasement behaviours (e.g. lipsmacking, grimacing, allogrooming, social contact and aggression).
This relationship seems counter intuitive as we might expect that, as both dimensions are related to
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sociality, they would be positively related. On closer inspection however it can be seen that the
Sociability personality dimension refers to confident/playful aspects of social behaviour while the
Social Appeasement dimension contains behaviours that are related to, as the label suggests, social
communication behaviours that are often used as appeasement behaviours (Thierry, et al., 2000b).
When taking into account the contextual variables there was one exception to this general
relationship. Animals at Newquay zoo showed a positive relationship between Sociability scores and
Social Appeasement behaviours. It is difficult to suggest a reason why this should be the case as
there are many Zoo variables that could lead to these differences, e.g. animals at Newquay Zoo may
be inherently different to animals at the other two zoos or they may be managed in a way that
causes them to be different. The potential impact of zoo differences on primate personality is
discussed further in Chapter 7.
There was no main effect of Dominance or Emotionality on the Social Appeasement behavioural
dimension but Social Appeasement behaviour was significantly affected by interactions between
these two personality dimensions and the contextual variables. There were significant interactions
between Dominance personality and the Zoo and Sex variables. In all but one case there was a
negative relationship, indicating that animals which were scored highly on the Dominance
personality dimension scored lower on the Social Appeasement behavioural dimension. This is to be
expected as animals that have gained a high dominance rank may not need to spend time engaged
in Social Appeasement behaviours. Males are the exception to this rule, those that score highly on
the Dominance dimension also score highly the on Social Appeasement behavioural dimension. A
possible reason for this positive relationship between Dominance and Social Appeasement in males
is that, despite obtaining high dominance ranks, males may still need to perform Social
Appeasement behaviours to solicit mating opportunities from females. In all but one case the
relationship between Emotionality and Social Appeasement was positive; Newquay Zoo was the
exception where the relationship was neutral. Animal which score highly on the Emotionality
dimension tend to experience negative emotions (section 3.4.2.3.) and can be thought of as
emotionally unstable. These animals might be expected to perform more Social Appeasement
behaviours as they are more likely to be involved in more conflicts and Social Appeasement is a
common post-conflict resolution behaviour (Thierry et al., 2008) alternatively these animals perform
more Social Appeasement behaviours to gain reassurance from peers/dominant animals.
It should be noted that the presence of two female outliers that scored particularly highly on the
Social Appeasement dimension means that all of these relationships need to be interpreted with
caution. Further data collection on a greater number of animals is needed to ascertain whether
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these females are actually meaningfully representative of M. nigra individuals or if they are indeed
true outliers.
3.4.3.2. Withdrawn behaviour
There were negative main effects of both the Sociability and Dominance personality dimensions on
the Withdrawn behaviour dimension. Animals which scored highly on the Sociable or Dominance
dimensions showed less Withdrawn behaviours compared to their less Sociable or Dominant
counterparts. In the case of the Sociability dimension, this relationship between needs little
explanation as it would be expect that more Sociable animals would exhibit less Withdrawn
behaviours. When taking into account the contextual variables there was a positive relationship
between Sociability and Withdrawn behaviours for Marwell zoo animals and young animals. As
stated above the potential of Zoo variables to affect personality will be discussed in chapter 7. The
fact that younger animals exhibit a positive relationship between Sociability personality and
Withdrawn behaviour is unexpected, however the relationship is a fairly weak one (Fig 3.5); more
data is needed to explore this relationship further.
The positive relationship between the Dominance personality dimension and Withdrawn
behavioural dimension is expected as Dominant animals (and in particular males) tend to spend less
time engaged in exploratory/playful behaviours and more time performing behaviours that are
related to their survival and/or fitness e.g. feeding or defence of breeding opportunities. Dominant
animals have also been shown to be subject to high stress levels and scratching, which loads
positively on the Withdrawn behavioural dimension, can be one such indicator of higher levels of
stress/anxiety (e.g. Aureli, 1999). One exception to this positive relationship are animals at Paignton
zoo, for whom there was a negative relationship between the Dominance personality dimension and
Withdrawn behaviours. As stated above the potential effects of Zoo differences on personality will
be discussed in Chapter 7.
There was no main effect of Emotionality on the Withdrawn behavioural dimension. However it can
be seen from the significant interactions with contextual variables that in most cases there was a
positive relationship between Emotionality personality and Withdrawn behaviour (Table 3.8). As
highly Emotional animals tend to be irritable and aggressive we may also expect them to be more
Withdrawn.
3.4.3.3. Dominant behaviour
Overall there were significant positive main effects of all the personality dimension on the Dominant
behavioural dimension; animals scoring highly on any personality dimension will exhibit more
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Dominant related behaviours e.g. yawning, autogrooming, displacing others and receiving grooming.
While the relationship between the personality dimensions and the Dominant behaviour dimension
is positive in all cases it is believed that subtle differences in the individual behaviours that make up
the Dominant personality dimension has led to all of these relationships and these will be discussed
below.
The positive relationship between the Dominance personality dimension and the Dominant
behavioural dimension needs little explanation as we would expect that animals described as having
a Dominant personality to exhibit more of these behaviours as they are indicative of an animals’
dominance status. For example, behaviours loading highly on the Dominant behavioural dimension
include yawning which is often associated with agonistic gestures in macaque species and is
generally accepted to be a threat or dominance-enforcing gesture (Thierry et al., 2000b). Another
behaviour loading highly on the Dominant behavioural dimension is Displacement behaviour, which
in macaques can be defined as “An individual approaches or contacts another individual which
simultaneously moves away” (Thierry et al., 2000b, p.9). Displacements can be used as a way of
determining dominance in primate species as generally the most dominant individual will be able to
displace all other individuals.
When considering how the contextual variables effect the relationship between the Dominance
personality dimension and Dominant behaviour dimension there are two exceptions to this general
positive relationship. There was a negative relationship between Dominance personality and
Dominant behaviours in females and older animals i.e. females and older animals that score highly
on the Dominance personality dimension exhibited fewer Dominant related behaviours. The
negative relationship between Dominance personality and Dominant behaviour in females could be
due to the expression of different dominant behaviours by male and female M. nigra. As mentioned
previously females M. nigra do exist within a social dominance hierarchy, but they tend to be related
to one another as they are the philopatric sex, so exhibit high levels of tolerance to each other.
Males on the other hand have been shown to have strict linear hierarchies enforced through both
threat gestures and physical aggression (Riley, 2010). As such there may be a very clear relationship
between Dominance personality and Dominant behaviour in males while the intricacies of female
Dominance personality may not be as obvious in terms of broad state behaviour and human caregivers are basing their judgments on more subtle behaviours or relationships which were not
recorded in the current study.
The negative relationship between Dominance personality and Dominant behaviour in older animals
may be due to the fact that older animals have spent a long time within the group and therefore
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have a stable position within the group hierarchy; relative to younger animals which are not well
established. As such, older animals may not need to spend a significant amount of time exhibiting
Dominant behaviours to maintain their dominant role within the social group unlike younger
animals, in particular younger males, who will display dominant behaviours to gain a higher
dominance rank. It should also be noted that human raters are more likely to have have spent more
time observing older animals and will be basing their judgments of their personality on their whole
experience of the animal over its lifetime; therefore their judgments of older animals may not marry
as well with their current behaviour as in the case for younger animals.
The positive relationship between the Sociability personality dimension and the Dominant behaviour
dimension is not expected. However it should be noted that the Dominant behavioural dimension
includes the behaviour “receives grooming”, which can be interpreted as a Sociable behaviour.
Furthermore, as mentioned previously, M. nigra are a very tolerant species compared to most other
macaques, so the distinction between those animals which are Dominant and those which are
Sociable may not be as clear, i.e. Dominant animals can also be Sociable.
In terms of the positive relationship between the Emotionality personality dimension and the
Dominant behavioural dimension, it is important to draw attention to one particular behaviour that
contributes towards the Dominant behavioural dimension, that of autogrooming. Autogrooming is
one of the most commonly reported primate self-directed behaviours (Maestripieri, Schino, Aureli
and Troisi, 1992). Self-directed behaviours are ‘irrelevant behaviours’ thought to occur in conflict
situations or when an animals is unable to achieve a goal (Tinbergern, 1952). Animals who scored
highly

on

the

Emotionality

dimension,

i.e.

those

which

are

rated

as

highly

aggressive/irritable/jealous may spend more time engaged in these kinds of self-directed behaviours
due to increased stress levels resulting from the performance of aggressive/irritable behaviours.
3.4.3.4. Novel object tests
During the novel object tests two simple measures, latency to touch the novel object (LTNO) and
frequency of touches of the novel object (FTNO) were used to assess individuals’ response to
novelty. The personality scores, Zoo, Sex and Age variables could not predict either FTNO or whether
animals would/would not touch the novel object.
Zoo and Sex did have a significant effect on the LTNO. Animals at Paignton zoo touched the object
quicker than those at either Newquay or Marwell zoos. Males touched the object quicker than
females. It might be expected that there would be a difference in the response to novelty between
the zoos due to the differences in past experience, i.e. some zoos may provide many different man-
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made objects for enrichment such as plastic barrels while other zoos prefer more naturalistic
enrichments. Anecdotally it has been reported that animals at Paignton zoo have been exposed to a
wide range of different types of enrichment items while animals at Marwell and Newquay may have
been exposed to more naturalistic enrichment items. Previous experience with similar novel items
may have reduced nephobia in the Paignton zoo group. Sex differences in responses to novel objects
are common in previous research, for example Rouff et al., (2005) found that when subjected to
novel object tests males approached threatening stimuli more than females while females tended to
approach non-threatening stimuli more than males. A possible reason for the observed sex
differences is the different ‘risk’ behaviours each sex is likely to exhibit. Females are generally
thought to be more risk averse due to their reproductive success being limited to their own survival.
The personality assessments in the current study failed to predict any of the behavioural measures
recorded during the novel object tests. Novel objects have been widely in animal personality
research both to assess specific dimensions of personality such as ‘bold-shy’, ‘novelty seeking’ and
‘fearfulness’ (e.g. Bremner-Harrison et al. 2004), and validate other measures of personality (e.g.
Blumstein, Holland and Daniel, 2006). However examples of its use in primate personality research
are scarce. One exception is the study by Santillan-Doherty et al., (2010) who presented M. arctoides
and spider monkeys (Ateles geoffroyi) with 9 separate novel objects to create a ‘curiosity’ index on
which all animals could be judged. The fact that only one novel object was used in the current study
could be a limitation, as different novel objects may motivate animals in different ways, i.e. different
sizes/shapes/colours may all affect an individual’s behavioural response. However the same novel
object test was used in the M. sylvanus and S. sciureus studies in the current thesis (Chapters 4 & 5)
and significant relationships between personality dimension scores and behavioural response to
novelty were found. Potentially this means that novel object tests could be used for validation
purposes in some species but not others. The efficacy of using novel tests in primate personality
research will be discussed further in Chapter 7.

3.4.4. Conclusions
M. nigra can be reliably rated by human-caregivers on a set of behaviourally defined trait adjectives.
These traits can be reduced into three underlying personality dimensions, Dominance, Sociability
and Emotionality. M. nigra personality structure has many similarities with other macaque species
but there are also some differences, the most notable of which is that aggressive traits do not load
onto the Dominance dimension but instead onto an Emotionality dimension. The personality
dimension show good construct validity in terms of their relationships with empirically observed
behavioural measures. The validity of personality dimensions was also influenced by the contextual
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variables Zoo, Age and Sex, as personality itself can be affected by contextual variables so we would
expect to have to take these factors into account when interpreting validity results. The implications
of these results in exploring the evolution and development of primate personality are discussed
further in Chapter 6 while their use in the captive management of M. nigra is discussed further in
Chapter 7.
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Chapter 4.
The personality structure of captive barbary macaques (Macaca
sylvanus).
4.1. Introduction
The previous chapters have identified that while the study of primate personality is a growing area
of research, there are a number of gaps in our knowledge. One of the main problems with current
research is the lack of diversity in the species that have been studied. For example in the macaque
genus the majority of research has focused on one species, the rhesus macaque (Macaca mulatta)
(Freeman and Gosling, 2010; Chapter 3, section 3.1). Chapter 3 (section 3.4) established that a
previously unstudied species of macaque M. nigra can be reliably rated on a set of behaviourally
defined trait adjectives and when input into a principal components analysis these data reveal that
M. nigra exhibit three distinct personality dimensions; Dominance, Sociability and Emotionality.
The macaque genus is particularly interesting as the 22 species it encapsulates exhibit a wide range
of different ecological niches and social behaviours. The majority of macaque species are found
within Asia and occupy a range of habitats from tropical forests to more temperate areas (Abegg and
Thierry, 2002). The barbary macaque (Macaca sylvanus) is the only species to be found outside of
Asia and occupies the northern forest regions of Morocco and Algeria. As Chapter 3 established
(section 3.1), the overall social structure remains fairly consistent across the macaque genus,
comprising large multi-male multi-female groups, female philopatry and male dispersal. However
the degree to which species exhibit aggression, dominance behaviours, conflict resolution and kin
biased social relationships varies greatly between the species (Thierry et al., 2000a). These
differences in social behaviour can be used to categorise the different macaque species into a four
grade system (Thierry, 2007: Chapter 3, section 3.1).
In the previous chapter it was established that M. nigra, while exhibiting an overall personality
structure similar to M. mulatta, showed some distinct differences in the trait loadings which make
up the structure of each personality dimension. This may be linked to their different social styles, as
they are found at the two extremes of Thierry’s four grade system, M. mulatta being a grade one
species, representing a highly hierarchical social system, while M. nigra are classed as grade four, a
more tolerant social system. In order to test this hypothesis further it is important to study other
macaque species which exhibit different social systems and behaviour. M. sylvanus are an
interesting study species as they are classed as a grade three species along with stump-tailed (M.
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arctoides), lion-tailed (M. silenus) and bonnet macaques (M. radiata) (Thierry, 2007). By tracing the
social traits used to construct the four grade system on the phylogenetic tree of macaques (due to
the debate over the speciation and biogeography of macaque species two separate phylogenies
were used but results remained fairly consistent regardless of phylogeny, see Thierry et al., (2000a)
for further details of analysis), Thierry, Iwaniuk and Pellis (2000) hypothesise that ancestral macaque
species would have resembled grade three species, supported by the fact that M. sylvanus and M.
silenus are closest to the root of the macaque phylogentic tree (Purvis, 1995: Morales and Melnick
1998). Investigating personality in M. sylvanus and comparing this with other species in the Macaca
genus is therefore especially useful for investigating the influence of phylogeny on personality
structure in the genus.
M. sylvanus are also an important study species from a conservation and management perspective.
Once widespread across North Africa, their population numbers have declined due to habitat loss
and the illegal pet trade and they are now restricted to forest areas in Northern Morocco and
Algeria. Due to their population decline they are currently listed as endangered on the IUCN red list
(IUCN, 2011). There is a substantial population of M. sylvanus contained within European zoos and
sanctuaries; the European captive population was estimated to be 157 males, 203 females and 22
infants/animals of unknown sex in 2011 (ISIS, 2011), so any information on personality structure that
can affect health or welfare will be of benefit to captive management.
The overall aims of the present study are essentially the same as those presented in the M. nigra
study (Chapter 3, section 3.1). Briefly these aims are threefold: 1) To establish whether M. sylvanus
individuals can be reliably assessed by human observers on a set of behaviourally defined trait
adjectives; 2) To construct reliable personality dimensions for M. sylvanus by reducing the traits into
underlying personality dimensions through a Principal Components Analysis; and 3) To test the
construct validity of these personality dimensions by investigating their relationship (the extent to
which they correlate) with behavioural observations of the same animals.

4.2. Methods
4.2.1. Study design
Personality questionnaires were sent via hard copy and e-mail to all European zoos holding M.
sylvanus, as recorded by the International Species Information System (ISIS). Six out of twenty eight
institutions returned personality questionnaires, a response rate of 22%, thus the personality of 62
(29 males and 33 females) individuals were rated. Behavioural observations were conducted at three
of these institutions and novel object tests were conducted at two of them in order to obtain data
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for validation purposes. Behavioural data were collected on a total of 28 individual animals (9 males
and 19 females). A full summary of the study animals is given in table 4.1.

4.2.2. Personality questionnaires
Development of the questionnaire has been outlined elsewhere in the current thesis (Chapter 2,
section 2.5) and will therefore not be described in detail here. To summarise, the questionnaire
contained 38 personality traits with accompanying definitions, 32 traits referred to the animal’s
behaviour toward conspecifics and the environment, and 6 traits referred to animal-human
interactions (Appendix A). Raters were requested to rate each animal on a 7-point scale (1=the trait
is not represented in the animal, 7=the trait is highly represented in the animal). Questionnaires
were accompanied by detailed instructions for the raters to ensure they were filled out as accurately
as possible. A support letter from BIAZA (British and Irish Association of Zoos and Aquaria) was sent
with the questionnaires (Appendix B). Unlike the M. nigra study (Chapter 3) support could not be
obtained from the European studbook keeper as at the time of developing the study there was no
appointed person in charge of the M. sylvanus studbook.

4.2.3. Behavioural data collection
Behavioural data were collected at: Edinburgh Zoo, UK; Folly Farm, UK; and Apenheul Primate Park,
Netherlands. None of these institutions had been used for the M. nigra study (Chapter 3). Ten days
of behavioural data collection were carried out at each institution. During 10-minute focal follows,
state behaviours were recorded using instantaneous sampling every 30 seconds and event
behaviours were noted using all occurrence sampling (Martin and Bateson, 2007). At least one focal
observation was carried out per animal, per day, and these observations were counterbalanced
across the hours of the day. An ethogram is included in Appendix D. The behavioural data that were
collected were used to establish an activity budget for each individual animal, i.e. the mean
proportion of time spent performing each behaviour during the observation period. The mean
frequencies of all event behaviours across the observation period were also calculated in the same
way.

4.2.4. Novel object tests
At two of the zoos used for behavioural data collection, Edinburgh zoo and Folly Farm zoo, a traffic
cone was presented as a novel object using the following standardised methodology. All animals
were shut out of one area of the enclosure while the traffic cone was placed in view of the observer
(test area). A video camera was set up to record the animal’s response upon release back into the
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test area; one hour of the animal’s behaviour, post release, was recorded and coded at a later date.
The behavioural measures that were used to gauge the animals’ response to the cone were latency
to make contact with the cone, and frequency of contacts with the cone. Differences between the
two enclosures required some small variation to this method, e.g. the cone was presented in an
indoor area of the enclosure at Edinburgh zoo while at Folly Farm zoo the cone was presented in an
outdoor area of the enclosure. The novel object test could not take place at Apenheul Primate Park
as the macaques were housed in a large free ranging exhibit so the standardised method of
providing the object could not be carried out.

4.2.5. Data analyses
4.2.5.1. Inter-observer reliability
To determine the inter-rater reliability of ratings of individual animals and individual traits, data for
52 animals rated by two or more observers were used to calculate an average measures Intra Class
Correlation Coefficient (ICC[3, k] (Shrout and Fleiss, 1979; Chapter 2) for each individual and each
trait. Average measures ICC[3,k] were used rather than single measures ICC[3,1] as mean ratings for
all animals were used for further analysis (Chapter 2).
4.2.5.2. Principal components analysis of personality ratings
To determine the underlying personality structure an exploratory Principal Components Analysis
(PCA) was run using the mean trait scores for each animal, only traits reaching moderate reliability
(ICC[3, k] >0.50) were included in the PCA. The Kaiser criterion, interpretation of the scree plot and
parallel analysis were used to establish the number of components that should be retained
(O’Connor, 2000). The analysis was conducted using a Varimax rotation but a PCA with Promax
rotation was also used to establish the degree of correlation between the factors and whether
allowing the dimensions to correlate affected factor structure.
Personality dimension scores were created using animals’ original scores on all traits that had salient
loadings (>0.40) on a particular dimension. The mean of the original scores (for negatively loaded
traits a reverse score was calculated by subtracting the original score from 8) was defined as the
dimension score. If a trait had salient loadings on more than one dimension it was assigned to the
dimension with the higher loading. The dimension score data were tested for normality using the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and an appropriate log-transformation of the HA-Sociability data was
performed in order to apply parametric statistics.
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4.2.5.3. Sex/Age analysis
Independent samples t-tests were used to see if there were any differences in the mean personality
dimension scores between males and females. Pearson’s product-moment correlations were
calculated to investigate the relationship between age and personality dimension score.
4.2.5.4. Validity Analysis
Data were collected on a large range of behavioural measures so it was decided that reducing these
measure into latent behavioural dimensions would be more appropriate for the validity analysis.
Both state and event behaviours were recorded, so behavioural data were converted to z-scores and
an exploratory Principal Components Analysis (PCA) was run on these data. The Kaiser criterion,
interpretation of the scree plot and parallel analysis were used to establish the number of
components that should be retained (O’Connor, 2000). The analysis was conducted using a Varimax
rotation but a PCA with Promax rotation was also used to establish the degree of correlation
between the resulting components and to establish whether allowing components to correlate
altered the structure (e.g. Weiss et al., 2011). Behavioural dimension scores were created using
animals’ original scores on all traits that had salient loadings (>0.40) on a particular dimension,
reverse scores were calculated for those traits that had a negative loading.
In order to evaluate the relationship between personality and behaviour while taking into account
other variables such as Zoo, Age and Sex, data were analysed using Generalised Linear Mixed Models
(GLMM). Separate models were run with each behavioural dimension score, and the response to
novelty measures, entered as the response variable. Behavioural response variables were normally
distributed so GLMMs with normal distribution and identity link functions were run. Predictor
variables included in each model were Zoo (Edinburgh Zoo, Folly Farm and Apenheul Primate Park)
and Sex (male vs female) as factors and Age, Dominance, Sociability, Emotionality, and HA-Sociability
scores as covariates. All main effects and 1st order 2-way interactions between personality scores
and each of the contextual variables (Zoo, Age and Sex) were included in the model. Models were
fitted using a backward elimination process to find the minimum adequate model for explaining the
variance of the response variable. Only significant explanatory variables and two-way interactions
were retained and models with the lowest Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC) value were
interpreted. All significance tests were two-tailed. For all significant main effects post-hoc pairwise
comparisons with Bonferroni corrections were carried out where appropriate and all significant
results reported.
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All statistical analysis were carried out using the statistical computer programme SPSS vs.18 (SPSS®,
IBM®,Chicago, IL, USA).

4.3 Results
4.3.1. Inter-observer reliability
ICC[3,k] values for each individual animal are presented in Table 4.1. The ICC[3, k] for each individual
animal range from -0.21 to 0.90, and the mean ICC[3, k] value for animals was 0.65. The mean
ICC[3,k] for individual traits (across 3 zoos) ranged from -0.66 (Relaxed) to 0.92 (Playful) with an
overall mean of 0.52. To ensure only reliable trait data were entered into the PCA a criterion of ICC
[3,k]>0.50 (which indicates moderate agreement) was set for inclusion of traits. Values for each trait
that met the mean >0.50 threshold are presented in Table 4.2. In total 25 traits were used for
further analyses. While the reliability analysis could only be done using the data from four zoos (52
animals) due to the sampling constraints, if the traits were found to be reliable they were assumed
to be reliable across all zoos, so that all the personality data could be entered into the PCA analysis.
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Table 4.1. M. sylvanus individual information; zoo variables, demographic information and Intra-class
correlation coefficients (ICC[3, k] and ICC[3, 1]) for each animals’ ratings
Zoo
Apenheul Primate
Park, Netherlands

Edinburgh Zoo, UK

Folly Farm Zoo, UK

Nuremberg Zoo,
Germany

Wingham Wildlife
Park, UK

Number of
Raters
1

3

3

1

1

Animal
Two Fig

Age
(Years)

Sex

ICC [3,k]

ICC[3,1]

10

Male

-

-

Habib

9

Male

-

-

Amir

3

Male

-

-

Lina

9

Female

-

-

Assa

15

Female

-

-

Sakia

8

Female

-

-

Saida

10

Female

-

-

Whoopi

19

Female

-

-

Blida

18

Female

-

-

Lulu

21

Female

-

-

Noora

5

Female

-

-

Amira

2

Female

-

-

Barbera

14

Female

.51

.25

Barberella

14

Female

.42

.20

Hanan

18

Female

.68

.41

Farouk

4

Male

.66

.39

Fame

5

Female

.51

.26

Farah

7

Female

.60

.34

Franka

6

Female

.60

.34

Shada

2

Female

.84

.64

Amina

2

Female

.85

.65

Frances

2

Female

.84

.64

Male1

2

Male

.64

.34

Male2

2

Male

.65

.38

Alexsis

13

Male

.90

.74

Capuchin

16

Male

.81

.59

Monica

10

Female

.80

.57

Fanny

6

Female

.71

.45

Vivian

5

Female

.75

.50

Louise

6

Female

.70

.43

Libu

4

Male

.88

.71

Laila

3

Female

.80

.57

Dickie

11

Male

-

-

Todi

6

Male

-

-

Dito

5

Male

-

-

Endi

4

Male

-

-

Leki

3

Male

-

-

16

Male

-

-

Fillipo
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Zoo

Number of
Raters

Wingham Wildlife
cont

Woburn Safari Park

2

Animal

Age
(Years)

Sex

ICC [3,k]

ICC[3,1]

Jo

4

Female

-

-

Memmouna

3

Female

-

-

Momo

8

Male

-

-

Nancy

15

Female

-

-

Nelly

14

Male

.68

.51

Blondie

12

Female

.20

.11

Osmond

9

Male

.90

.82

Squat

9

Female

.36

.22

Sadie

11

Female

-.21

-.10

Berlinga

6

Male

.77

.62

Oran

9

Male

.80

.67

Nador

9

Male

.77

.62

Female

.09

.04

Annaba

16

Forodo

4

Male

.49

.32

Formby

4

Male

.70

.54

Franc

4

Male

.73

.57

Goliath

3

Male

.70

.54

Gigi

3

Female

.65

.48

Gobi

3

Male

.65

.48

Gara

3

Female

.61

.44

Harley

2

Male

.64

.47

Hera

2

Female

.82

.69

Hendrix

2

Male

.83

.70

Homer

2

Male

.66

.49

Note: Missing values indicate where ICC[3,k] could not be calculated due to data being available from only one
rater.

4.3.2. Principal components analysis of personality ratings
Twenty five traits were entered into two separate exploratory Principal Components Analyses (PCA),
one used a Varimax and the other a Promax rotation. Results from the Promax rotation indicated
that the components were weakly correlated (M=0.19, Table 4.3). The component structure did not
differ qualitatively between the two rotations, therefore subsequent analysis was not affected by
the rotation. Results using the Varimax rotation are presented from now on. The Kaiser criterion and
Interpretation of the scree plot suggested that five components should be retained, however using
the parallel analysis method (Wilson and Cooper, 2008) only the first 4 eigenvalues (6.86, 5.85, 3.09,
and 2.08) were greater than expected by chance at the 95% confidence level. The PCA was re-run
specifying the extraction of 4 components, which accounted for 63% of the variance in the data
(Table 4.4). Interpretation of the salient loadings (>0.40) on each of these components (from now on
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referred to as personality dimensions) led to them being labelled Sociability, Dominance, HumanAnimal Sociability, and Emotionality. All the personality dimensions showed good internal reliability
as assessed by Cronbach’s alpha; Dominance = 0.84, Sociability = 0.88, Human-Animal Sociability =
0.63, and Emotionality = 0.87
Table 4.2. Intra-Class Correlations (ICC[3,k] and ICC[3, 1]) for personality traits which had a mean ICC[3,k] greater
than 0.50
Edinburgh Zoo

Woburn Safari
Park

Folly Farm

Mean

ICC[3,k]

ICC[3,1]

ICC[3,k]

ICC[3,1]

ICC[3,k]

ICC[3,1]

ICC[3,k]

ICC[3,1]

Active

.89

.73

.88

.70

.57

.40

.78

.61

Affiliative

.81

.59

.85

.66

.48

.31

.72

.52

Aggressive

.42

.20

.84

.63

.77

.63

.68

.49

Alert

.73

.47

.91

.77

.24

.14

.63

.46

Allogroom

.55

.29

.64

.37

.60

.43

.59

.36

Assertive

.62

.35

.94

.85

.13

.07

.56

.42

Cautious

.29

.12

.48

.24

.78

.64

.52

.33

Dominant

.72

.27

.98

.94

.89

.81

.87

.74

Eccentric

.16

.06

.89

.73

.79

.65

.62

.48

Effective

.33

.14

.68

.42

.52

.35

.51

.30

Flexible

.67

.41

.52

.26

.67

.51

.62

.39

Friendly

.69

.42

.66

.39

.69

.53

.69

.45

Imaginative

.67

.40

.90

.75

.32

.19

.63

.45

Inquisitive

.66

.39

.88

.72

.81

.67

.78

.60

Intelligent

.69

.42

.62

.35

.56

.39

.62

.39

Irritable

.60

.33

.70

.44

.71

.55

.67

.55

Jealous

.40

.19

.96

.89

.70

.54

.69

.54

Playful

.92

.80

.95

.87

.87

.78

.92

.82

Scapegoat

.22

.09

.91

.77

.39

.24

.51

.37

Solitary

.84

.64

.90

.75

.00

.00

.58

.46

Subordinate

.54

.12

.94

.84

.70

.53

.73

.50

HA Social

.68

.19

.92

.80

-

-

.80

.50

HA Cautious

.70

.45

.81

.59

-

-

.76

.51

HA Cooperative

.68

.23

.63

.36

-

-

.66

.29

HA Nervous

.68

.10

.57

.30

-

-

.62

.20

Note: HA refers to those traits related to human-animal interactions. Keepers at Woburn Safari park felt they could not rate
animals on these traits due to the nature of management. Mean ICC values are in bold.
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Table 4.3. Component inter-correlations derived using a PCA with Promax
rotation.
Component

Sociability

Dominance

HA Sociability

Sociability
Dominance

.32

HA Sociability

.04

.26

-.25

.03

Emotionality

.21

Table 4.4. Results of the Principal Components Analysis for the M. sylvanus
personality scores
Component
Sociability

Dominance

HA
Sociability

Emotionality

% variance
explained

27.4

23.4

12.4

8.3

Imaginative

.87

-.06

.21

.06

Playful

.84

-.31

.06

.03

Active

.82

.09

-.15

-.15

Inquisitive

.81

.35

.02

-.14

Affiliative

.70

-.03

-.42

.02

Alert

.64

.28

-.21

.12

Intelligent

.58

.36

.36

.01

-.58

-.36

-.01

.36

Dominant

.10

.89

.08

.26

Subordinate

.08

-.83

-.14

-.26

Assertive

.25

.79

.01

.34

HA Nervous

-.11

-.60

.56

.29

HA Cooperative

-.22

-.02

.85

.09

HA Cautious

.10

-.21

-.83

-.08

HA Social

.24

-.04

.79

.28

Allogroom

.48

-.02

-.65

-.09

Flexible

.32

.51

.62

-.15

Effective

.34

.51

.54

.09

Irritable

-.08

.02

-.10

.91

Eccentric

.09

.21

.09

.81

Jealous

.02

.56

.15

.68

Friendly

.61

.10

-.16

-.64

-.19

.49

.33

.62

Solitary

Aggressive

Note: Salient loadings (≥.40) are in bold
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4.3.3. Sex/Age analysis
There were no significant differences between male (n=29) and female (n=33) mean scores on any of
the personality dimensions. Age was negatively correlated with Sociability (r=-0.81, n=50, p<0.001),
and positively correlated with Emotionality scores (r=0.32, n=50, p<0.05).

4.3.4. Validity analysis
The behavioural data i.e. mean percentage of time spent performing broad state behaviors (activity
budgets) and frequency of event behaviours for each individual and mean values calculated by zoo,
are presented in Appendix E(ii).
Sixteen behavioural measures were entered into the exploratory Principal Components Analysis
(PCA) using a Varimax and a Promax rotation. The component structure did not differ qualitatively
between the two rotations; results from the Varimax rotation are reported. The Kaiser criterion and
interpretation of the scree plot suggested that five components should be retained but parallel
analysis showed that only the first 3 eigenvalues (4.42, 3.59 and 2.59) were greater than expected by
chance at the 95% confidence level. The PCA was re-run specifying the extraction of 3 components,
which accounted for 53% of the variance in the data. Interpretation of the salient loadings of the
behavioural measures on each of these components (from now on referred to as behavioural
dimensions) led to them being labelled Exploratory behaviour, Social behaviour and Withdrawn
behaviour (Table 4.5). Scratch rate was the only behaviour measure that did not have a salient
loading on any behavioural dimension. The first two behavioural dimensions showed good internal
reliability as assessed by Cronbach’s alpha; Exploratory behaviour = 0.89, Submissive behaviour =
0.73. The Withdrawn behaviour dimension showed moderate internal reliability, Cronbach’s alpha =
0.44.
Behavioural dimension scores were created using the animals’ original z-scores for all behaviours
that had salient loadings >0.40 on a particular dimension. The mean of the original scores was
defined as the dimension score, with negatively loaded traits reversed. If a behaviour had salient
loadings on more than one dimension it was assigned to the dimension with the higher loading.
Generalised Linear Mixed Models (GLMMs) were conducted to analyse the impact of main effects of
personality dimension score, Zoo, Age, and Sex on the behavioural dimension scores. The impact of
1st order 2-way interactions between each of the personality dimensions and each of the contextual
variables (Zoo, Age and Sex) were also investigated (Table 4.5). Behavioural response variables were
normally distributed so GLMMs with normal distribution and identity link functions were run.
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Two behaviour measures were recorded during the novel object tests; latency to touch the novel
object (LTNO) and frequency of touching the novel object (FTNO). There were a number of animals
that did not touch the novel object during the tests (n=7) and it was felt that, rather than give these
animals a score of 3600s (i.e. the maximum observation time during novel object tests) which may
skew the results two separate analysis would be run, i) a GLMM with a binomial distribution and
logit link function which assessed the main effects of personality scores, Zoo, Age, and Sex on the
binary response variable touched/didn’t touch the novel object. Using only data from animals that
had touched the novel object (n=13) and ii) a GLMM with a Tweedie distribution and log link
function was used to assess the main effects of personality scores, Zoo, Age and Sex on the LTNO
scores. Only main effects could be assessed in these models due to the smaller sample sizes (n=20
and n=13 respectively).
A GLMM with a Tweedie distribution and log link function was used to assess the main effects and
1st order 2-way interactions of personality scores, Zoo, Age and Sex on the FTNO scores.

Table 4.5. Results of the principal components analysis for the M. sylvanus behavioural data
Behavioural Dimension
(% variance explained by the dimension)
Exploratory
behaviour

Submissive
behaviour

-.92

-.07

.02

Play

.82

-.15

.13

Feeding

.79

.35

.08

Interact (Exhibit)

.78

.00

.01

Interact (Enrichment)

.73

-.05

-.06

-.15

.82

.30

Displaced

.29

.67

.36

Aggression

.12

.65

-.36

-.20

-.55

-.11

Locomoting

.31

-.54

.00

Social Contact

.45

.47

.10

Scratch

-.20

.24

.03

Autogroom

-.07

.25

-.66

Self Directed Behaviour

.07

.38

.65

Displaces others

.06

.18

.64

Grimace (open mouth display)

.03

.55

-.58

Yawn

-.35

.19

.55

Allogroom

-.30

-.09

-.50

Behavioural measure
Resting

Chatter

Recieves grooming

Salient loadings (>0.40) are in bold

Withdrawn
behaviour
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st

Table 4.6. Significant main effects and 1 order 2-way interactions for each of the M. sylvanus GLMMs
Behavioural
Dimension
Exploratory

Significant predictors (Main
effects and interactions)

2

Wald X

df

P value

Zoo

7.05

2

<0.05

Sociability

5.11

1

<0.05

Zoo*Dominance

8.46

3

<0.05

Zoo*HA-Sociability

12.80

3

<0.005

Submissive

Zoo*Dominance

28.79

3

<0.001

Withdrawn

Zoo*HA Sociability

41.97

3

<0.001

LTNO

Zoo

5.46

1

0.019

Age

26.21

1

<0.001

Sociability

15.24

1

<0.001

Sociability

4.48

1

0.034

FTNO

4.3.4.1. Exploratory behaviour
There was a significant positive relationship between the Exploratory behaviour scores and the
Sociability personality dimension scores (Fig 4.1). This relationship was not affected by any of the
contextual variables.
There was a significant main effect of Zoo on the Exploratory behavioural dimension scores (Table
4.6). Animals at Apenheul primate park scored significantly lower on this behavioural dimension (M
= -0.85, SE = 0.25) than animals from both Edinburgh Zoo (M = 0.26, SE = 0.13, p<0.001) and Folly
Farm (M = 0.11, SE = 0.21, p<0.01). There were also significant interactions between Zoo and
Dominance and HA-Sociability personality dimension scores. There was a qualitative inconsistency in
the relationship between Exploratory behaviour and the HA-Sociability personality dimension which
was positive at Edinburgh Zoo and Apenheul Primate Park and neutral at Folly Farm (Fig 4.2.a). There
was also a qualitative inconsistency in the relationship between Exploratory behaviour and the
Dominance personality dimension which was negative at both Edinburgh Zoo and Folly Farm but
positive at Apenheul Primate Park (Fig 4.2.b).

Exploratory Behaviour Score
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2.50
2.00
1.50
1.00
0.50
0.00
-0.50
-1.00
-1.50
0.00

2.00

4.00

6.00

8.00

Sociability Personality Score

Fig 4.1. Main effect of Sociability personality scores on
Exploratory behaviour scores
4.3.4.2. Submissive behaviour
There were no main effects of any of the variables on the Submissive behaviour scores. There was
however one significant interaction between Dominance personality scores and Zoo (Table 4.6). At
Edinburgh Zoo and Folly Farm there was a negative relationship between Dominance personality
score and Submissive Behaviour score, while at Folly farm this relationship was positive (Fig 4.3).
4.3.4.3. Withdrawn behaviour
There were no main effects of any of the variables on the Withdrawn behaviour scores. There was
however one significant interaction between HA-Sociability personality scores and Zoo (Table 4.6).
However this relationship was positive at all Zoos (Fig 4.4).

Table 4.7. summarises the directions of the relationships found in the GLMM analyses so that
patterns can be seen more clearly.
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a)

Figure 4.2. Significant interactions between Zoo and a) HA-Sociability personality scores and b) Dominance
personality scores on Exploratory behaviour scores

Figure 4.3. Significant interaction between Dominance
personality scores and Submissive behaviour scores

Figure 4.4. Significant interaction between HA-Sociability
personality scores and Withdrawn behaviour scores
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Table 4.7. Summary of the effects of Personality dimension scores, Zoo, Sex, and Age on the Behavioural dimension scores
Behavioural dimensions
Exploratory Behaviour
Main effect of contextual
variable on behavioural
dimensions

Main

EZ
Personality
dimension

Sociability

+

Dominance

ns

Emotionality

ns

HA Sociability

ns

-

Zoos

Sex

Age

Yes

No

No

FF
ns

AP

-

+

ns
+

Submissive Behaviour

0

+

♂

♀

Y

Main

A

EZ

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

-

Withdrawn behaviour

Zoos

Sex

Age

No

No

No

FF
ns

AP

+

-

♂

♀

Y

Main

A

EZ

Zoos

Sex

Age

No

No

No

ns

ns

ns

FF
ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

+

AP

♂

♀

Y

A

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

+

+

Note: Main = overall correlation between a behavioural dimension and a personality dimension. + = Positive relationship, - = negative relationship, ns = no significant main
effect or interaction, 0 = neutral relationship. EZ = Edinburgh Zoo, FF = Folly Farm, AP = Apenheul primate park, Y = Younger animals, A = Adult animals.
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4.3.4.4. Response to novel object
There were no significant predictors in the GLMM model using touched/didn’t touch the novel
object as a binary response variable.
There was a significant main effect of Zoo on Latency to approach the Novel object (LTNO) (Table
4.6). Animals at Edinburgh Zoo touched the novel object significantly faster (M = 443.48s, SE = 0.43)
than animals at Folly Farm (M = 1277.64s, SE = 367.97 p=0.042).
There was a significant negative main effect of Age on LTNO (Table 4.6, Fig 4.5.a).
There was a weak but significant positive main effect of sociability scores on LTNO (Table 4.6, Fig 4.5.
b).
There was a significant positive main effect of Sociability personality score on the frequency of
touches of the novel object (FTNO) (Fig 4.6).

Latency to touch the novel object
(seconds)

3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0
0

5

10
Age (years)

15

Latency to touch the novel object
(seconds)

b)

a)

3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0
0.00

2.00

4.00

6.00

8.00

Sociability personality dimension score

Figure 4.5. Significant main effect of a) age and b) Sociability personality score, on the latency to touch the novel object

(LTNO)

Total frequency of touches of object
ouches
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0
0.00

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00
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6.00

7.00

Sociability personality score

Figure 4.6. Significant main effect of Sociability personality score on the total
frequency of novel object touches in 1hr

4.4. Discussion
Data collected during this study achieved the three specific aims: personality assessments for M.
sylvanus showed good reliability in terms of inter-observer agreement. Personality assessments
were used to establish that the M. sylvanus population used in the study exhibit three personality
dimensions which show good construct validity in terms of meaningful correlations with observed
behaviour.

4.4.1. Reliability of personality ratings
Reliability assessments were carried out using data from 52 of the 62 animals used in the analysis.
Mean ICC[3,k], values for each individual trait ranged from -0.66 (relaxed) to 0.92 (playful), with an
overall mean ICC[3, k] of 0.52. These values are within the range of other studies of macaque
personality. Stevenson-Hinde et al., (1980), found Pearson’s correlations, between 2 observers
ratings of 48 M. mulatta, ranging from 0.24 (protective) to 0.75 (subordinate) with a mean of 0.56
over 25 personality items. A more recent study by Weiss et al., (2011) on M. mulatta found reliability
estimates (ICC[3, k]) ranging from -0.17 (autistic) to 0.86 (dominant) with a mean of 0.52. Reliability
estimates in the present study are also similar to those found in M. nigra (Chapter 3). The reliability
estimates also show a similar pattern to other primate studies, as traits relating to dominance and
social behaviours achieve the highest levels of reliability (Freeman & Gosling, 2010).
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It is important to consider the traits that were not reliably rated by observers in order to make any
adjustments to future questionnaires that might be used to assess personality. In the case of M.
sylvanus the majority of ‘unreliable’ traits seemed to be those that were related to the reactivity of
the animals, such as, calm, excitable, fearful, relaxed and shy. It might be that these are more
difficult to rate than other personality traits as they may only manifest themselves under extreme
conditions such as environmental change. It is unusual that the two traits HA-aggressive and HAoblivious were not reliably rated yet the other four human-animal traits were. We would expect
that if keepers can reliably assess an animal that is sociable towards humans they would be able to
reliably assess an animal that is aggressive towards humans, and indeed in the M. nigra study
(Chapter 3) the human-animal traits that had the highest reliabilities were HA-aggressive and HAsociable which represent two extremes of behaviour directed towards humans. This may be due to
species or institution differences or a combination of both. M. nigra and M. sylvanus may react
differently to human-caregivers due to fundamental differences in their behaviour or individual
experience. However it is more likely that institutional differences and the way that animals are
managed would have an impact on the ability of keepers to reliably rate animals, i.e. keepers may
not come into contact with animals in a safari park setting as much as those in a traditional zoo
setting and therefore may find human-animal related traits difficult to judge. Factors influencing
reliability of personality ratings will be discussed further in chapter 7, when I evaluate the methods
used in the current study.

4.4.2. Structure of personality dimensions
Principal components analysis of the 25 reliable personality traits revealed four personality
dimensions, all with high internal consistencies, which accounted for 63% of the variance in the data.
These factors were labelled Sociability, Dominance, Human-Animal Sociability, and Emotionality.
4.4.2.1. Sociability
Animals rated highly on this dimension had high positive loadings on the traits imaginative, playful,
active, inquisitive, affiliative, alert, and intelligent, and high negative loadings on the trait solitary.
Compared to other factor analytical investigations this resembles the Sociability dimension found in
other macaque species e.g. M. Mulatta (Stevenson-Hinde and Zunz, 1978), M. arctoides
(Mondragon-Ceballos and Santillán-Doherty, 1994) and M. nigra (This thesis Chapter 3, section
3.4.2.2). However if we compare it to recent work done on M. mulatta the traits that load highly on
the Sociability dimension in the current study appear to spread across three different dimensions in
M. mulatta, namely, Friendliness, Activity and Openness (Weiss et al., 2011). In other non-macaque
primate species this dimension resembles Extraversion or Surgency in chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes)
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(King and Figueredo, 1997; Dutton, 2008) and gorillas (Gorilla gorilla) (Kuhar et al., 2006). The
majority of traits that load onto this factor refer to the sociability and/or the activity of an animal,
and this leads to the similarities with other sociability related dimensions in other primate species.
The three traits inquisitive, imaginative and intelligent are all usually associated dimensions relating
to the human Openness (to experience) dimension of the Big Five (Goldberg, 1990; McRae and John,
1992).
As in M. nigra (Chapter 3, section 3.4.2.2) there was a negative relationship between Sociability
scores and age, indicating that as animals get older they become less ‘sociable’. This is likely to occur
as there is a high ‘playfulness’ component to the Sociability dimension. A review of play behaviour in
the genus Macaca indicated that adults are relatively unplayful (Caine and Mitchell, 1979), so they
might be expected to score lower on the Sociability dimension.
4.4.2.2. Dominance
Animals rated highly on the Dominance dimension had high positive loadings on the traits dominant
and assertive and high negative loadings on the traits subordinate and HA nervous. This dimension
resembles the Confidence dimension found in M. mulatta (Weiss et al., 2011; Stevenson-Hinde et
al., 1980) and M. arctoides (Mondragon-Ceballos and Santillán-Doherty, 1994), and the dominance
dimension found in P. troglodytes (King and Figueredo, 1997; Dutton, 2008). Like the dominance
dimension found in M. nigra in the current thesis (Chapter 3, section 3.4.2.1), this dimension does
not contain traits which relate to the aggressiveness or reactivity of the animals, which often occurs
in analogous dimensions found in other primate species. In M. nigra has been suggested within the
current study that differences in the Dominance personality dimension could occur due to
differences in social structure (Chapter 3, section 3.4.2.1), specifically the fact that they are more
tolerant in terms of their social style (Thierry, 2007). M. sylvanus exhibit social behaviours that are
more similar to that of M. nigra than other previously studied macaque species such as M. mulatta
(Thierry, 2007) and, as with M. nigra, differences in social system may be more important than other
variables such as environment in shaping the structure of the Dominance personality dimension in
M. sylvanus.
4.4.2.3. Human-directed (HA) sociability
Animals rated highly on the human-directed Sociability dimension had high positive loadings on the
traits HA cooperative, HA sociable, flexible and effective, and high negative loadings on the traits HA
cautious and allogroom. This dimension was labelled Human-directed sociability due to the
prevalence of human-animal related traits on this dimension. Although we know that in a captive
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environment animals come into close contact with humans and as such develop human-directed
behaviours (Claxton, 2011), very few authors have included traits which relate to the human-animal
relationship in primate personality research. There is however, some evidence for human-directed
personality traits in non-primate species. A human-directed Agreeableness factor was found in
spotted hyenas (Crocuta crocuta) (Gosling, 1998); the trait Aggressive to people trait loaded highly
on an Aggressive personality dimension in zoo-housed cheetahs (Wielebnowski, 1999); and a
Friendly to keeper dimension was found in zoo housed black rhino (Carlstead et al., 1999a). The
emergence of a human-animal personality dimension is difficult to put into context, as we would
expect that wild animals that do not come into regular contact with humans would not exhibit such
a dimension, therefore its relevance might only be expected to extend to captive populations.
Gosling (1998) suggests that, in the case of C. crocuta, the presence of a human-directed
Agreeableness dimension may be “manifestations of individual differences in the more general
domain of social sensitivity” (p113), as hyenas exhibit complex social relationships. If this is the case
then we could assume that primate species will also exhibit such manifestations due to their ability
to govern highly complex social lives. Support for this theory that human-animal personality traits
are an extension of a general ‘sociability’ domain can be gleaned from the M. nigra investigation in
this thesis), as HA-sociable appears on the Dominance dimension rather than on a specific Humananimal dimension (Chapter 3, Table 3.4). Investigating Human-directed personality traits and
dimensions in species with differing degrees of sociability will help test this theory further, and its
importance when studying captive animals with regular human contact should not be
underestimated.
4.4.2.4. Emotionality
Animals rated highly on the Emotionality dimension had high positive loadings on the traits irritable,
eccentric, jealous and aggressive and high negative loadings on the trait friendly. In terms of
structure this dimension is almost exactly the same as the M. nigra Emotionality dimension found in
the present study (Chapter 3, section 3.4.2.3), the only difference being that the trait HA-aggressive
loads highly on the Emotionality dimension for M. nigra but loads on the Human-directed Sociability
dimension in M. sylvanus. This dimension resembles the Neuroticism factor found in human
personality research as it contains items that refer to the emotional reactivity of the animal such as
irritability and aggression (Pervin et al., 2004). In macaque species these traits tend to load either
onto a Dominance/Confidence dimension and/or dimensions which vaguely resemble the human
neuroticism factor. In Weiss et al’s., (2011) M. mulatta study, the traits irritable and aggressive load
highly on the dimension Dominance, while the traits jealous and erratic (equivalent to eccentric in
the present study) loaded highly onto a dimension labelled Anxiety. The M. sylvanus Emotionality
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dimension closely resembles the Emotionality dimension found in P. troglodytes (Pederson et al.,
2005), and has opposite loadings to the Dependability dimension found in P. troglodytes by King and
Figueredo (1997). There was a positive correlation between emotionality scores and age, indicating
that as animals get older they become more ‘Emotional’.

4.4.3. Validity of personality dimensions
4.4.3.1. Exploratory behaviour
There was a positive main effect of the Sociability personality dimension on the Exploratory
behaviour dimension, indicating that animals which were scored higher on the Sociable personality
dimension exhibited more exploratory behaviours. This relationship was not affected by Zoo, Age or
Sex. As the Sociability dimension has a strong exploratory element to it, it would be expected that
more Sociable animals would exhibit more of these behaviours.
There was no overall main effect of Dominance, Emotionality or HA-Sociability on the Exploratory
behavioural dimension. However there were significant interactions between personality and the
contextual variables. In the case of Dominance there was a significant interaction with Zoo; animals
at Edinburgh and Folly Farm exhibited a negative relationship between Dominance personality
scores and Exploratory behavioural scores while animals at Apenheul primate park exhibited a
positive relationship. In the case of HA-Sociability there was also a significant interaction with Zoo;
animals at Edinburgh Zoo and Apenheul primate park exhibited a positive relationship between HASociability scores and Exploratory behavioural scores while this appeared to be a neutral relationship
at Folly Farm.
The problem in interpreting Zoo effects has been mentioned in Chapter 3 (section 3.4.3) and will be
discussed further in Chapters 7 and 8. However it is worth mentioning here that the effect of Zoo on
the personality and behaviour of the animals may be more pronounced for M. sylvanus than the
other two species in the current study, due to the marked differences in group composition and
management of the M. sylvanus groups. Animals at both Edinburgh and Folly Farm were housed in
traditional zoo environments but there were a number of animals within both groups that had
originated from the AAP Sanctuary for Exotic Animals in the Netherlands, which rescues animals
from the pet trade. Although all animals had been rehabilitated and had been living with their
current group for at least one year, there may be a significant effect of rearing history on animals’
behaviour and/or ratings for particular personality dimensions. Animals at Apenheul primate park
were not housed in the traditional zoo setting, in that their exhibit was a large ‘walk-through’ design,
i.e. members of public were able to walk through their exhibit using designated paths. This also
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meant that a member of the keeping staff was always present within the exhibit to monitor both
visitors and animals. This relatively unusual management may also lead to differences in the animals’
behaviour and/or personality ratings as well as the keepers’ perceptions of the animals.
4.4.3.2. Submissive behaviour
There were no main effects of any of the Personality dimensions or contextual variables on
Submissive behaviour scores. There was one significant interaction between Dominance personality
scores and Zoo. Animals at Edinburgh Zoo and Apenheul primate park exhibited a negative
relationship between Dominance personality and Submissive behaviour while animals at Folly Farm
exhibited a positive relationship. The influence of Zoo effects on personality and behaviour has been
discussed above and will be discussed further in Chapters 7 and 8.
The highest loading on the Submissive behavioural dimension was for the behavioural trait ‘teeth
chatter’. Teeth chattering in M. sylvanus is thought to have many different functions, for example
Wiper and Semple (2007) found evidence that teeth chattering can be used as a signal of
submission, appeasement, affiliation and/or reassurance. The high loading of ‘teeth chatter’ coupled
with the high loading on the ‘displaced by others’, which is a good indicator of dominance status
(Chapter 3 p. ; Thierry et al 2000b), led to this dimension being labelled as Submissive behaviour.
However due to the many different functions that ‘teeth chatter’ may have it may be that this
dimension is more confusing in structure than initially thought, so straightforward correlations with
personality may be unachievable. In order to assess whether this item affected the internal reliability
of this dimension the Cronbach’s alpha of the scale with this item deleted was examined. This action
actually reduced the internal reliability of the scale from 0.73 to 0.63 so it was decided that
reanalysis without this item in the scale was not warranted.
4.4.3.3. Withdrawn behaviour
There were no main effects of any of the Personality dimension or contextual variables on
Withdrawn behaviour scores. There was one significant interaction, between Zoo and HA-Sociability
scores, on Withdrawn behaviour scores, however when explored further this relationship was
positive at all zoos. This overall positive relationship is interesting as it indicates that animals which
score higher on the HA-Sociability personality dimension exhibit more Withdrawn behaviours,
suggesting that animals which are more sociable towards human caregivers spend less time
interacting with their conspecifics. This is supported by the fact that the interaction with zoo
probably results from the relationship being more pronounced at Folly Farm and Edinburgh zoos,
which have a large proportion of ex-pet trade animals (see above), compared to animals at Apenheul
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primate park (Fig 4.4). As there was no main effect of HA-Sociability personality on Withdrawn
behaviour, study of a wider range of groups containing animals from varied backgrounds is needed
to explore this relationship further.
4.4.3.4. Novel object tests
During the novel object tests two simple measures, latency to touch the novel object (LTNO) and
frequency of touches of the novel object (FTNO) were used to assess individuals’ response to
novelty. As in the M. nigra chapter personality scores, Zoo, Sex and Age variables could not predict
whether animals would/would not touch the novel object.
Animals at Edinburgh had shorter LTNO than animals at Folly Farm. As suggested in the M. nigra
chapter differences in the response to novel objects based on zoo differences is to be expected
based on the different management regarding the implementation of environmental enrichment
(Chapter 3, section 3.4.2.3), e.g. animals housed in zoos that use a wide variety of man-made unnaturalistic enrichment items may be less neophobic of novel items being introduced into their
enclosure. Age also had a significant effect on the LTNO with older animals exhibiting shorter LTNO.
We might expect this as older animals will have had more experience and may thus be more used to
keepers providing them with different objects for environmental enrichment.
There was a significant positive relationship between the Sociability personality dimension scores
and both LTNO and FTNO, indicating that animals scoring higher on this dimension take longer to
approach the novel object but re-visit the object more often. It might have been expected that, as
Sociability contained traits relating to the investigative nature of the animal that animals scoring
highly on this dimension would have low latencies to approach the object. It is a possibility however
that these animals are only investigative once novel objects have been established as nonthreatening by other members of the group, and they may only approach when supported by
conspecifics. Indeed anecdotal observations during the novel object tests indicate that animals were
more likely to approach the object if there was some kind of social support. Once these animals had
made initial contact with the object they did show higher re-visits which supports the investigative
nature of this dimension.

4.4.4. Sex difference in personality
It is worth mentioning that there were no significant differences between males and females scores
on any of the personality dimensions. This is unexpected as some previous primate personality
studies found marked sex differences in personality dimensions and in particular those dimensions
related to Sociability and Dominance. For example, Rouff et al. (2005) found that female lion-tailed
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macaques (Macaca silenus) had higher mean scores on a Sociable-type personality component,
which they attribute to the fact that females are the philopatric sex and therefore have stronger
social bonds than males. It is believed that no sex differences were found in the mean M. sylvanus
Sociability and Dominance scores due to aspects of their social behaviour. As in M. silenus, female
M. sylvanus are the philopatric sex so they live in female bonded societies, but males show
differences in social behaviour when compared to other macaque species. Firstly M. sylvanus have
limited breeding seasons and during these times it is difficult for a dominant male to monopolise all
females within a group. Coalitions between lower-ranking males to attack a higher-ranking male are
frequent during breeding seasons to increase males’ chances of gaining access to attractive females,
although male-male coalitions also occur outside of the breeding season (Bissonette, Bischofberger
and van Schaik, 2011). Male M. sylvanus are also known to interact extensively with infants soon
after birth. There is some debate about the reason for this behaviour; theories include males
protecting their paternal investment, increasing attractiveness to females and agonistic buffering
(Henkel, Heistermann and Fischer, 2010). It is suggested that male-male coalitions and increased
infant handling by M. sylvanus males may make them appear as ‘sociable’ as their female
counterparts to human observers, even if they are acting selfishly.
In terms of the Dominance dimension, we might expect male M. sylvanus to score higher on this
dimension than females as they are the dominant sex. Preuschoft, Paul and Kuester (1998)
evaluated whether male and female M. sylvanus exhibited different dominance styles by measuring
competitive behaviour. They concluded that females have a structured social dominance hierarchy
but it is much more relaxed, in terms of aggressive interactions, than other macaque species. In
terms of males’ dominance they concluded that during competition the egalitarian behaviour shown
by males is more a result of a ‘stalemate’ than friendly behaviour. They suggest that the marked
sexual dimorphism in this species makes overt aggression more risky and therefore a stalemate
more likely. This may mean that dominance interactions are not as marked in male M. sylvanus as in
other macaque species and this therefore leads to them being rated similarly to females on
Dominance related traits.

4.4.5. Conclusions
Captive M. sylvanus can be reliably rated on a set of behaviourally defined trait adjectives by human
care-givers. These traits can be reduced into four underlying personality dimensions, Dominance,
Sociability, Human-directed Sociability and Emotionality. M. sylvanus personality structure has many
similarities with other macaque species but there are also some differences, the most notable of
which are that aggressive traits do not load onto the dominance dimension but instead onto the
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Emotionality dimension, and they have a clear human-animal related personality dimension. The
Sociability dimension shows good construct validity in terms of correlations with Exploratory
behaviour. The other dimensions showed evidence of construct validity when taking into account
interactions with the contextual variable of Zoo environment. The implications of these results in
exploring the evolution and development of personality in the Macaca genus are discussed further
in Chapter 6, while their use for the captive management of M. sylvanus are discussed further in
Chapter 7.
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Chapter 5.
The personality structure of captive common squirrel monkeys (Saimiri
sciureus)
5.1. Introduction
Previous chapters have identified that there are a number of gaps in our knowledge of primate
personality. One main problem with current research is that there has been a focus on a limited
number of species e.g. Pan troglodytes and Macaca mulatta. Chapters three and four have
attempted to address this by investigating personality in two previously unstudied macaque species
M. nigra and M. sylvanus. Results from these studies have identified some interesting similarities
and differences with other species in the genus Macaca and this may be a result of different social
organisation (Chapter 3, section 3.4; Chapter 4, section 4.4).
The study of personality in new-world primate species is extremely limited, and to date there have
been no published studies using trait adjectives techniques in any of these species (Freeman &
Gosling, 2010). One study that has investigated individual differences in two Saimiri species is
Martau, Caine and Canland’s (1985) study using the Emotions Profile Index (EPI) in four primate
species including S. bolivinesis and S. sciureus. Developed by Plutchik (1962, 1980) the EPI is a forced
choice test consisting of adjectives that form paired items. The rater selects the adjective that is
more descriptive of the animal in question e.g. is the animal more inquisitive than submissive. Each
choice is scored in terms of the prototypic emotions implied by the adjective and produces eight
separate scores for each animal, representing the relative strength of each of the basic emotions
(cited in Martau et al., 1985). Martau et al.’s study was a short communication and while the
authors established that individuals could be reliably rated on the EPI they did not discuss the
implications of the results further. While personality has not been investigated directly in other
Saimiri species, S. sciureus have been shown to exhibit individual differences in behaviour. Baldwin
(1969) observed that females of the species exhibit distinctly different maternal styles in terms of
protectiveness over their offspring. Anderson, Awazu and Fujita (2000) found that when training S.
sciureus individuals in a self-control feeding task, they differed in their success rates. This previous
evidence suggests that S. sciureus can be reliably rated by human observers (Martau et al., 1985)
and they show individual differences in behaviour, so we would expect that personality
questionnaires could be applied to this species with good success rates in terms of reliability and
validity.
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Cross species comparisons of Saimiri and Macaca species is an interesting research area, as they
have some similarities in ecology and social structure but are phylogenetically distinct. Comparing
personality in these species may therefore give indications about the phylogenetic origins and
development of personality in these species. Saimiri taxonomy has been revised many times over
the recent years; currently three species are recognised, S. sciureus, S. boliviensis and S. oesterdii
(Boinski and Cropp, 1999). Ecologically all the Saimiri species are similar in their habitat and food
preferences, occupying tropical lowland forest and feeding mainly on fruit supplemented with insect
prey items, and all species exhibit a seasonal breeding period (Boinski, Sughrue, Selvaggi, Quatrone,
Henry and Cropp, 2001). While other Saimiri species exhibit egalitarian (S. oerstdii) or female
dominant (S. boliviensis) social structures (Boinski et al., 2001), S. sciureus exhibit a male dominant,
linearly ranked social organisation and males are usually dominant over all females, similar to
macaque species. Other similarities to the macaque species included within the current study
include large multi-male multi-female groups, female philopatry and male dispersal, and they are
similar to M. sylvanus in that they have a specific breeding season. Cross-species comparisons
between M. nigra, M. sylvanus and S. sciureus will be the focus of Chapter 6 and will therefore not
be discussed further here, but in order to make these comparisons we must first establish the
personality structure of S. sciureus.
In Freeman and Gosling’s (2010) review of primate personality research they identify that there is a
reliance on a limited number of rating instruments i.e. personality trait lists/questionnaires, when
using the trait rating method. While this makes cross-species comparison easier important speciesspecific traits may be missed. If we wish to compare different primate species using the same rating
instrument we must ensure that it provides meaningful results in terms of reliability, validity and
personality structure across all species to be compared. Chapters three and four used a personality
questionnaire that had been developed for species of the Macaca genus using an eclectic approach
(Uher, 2008; Chapter 2, section 2.1.1.1). Before any cross-species comparisons can be made in the
current study it is important to establish whether this questionnaire can also be used to assess
personality in S. sciureus.
As with the two macaque species, there is an interesting applied aspect to researching S. sciureus
personality. There is a large captive population in European zoos which are managed through a
European Endangered Species studbook (EEP); at the time of the study there were 158 males, 221
females and 39 infants/of unknown sex (ISIS, 2011). Therefore any information which can be used to
aid the husbandry and management of this species will be of value. There is also a large laboratory
population of S. sciureus as they are one of the most commonly used neo-tropical species in
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biomedical research (Boinski and Cropp, 1999). Understanding personality in laboratory primates is
important for two main reasons. Firstly personality is known to predict individuals’ ability to adapt
to management conditions (Chapter 1, current thesis). Being aware of individuals’ personalities can
therefore be important for predicting their health and welfare. For example the study by Vandeleest
et al., (2011) found that early rearing environment interacted with temperament in M. mulatta
individuals to impact on the development of motor stereotypies, which can be an indicator of
compromised welfare (Mason, 1991). Identifying individuals that are more at risk for developing
these kinds of behaviours means that early preventative measures, such as management changes,
can be employed. Secondly results from experimental laboratory studies are likely to be affected by
individual personality. Biro and Dingemanse (2009) show that personality can be an important
confound when sampling animals for ecological research as in many cases ‘bold’ individuals are
more easily caught than ‘shy’ individuals e.g. in pumpkinseed fish Lepomis gibbosus (Réale et al,
2007), and bighorn sheep Ovis Canadensis (Réale, et al, 2000) and this can impact on research
results. Laboratory settings are obviously slightly different as animals are not sampled in the same
way, i.e. tests are usually performed on all animals, regardless of ease of capture, however some
procedures in laboratory settings such as training or performance in voluntary cognitive tests could
be affected by the animals’ underlying personality and therefore impact on research results.
Investigating personality in species which are commonly used for laboratory research is therefore an
important research area. While the population sampled in the current study are not laboratory
housed animals, any research findings could be applicable for laboratory settings.
The overall aims of the present study are essentially the same as those presented in the M. nigra
and M. sylvanus studies (Chapter 3, section 3.1; Chapter 4, section 4.1). Briefly these aims are
threefold: 1) to establish whether S. sciureus individuals can be reliably assessed by human
observers on a set of behaviourally defined trait adjectives; 2) to explore the personality structure of
S. sciureus through a Principal Components Analysis, i.e. reducing the traits into a set of underlying
personality dimensions; 3) to test the construct validity of these personality dimensions.
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5.2. Methods
5.2.1. Study design
Personality questionnaires were sent via hard copy and e-mail to all European zoos holding
S. sciureus as recorded by the International Species Information System (ISIS, 2011). Seven
out of 52 institutions returned personality questionnaires, a response rate of 13.4%, giving a
total of 69 (34 males and 35 females) animals surveyed. Behavioural observations and novel
object tests were conducted at two of these institutions in order to obtain data for
validation purposes. Behavioural data were collected on a total of 19 individuals (9 males
and 10 females) Novel object tests were carried out on a total of 13 individual animals (6
males and 7 females). A full summary of the study animals is given in table 5.1.

5.2.2. Personality questionnaires
Development of the questionnaire has been outlined elsewhere in the current thesis
(Chapter 2, section 2.5) and will therefore not be discussed in detail here. To summarise, the
questionnaire contained 38 personality traits with accompanying definitions, 32 traits
referred to the animal’s behaviour toward con-specifics and the environment, and 6 traits
referred to animal-human interactions (Appendix A). Raters were requested to rate each
animal on a 7-point scale (1=the trait is not represented in the animal, 7=the trait is highly
represented in the animal). Questionnaires were accompanied by detailed instructions for
the raters to ensure they were filled out as accurately as possible. A support letter from
BIAZA (British and Irish Association of Zoos and Aquaria) was sent with the questionnaires
(Appendix B). Unlike the M. nigra study (Chapter 3, section 3.2.2) support could not be
obtained from the European studbook keeper as at the time of developing the study there
was no appointed person in charge of the S. sciureus EEP.
5.2.3. Behavioural data collection
Behavioural data were collected at: The Living Links Centre at Edinburgh Zoo, UK; Shaldon
Wildlife Park, UK, and Dudley Zoo, UK. Ten days of behavioural data collection were carried
out at each institution. During 10-minute focal follows, state behaviours were recorded
using instantaneous sampling every 30 seconds and event behaviours were noted using all
occurrence sampling (Martin and Bateson, 2007). At least one focal observation was carried
out per animal, per day, and these observations were counterbalanced across the hours of
the day. An ethogram is included in Appendix D. The behavioural data collected were used
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to establish an activity budget for each individual animal, i.e. the mean proportion of time spent
performing behaviours across the 10 day period. The mean frequency (per minute) of all event
behaviours across the 10 day period were also calculated. It should be noted that behavioural data
collection at Dudley zoo was not carried out by the author. A keeper (who received training from the
author) carried out behavioural observations using the standardised protocol outlined in the
methods.

5.2.4. Novel object tests
At two of the zoos used for behavioural data collection (Living Links centre and Shaldon Wildlife
park), a traffic cone was presented as a novel object using a standardised methodology; all the
animals were shut out of one area of the enclosure and a traffic cone positioned where it would be
easily visible to the observer. A video camera was set up to record the animal’s response to the
traffic cone upon release back into the test area; the video ran for one hour. Continuous alloccurrence sampling of all individuals’ contacts with the cone was used to record animals’ latencies
to make contact with the cone and frequency of contacts with the cone. Differences between
enclosures required some slight variations to this method, e.g. the cone was presented in an indoor
area of the enclosure at Living Links while at Shaldon the cone was presented in an outdoor area of
the enclosure.

5.2.5. Data analysis
5.2.5.1. Inter-observer reliability
To determine the inter-rater reliability of ratings of individual animals (within-subject reliability),
data for 65 animals, rated by two or more observers, were used to calculate Intra Class Correlation
Coefficients (ICC[3, k] ad ICC[3,1]) (Shrout and Fleiss, 1979) for each individual animal. Any animals
with a negative within-subject reliability coefficient were removed from further anlaysis (n.b. the
criterion were less strict for the within-subject reliability due to the greater emphasis on acrosssubject reliability, see Chapter 2, section 2.2.1).
To determine the inter-rater reliability of each personality traits (across subject reliability), data for
58 animals that were rated by two or more observers were used to calculate intra-class correlation
coefficients (ICC[3, k] and ICC[3, 1]) for each personality trait. As mean ratings for animals were used
for further analysis average measures ICC[3, k] were used to determine which traits be retained for
further analysis (Chapter 2, section 2.2.1.1). Only traits reaching moderate reliability (ICC[3, k] >0.50)
were included in the Principal Components Analysis.
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5.2.5.2. Principal components analysis of personality ratings
To determine the underlying personality structure an exploratory Principal Components Analysis
(PCA) was run using the mean trait scores for each animal. The Kaiser criterion, interpretation of the
scree plot and parallel analysis were used to establish the number of components that should be
retained (O’Connor, 2000). The analysis was conducted initially using a Varimax rotation but a PCA
with Promax rotation was also used to establish the degree of correlation between the resulting
factors.
Personality dimension scores were created using an animal’s original scores on all traits that had
salient loadings (>0.40) on a particular dimension. The mean of the original scores (for negatively
loaded traits a reverse score was calculated by subtracting the original score from 8) were defined as
the dimension score. If a trait had salient loadings on more than one dimension it was assigned to
the dimension with the higher loading. The dimension score data were found to have a normal
distribution using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (p>0.05) and appropriate parametric tests were used
for further analysis.
5.2.5.3. Sex/Age analysis
Independent samples t-tests were used to see if there were any differences in the mean personality
dimension scores between males and females. A Pearson’s product-moment correlation was
calculated to see if there was any correlation between age and dimension score.
5.2.5.4. Validity Analysis
As with Chapter 3 and 4 data were collected on a wide range of behavioural measures so it was
decided that reducing these measures into latent behavioural dimensions would be more
appropriate for validity analysis. Both state and event behaviours were recorded so behavioural data
were converted to z-scores and an exploratory Principal Components Analysis (PCA) was run on
these data. The Kaiser criterion, interpretation of the scree plot and parallel analysis were used to
establish the number of components that should be retained (O’Connor, 2000). The analysis was
conducted using a Varimax rotation but a PCA with Promax rotation was also used to establish the
degree of correlation between the resulting components and to establish whether allowing
components to correlate altered the structure (e.g. Weiss et al., 2011). Behavioural dimension
scores were created using animals’ original scores on all traits that had salient loadings (>0.40) on a
particular dimension.
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In order to evaluate the relationship between personality and behaviour while taking into account
other variables such as zoo, age and sex, data were analysed using Generalized Linear Mixed Models
(GLMM). Separate models were run with each behavioural dimension score, and the response to
novelty scores, entered as the response variable. Behavioural response variables were normally
distributed so GLMMs with normal distribution and identity link functions were run. Predictor
variables included in each model were Zoo (Living Links, Shaldon Wildlife park and Dudley zoo) and
Sex (male vs female) as factors and Age, Dominance, Sociability, and Emotionality scores as
covariates. All main effects and 1st order 2-way interactions between personality scores and each of
the contextual variables (Zoo, Age and Sex) were included in the model. Models were fitted using a
backward elimination process to find the minimum adequate model for explaining the variance of
the response variable. Only significant explanatory variables and two-way interactions were retained
and models with the lowest Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC) value were interpreted. All
significance tests were two-tailed. For all significant main effects post-hoc pairwise comparisons
with Bonferroni corrections were carried out where appropriate and all significant results reported.

All statistical analysis were carried out using the statistical computer programme SPSS vs.18 (SPSS®,
IBM®,Chicago, IL, USA).

5.3. Results
5.3.1.Inter-observer reliability
ICC[3,k] values for each individual animal ranged from 0.22 to 0.97 with a mean ICC value for animals
of 0.72 (Table 5.1). The mean ICC[3,k] for personality traits ranged from -0.58 (persistent) to 0.81
(dominant) with an overall mean of 0.39. To ensure only reliable ‘trait’ data were entered into the
PCA a criteria of ICC [3,k]>0.50 was set for inclusion. Values for each trait that met the mean >0.50
threshold are presented in Table 5.2. Eighteen traits were found to reach criterion. While the
reliability analysis could only be done using the data from four zoos (58 animals) due to sampling
constraints i.e. number of animals and/or raters at each zoo, if the traits were found to be reliable
they were assumed to be reliable across all zoos, so that all the personality data could be entered
into the PCA analysis.

5.3.2. Principal components analysis of personality ratings
Eighteen traits were entered into two exploratory Principal Components Analyses (PCA) using a
Varimax and Promax rotation. Results from the Promax rotation indicated that the components
were overall moderately correlated (M=0.38, Table 5.3) and that they were relatively large in some
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cases, specifically between Dominance and Cautiousness (-.46), however the component structure
did not differ qualitatively between the two rotations, so results from the Varimax rotation are
reported for all further analysis. Interpretation of the scree plot and the eigenvalues greater than
one rule suggested that five components should be retained, but parallel analysis method (Wilson &
Cooper, 2008) only the first three eigenvalues (6.64, 3.30, and 1.93) were greater than expected by
chance at the 95% confidence level. The PCA was re-run specifying the extraction of 3 components,
which accounted for 66% of the variance in the data (Table 5.4). Interpretation of the salient
loadings on each of these components (now on referred to as personality dimensions) led to them
being labelled, Sociability, Dominance and Cautiousness. All the personality dimensions showed
moderate to good internal reliability as assesses by Cronbach’s alpha; Dominance = 0.83, Sociability
= 0.91, and Cautiousness = 0.57.
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Table 5.1. S. sciureus individual information; zoo variables, demographic information and the averagemeasures Intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC[3, k] and ICC[3,1]) for each animals’ ratings
Institution
Colchester Zoo, UK

Cotswolds Wildlife Park,
UK

Dudley Zoo, UK

Lakeland Wildlife Oasisi,
UK

Number of
raters
2

2

2

3

Living Links UK (Edinburgh 3
Zoo)

Animal

Age
(Years)

sex

ICC[3, k]

ICC [3, 1]

Bigman

13.0

Male

.79

.65

Smallfacefemale

13.0

Female

.68

.52

Smallfemale

3.0

Female

.96

.92

Georgie

3.0

Female

.78

.64

Bong

4.0

Male

.81

.68

Arnie

5.2

Male

.65

.48

Stripe

17.0

Female

.49

.32

Deana

13.5

Female

.57

.40

Rose

4.8

Female

.52

.36

Sage

9.3

Female

.52

.42

Oscar

6.0

Male

.81

.67

Zion

7.0

Male

.85

.73

Spark

6.0

Male

.77

.62

Kat

2.0

Male

.80

.67

Dibley

2.0

Female

.71

.54

Stumpy

6.0

Female

.66

.50

MrsElvis

6.0

Female

.71

.55

Sammy

10.5

Male

.82

.61

Daisy

15.2

Female

.76

.52

Rio

8.5

Male

.84

.64

Toomi

3.4

Female

.62

.35

Fuego*

2.3

Male

.77

.53

Chaci*

2.3

Male

.74

.49

Aztec*

2.3

Male

.72

.46

Harlette

8.3

Female

.50

.25

Lucienne

5.5

Female

.23

.09

Jasmine

7.5

Female

.73

.47

Gerda

9.5

Female

.59

.32

Georgette

9.5

Female

.45

.22

Lea

5.5

Female

.22

.10

Boa

NR

Male

.75

.50

Maya

NR

Female

.34

.15

Pablo*

2.3

Male

.63

.46

Pica

NR

Female

.86

.66

Tambor*

2.3

Male

.81

.59

Cali

NR

Male

.52

.27

Verde

NR

Male

.24

.14
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Institution

Number of
raters

Living Links cont..

Novosbrisk Zoo, Russia

Shaldon Zoo, UK

Trotters world of animals,
UK

Wingham Wildlife, UK

Woburn Safari Park, UK

2

3

Animal

Age
(Years)

sex

ICC[3, k]

ICC [3, 1]

Elie

NR

Male

.29

.12

Roca

NR

Male

.71

.45

Tatu

NR

Female

.47

.31

Sem

5.0

Male

.95

.91

Sindi

5.0

Female

.97

.95

Pablo*

3.0

Male

.96

Feugo*

3.0

Male

.97

Chaci*

3.0

Male

.96

Tambor*

3.0

Male

.97

Aztec*

3.0

Male

.97

NR

Male

.71

.55

Sub

NR

Male

.68

.52

Merry

NR

NR

-

Pippin

NR

NR

-

Gimmley

NR

NR

-

Zoodie

17.0

Female

.87

.63

Squiffy

15.0

Female

.72

.39

Dye

17.0

Female

.85

.58

McCartney

17.0

Female

.72

.39

Jane

17.0

Female

.72

.39

Panda

16.0

Female

.67

.39

Cleo

11.0

Female

.86

.60

Biscuit

8.0

Female

.81

.52

Simpson

8.0

Male

.80

.50

Dookey

4.5

Female

.83

.55

Doogle

4.5

Female

.77

.46

Ray

2.5

Male

.78

.47

Theo

2.8

Female

.83

.54

Boo

1.5

Male

.83

.55

Taz

0.8

Male

.81

.51

Tarzan

0.8

Male

.81

.51

Zebadee

0.8

Female

.84

.56

Ringo

0.8

Male

.84

.56

Tye

0.8

Male

.83

.55

Bamboo

0.8

Male

.84

.56

2
Dom

1

2

Note: Missing values indicate where ICC[3,k] could not be calculated due to only one rater. NR denotes that information
was not recorded by the raters on the questionnaires.
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Table 5.2. Average-measures Intra-Class Correlations (ICC[3,k]) for personality traits which had a mean ICC
greater than .50
ICC[3,k] and ICC[3,1] Values
Personality
Trait

Cotswold
Wildlife
Park

Woburn
Safari
Park

Edinburgh
zoo

Colchester
zoo

Dudley
zoo

Mean
ICC[3,k]

Mean
ICC[3,1]

Active

.82

.00

.89

.25

.92

.57

.47

Affiliative

.62

.97

.33

.73

.62

.65

.47

Aggressive

.41

.85

.87

.82

.84

.76

.59

Assertive

.55

.92

.70

.77

.48

.69

.56

Cautious

.58

.55

.68

.71

.92

.69

.49

Curious

.86

.70

.77

.71

.94

.80

.62

Dominant

.56

.83

.84

.89

.96

.81

.66

Effective

.33

.68

.46

.78

.71

.59

.43

Excitable

.49

.33

.71

.79

.84

.63

.47

Fearful

.76

.00

.39

.52

.85

.51

.37

Flexible

-.11

.74

.00

.70

.88

.55

.43

Inquisitive

.77

.75

.47

.87

.92

.76

.58

Jealous

.61

.67

.97

.58

.71

.71

.52

Playful

.95

.99

.55

.92

.00

.68

.59

Shy

.63

.91

.00

.76

.98

.65

.52

Subordinate

.61

.82

.67

.75

.80

.73

.53

Tense

.62

.55

-.43

.89

.88

.50

.40

HA Social

.71

.98

.00

.90

.77

.67

.54

Note: HA refers to those traits related to human-animal interactions.

Table 5.3. Component inter-correlations obtained using a
PCA with Promax rotation.
Component

Sociability

Dominance

Sociability
Dominance
Cautiousness

.29
-.38

-.46

5.3.3. Sex/Age analysis
Males (n=32) scored significantly higher on the Sociability dimension than females (n=35). (mean
scores: ♂=5.03, ♀=4.44, t=2.28, df=65, p<0.05) and higher on the Dominance dimension than
females (mean scores: ♂=4.04, ♀=3.55,t=2.08, df=65, p<0.05). Age was negatively correlated with
Sociability (r=-.48, n=52, p<0.01), and positively correlated with Cautiousness (r=.28, n=52, p<0.05).
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Table 5.4. Results of the Principal Components Analysis for the S. sciureus
personality scores
Personality Dimension
(Percentage of variance explained by dimension)
Trait

Sociability

Dominance

Cautiousness

(37.0)

(18.3)

(10.7)

Playful

.90

-.16

-.14

HA-Social

.78

.19

-.24

Excitable

.76

.02

.35

Curious

.74

.32

-.42

Active

.72

.22

-.41

Inquisitive

.70

.29

-.53

Flexible

.65

.40

-.31

Affiliative

.64

-.22

.07

Dominant

-.18

.88

-.09

.30

.79

-.04

-.01

.75

.16

Assertive

.18

.71

-.09

Subordinate

.33

-.63

.32

Effective

.25

.53

-.40

Shy

-.32

-.48

.48

Cautious

-.01

.04

.88

Jealous
Aggressive

Tense

-.15

.03

.68

Fearful

-.09

-.20

.67

Note: Salient loadings (>.40) are in bold.

5.3.4. Validity analysis
The behavioural data, i.e. mean percentage of time spent performing behaviour (activity budgets)
and frequency of event behaviours for each individual and mean values calculated by zoo are
presented in Appendix E(iii).
Eleven behavioural measures were entered into the exploratory PCA using a Varimax and Promax
rotation. The component structure did not differ qualitatively between the two rotations and results
from the Varimax rotation are reported. The Kaiser criterion and interpretation of the scree plot
suggested that five components should be retained but parallel analysis suggested that only the first
three eigenvalues (3.88, 2.25 and 1.70) were greater than expected by chance at the 95% confidence
level. The PCA was re-run specifying the extraction of three components, which accounted for 71%
of the variance in the data. Interpretation of the salient loadings of the behavioural measures on
each of these components (from now on referred to as behavioural dimensions) led to them being
labelled Self-directed behaviour, Social behaviour and Socially-withdrawn behaviour. All the
behavioural dimensions showed good internal reliability as assessed by Cronbach’s alpha; Selfdirected behaviour = 0.80, Social behaviour = 0.81 and Socially Withdrawn = 0.71.
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Table 5.5. Results of the Principal Components Analysis (PCA)
Behavioural Dimension
(% of variance explained by the dimension)

Behavioural measure

Self-directed
Behaviour

Social
Behaviour

(27.1)

(19.0)

Sociallywithdrawn
Behaviour
(12.3)

Scratch (E)

.89

-.07

.25

Autogroom

.79

.13

-.23

Scent marking (E)

.70

.28

.06

Interaction with environment

.67

.01

-.24

-.06

.92

-.05

Social (E)

.06

.78

-.15

Play

.14

.73

.04

Rest

-.55

-.64

.22

Locomotion

-.12

-.38

.83

Social Contact

.41

.01

-.80

Head tilt (E)

.57

.10

.71

Feeding

Note: Salient loadings (>0.40) are in bold. E - indicates behaviour was measured as an event

Behavioural dimension scores were created using animals’ original z-scores on all behaviours that
had salient loadings, >0.40, on a particular dimension. The mean of the original scores was defined
as the dimension score, and negatively loaded behaviours were reversed. If a behaviour had a salient
loading on more than one dimension it was assigned to the dimension with the higher loading.
Generalised Linear Mixed Models (GLMM) were conducted to analyse the impact of personality
dimension score, Zoo, Age and Sex on the behavioural dimension scores. GLMM analysis was initially
run including the main effects and 1st order 2-way interactions between each of the personality
dimensions and each of the contextual variables, but the analysis could not be completed due to the
small sample size (n=19). The analysis was re-run with only the main effects included in the model.
None of the animals subjected to the novel object test touched the object within the observation
period. The two behaviour measures that were recorded during the novel object tests were
therefore; latency to approach within 10 body lengths of the novel object (LANO) and frequency of
occurrences of the animal being present within 10 body lengths of the novel object (FANO). A GLMM
with a Tweedie distribution and log link function was used to assess the main effects of personality
scores, Zoo, Age and Sex on the LANO scores. A GLMM with a normal distribution and identity link
function was used to assess the main effects of personality scores, Zoo, Age and Sex on the FANO
scores.
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5.3.4.1. Self-directed behaviour
None of the personality or contextual variables were found to have significant relationships with the
Self-directed behavioural dimension scores.
5.3.4.2. Social Behaviour
There was a significant main effect of Zoo on the Social behaviour dimension scores (Table 5.6).
Animals at the Living Links Centre scored significantly higher on this dimension (M=0.66, SE = 0.27)
than animals at Dudley zoo (M=-0.65, SE = 0.29, p<0.01).
There was a significant negative main effect of Age on Social behaviour (Fig 5.1.a).
There was a significant positive main effect of Sociability personality on Social behaviour (Fig 5.1.b).
There was a significant positive main effect of Dominance personality on Social behaviour (Fig 5.1.c).
Table5.6. Significant main effects for each of the S. sciureus GLMMs
Behaviour

Social behaviour

Socially-withdrawn
behaviour
Latency to
approach the novel
object

Significant
predictors

Zoo
Age
Sociability
Dominance
Zoo
Age
Sex
Age
Sociability

2

Wald X

6.69
7.37
7.37
11.99
10.16
3.85
20.01
13.47
16.33

df

2
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1

P value

P=0.035
P=0.007
P=0.007
P=0.001
P=0.006
P=0.050
P<0.001
P<0.001
P<0.001
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Figure 5.1. Significant main effects of a) Age, b) Sociability personality
scores, and c) Dominance personality scores, on the Social Behaviour
dimension scores
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5.3.4.3. Socially-withdrawn behaviour

There was a significant main effect of Zoo on the socially-Withdrawn behaviour dimension scores.
Animals at Dudley Zoo scored higher (M=0.77, SE = 0.28) than animals at Shaldon Zoo (M =-0.64, SE =
0.29, p=0.006).

There was a significant positive main effect of Age on the Socially-withdrawn behaviour dimension (Fig
5.2).

There appeared to be an outlier animal which scored particularly high on the Socially-withdrawn
behavioural dimension (Fig 5.2). When the analysis was re-run without this animal’s data the main
effect of Zoo remained, but the main effect of Age disappeared and there was a new main effect of
Sex on the Socially-withdrawn behaviour scores, with Males scoring more highly on this dimension
than females (♂M=0.05, SE = 0.10, ♀M=-0.33, SE=0.13, p=0.035).

Figure 5.2. Main effect of Age on the Socially-withdrawn behaviour scores.

5.3.4.4. Response to novel object

There was a significant main effect of Sex on LANO (Table 5.6). Males approached the novel object
slower than females (♂M = 1144.07s, SE = 367.20, ♀M = 57.54s, SE = 29.08, p=0.024).
There was a significant positive main effect of Age on LANO (Fig 5.3.a). There was also a significant
negative main effect of Sociability personality on LANO (Fig 5.3.b).
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There did appear to be a significant outlier animal that had a particularly high LANO. This animal, a
juvenile male from the Living Links centre, was removed and the analysis re-run. The significant
effect of Sex and Age remained, however the relationship between Age and LANO was positive
rather than negative (Fig 5.4.a). There was no longer a significant effect of Sociability scores on the
LANO, but a significant negative effect of Dominance personality scores on the LANO emerged (X2
=12.58, df=1, p<0.001, Fig 5.4.b.
There were no significant predictors in the GLMM model using FANO as the response variable.
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Figure 5.3. Significant main effects of a) Age and b) Sociability
personality scores on the Latency to approach the novel object (secs).
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Figure 5.4. Significant relationships between a) age and LANO and b)
Dominance personality scores and LANO, after the removal of an
outlier animal’s data

5.4. Discussion
Data collected during this study achieved the three specific aims: personality assessments for S.
sciureus showed good reliability in terms of inter-observer agreement; these personality
assessments were used to establish that the S. sciureus population used in the study exhibit three
personality dimensions; and these personality dimension show good construct validity in terms of
meaningful correlations with observed behaviour.
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5.4.1. Reliability of personality ratings
The mean ICC [3,k] values for each individual animal (within-subject reliability) range from 0.22 to
0.97 with a mean of 0.72; mean ICC[3,k] values for each trait (across-subject reliability) ranged from 0.58 (persistent) to 0.81 (dominant) with an overall mean of 0.39.
Freeman and Gosling’s (2010) review of primate personality suggest that if the results of studies that
looked at reliability of trait ratings are combined they yield a sample-weighted mean of 0.75, which
is considerably higher than the mean ICC[3,k] score found in the current study. Martau et al.’s (1985)
study of the Emotions Profile Index (EPI) aimed to investigate the reliability of the EPI when applied
to a range of species; Papio hamydryas (Hamadryas baboons), M. fuscata, S. sciureus and S.
boliviensis. Within-subject reliabilities for S. sciureus (n=5) ranged from 0.67 to 0.85, while acrosssubject reliabilities (for each personality dimension) ranged from 0.01 (Depressed) to 0.92 (Timid).
The results of the current study seem to be comparable to that of Martau et al.’s (1985) study, with
within-subject reliability considerably higher than across-subjects reliability, and a wide range of
across-subject reliability estimates depending on the nature of the personality dimension.
The pattern of reliable ratings is similar to other primate studies, with traits relating to animals’
social and exploratory behaviour (e.g. dominant and curious) generally being rated more reliably
than traits relating to animal’s reactivity (e.g. calm and irritable) (Freeman and Gosling, 2010).
Interestingly all but one of the Human-animal (HA) related traits had low mean reliabilities and were
not included in further analysis, a finding not consistent with the two macaque studies (Chapter 3,
section 3.4.1. and Chapter 4, section 4.4.1). Human-animal related traits may be harder to rate in S.
sciureus due to a variety of factors, one of which could be the different nature of captive
management. For example macaque species are considered difficult to manage due to their social
systems; aggressive interactions that can cause serious harm to animals can occur during
introductions and even in groups that have been established for some years (Melfi pers comm.).
Keepers may therefore spend more time interacting with and observing the animals.
Support for this hypothesis can be found by looking at the reliability estimates for the HA-related
traits at different zoos. HA-related traits all had ICC[3, k] values >0.50 at the Living Links centre at
Edinburgh zoo. Individuals at this institution, while housed in large naturalistic enclosures, are
managed for use in behavioural research; they have a dedicated team of keepers who are
responsible for implementing a daily training regime with all animals. Therefore there is a much
higher incidence of animal-keeper interaction and the keepers spend more time generally observing
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the primates than at other institutions, and this could result in the HA traits being rated more
reliably at this institution.
Compared to previous primate personality research and the two macaque studies in the current
thesis, referred to in Chapters 3 and 4, there are clear differences in reliability ratings. The mean ICC
scores for the macaque species were higher (M. nigra = 0.52, M. sylvanus = 0.52, S. sciureus = 0.39),
and more traits met the >0.50 threshold and were therefore used for further analysis (M. nigra = 24,
M. sylvanus = 25, S. sciureus = 18). This would indicate that macaque species are easier to rate
reliably than squirrel monkey species. This could be due to a number of factors such as, the time
spent by keepers in contact with species, fundamental species differences that affect the ability of
human observers to rate them reliably, or the design of the personality questionnaire. These issues
will be explored further in the final discussion (Chapter 8).

5.4.2. Structure of personality dimensions
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of the 18 reliable personality traits revealed three personality
dimensions, all with high internal consistencies, which accounted for 66% of the variance in the data.
These factors were labelled Sociability, Dominance, and Cautiousness.
5.4.2.1. Sociability
Animals which were rated highly on Sociability had salient (>0.40) positive loadings on the traits
playful, HA-sociable, excitable, curious, active, inquisitive, flexible, and affiliative. Compared to other
factor analytical investigations of primate personality this dimension resembles the Sociability
dimension found in M. mulatta (Stevenson-Hinde et al., 1980) and M arctoides (Mondragon-Ceballos
and Santillán-Doherty, 1994) and the Agreeableness and Extraversion dimensions found in Hanuman
langurs (Semnopithecus entellus) (Konečná et al., 2008). The dimension also shows some similarities
to the Friendliness and Activity dimension found by Weiss et al., (2011) in M. mulatta. It also closely
resembles the Sociability dimension found in the M. nigra and M. sylvanus studies in the current
thesis (Chapter 3, section 3.4.2.2; Chapter 4, section 4.4.2.1). A distinct difference between the S.
sciureus Sociability dimension and analogous dimensions in other species is the lack of traits that
relate to the human Openness (to experience) dimension such as imaginative and intelligent. This is
partly to do with the fact that many of these traits were unreliably rated and therefore not included
in the PCA analysis. Therefore we cannot assume that such a dimension does not exist in S. sciureus,
rather that humans cannot reliably assess these traits in this particular species. Possible reasons for
this are discussed further in chapter 7.
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As in both the M. nigra and M. sylvanus studies (Chapter 3, section 3.4.2.2; Chapter 4, section
4.4.2.1) there was a significant negative correlation between scores on the Sociability dimension and
Age, indicating that as animals get older they become less sociable. This probably comes from a
reduction in play behaviour as animals mature (Baldwin, 1969). Males also scored higher on this
dimension, which could also be explained by play behaviour. Baldwin’s (1969) observations on the
ontogeny of S. sciureus social behaviour indicates that males at all ages spend more time playing
than females, and that females withdraw from play behaviour much earlier than males as they begin
to travel, forage and rest more with adult females.
5.4.2.2. Dominance
Animals rated highly on the Dominance dimension had salient (>0.40) positive loadings on the traits
dominant, jealous, aggressive, and assertive and salient negative loadings on the traits subordinate
and shy. This dimension resembles the Confidence dimension found in M. mulatta (StevensonHinde et al., 1978; Weiss et al., 2011) and M. arctoides (Mondragon-Ceballos and Santillán-Doherty,
1994) and the Dominance dimension found in P. troglodytes (King & Figueredo, 1997; Dutton, 2008),
P. pygmaeus and P. alebii (Weiss et al., 2006) and G. gorilla (Kuhar et al., 2006). Unlike the
Dominance dimensions found in M. nigra and M. sylvanus in the current thesis, the S. sciureus
Dominance dimension contains traits related to individual aggressiveness such as aggressive and
jealous.

The

S.

sciureus

Dominance

dimension

therefore

appears

to

resemble

the

Dominance/Confidence dimensions found in other primate species more closely than either the M.
nigra or the M. sylvanus Dominance dimensions (Chapter 3, section 3.4.2.1; Chapter 4, section
4.4.2.2); the implications of this result are discussed further in Chapter 6.
Males were scored significantly higher on the Dominance dimension than females; this result is to be
expected as S. sciureus exhibit a linear dominance hierarchy where males are usually dominant to all
females (Boinski et al., 2001).
5.4.2.3. Cautiousness
Animals scoring highly on this dimension had salient positive loadings on the traits cautious, tense,
fearful and shy. This dimension resembles the fearfulness dimension in G. gorilla (Kuhar et al.,2006)
and, in terms of the direction of the trait loadings, is the opposite of the Confidence dimension
found in M. mulatta (Stevenson-Hinde et al., 1980; Weiss et al., 2011) and M. arctoides (MondragonCeballos and Santillán-Doherty, 1994). This dimension has similarities with the bold/shy continuum
investigated in other non-primate animal species. ‘Bold’ animals generally exhibit higher levels of
exploratory behaviours and approach novel stimuli more quickly than ‘shy’ individuals. Scores
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related to the bold/shy continuum have been found to affect variables such as post-release survival
in swift foxes (Vulpes velox) (Bremner-Harrison et al., 2004) and natural survival rates in great tits
(Parus major) (Dingemanse et al., 2004).
Compared to the two macaque species studied in the current thesis, traits loading highly onto the S.
sciureus Cautiousness dimension load highly onto the macaque Dominance dimensions (with
opposite values of loadings) (Chapter 3, section 3.4.2.1; Chapter 4, section 4.4.2.2). Species
differences may be the cause of this difference in personality structure. M. nigra and M. sylvanus
have few natural predators, whereas Saimiri species are subject to intense predation pressures
(Mitchell, Boinski, and van Schaik 1991) so there may be an evolutionary advantage to developing a
cautiousness personality dimension in Saimiri species. The responsiveness of each species to life in
captivity may also be an important factor. For example wild M. nigra are known to behave cautiously
around human researchers and unhabituated groups are difficult to survey, however M. nigra cope
relatively well in captivity and habituated groups in the wild do not appear to be affected
detrimentally by human presence (Melfi, pers comm). Potentially a ‘Cautiousness/Fearfulness’
personality dimension may exist in ‘wild’ macaque species but may not be seen in captive groups.
Only by assessing the personality of wild groups of both Saimiri and Macaca species will we be able
to assess whether personality structures found in captivity are similar to those found in wild
populations.
There was a significant positive correlation between Cautiousness scores and age. This indicates that
older animals are more Cautious and is probably a result of the development of vigilance and antipredator behaviours as animals mature.
5.4.3. Validity of personality dimensions
One of the Behavioural dimensions, Sociable behaviour, had significant main relationships with the
Sociability and Dominance personality dimensions. There was also a significant relationship between
the latency to approach the novel object (LANO) and scores on the Sociability dimension. In the main
part these relationships are to be expected and provide reasonable evidence that the S. sciureus
personality dimensions that have been found in this study exhibit good construct validity.
5.4.3.1. Self-directed behaviour
None of the personality dimensions or the contextual variables had a significant relationship with
the self-directed behavioural dimension scores. This dimension was labelled as self-directed
behaviour due to the highest loadings being on the individual behaviours scratch and autogroom. As
reported in Chapter 3 (section 3.4.3.3) scratching and autogrooming are both common self-directed
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behaviours which can be indicators of emotional stress (Maestripieri et al., 1992). As none of the
personality dimensions found in the S. sciureus study were related to negative emotions or stress,
such as the Emotionality dimension found in the Macaca species (Chapter 3, section 3.4.2.3; Chapter
4, section 4.4.2.4), it is reasonable to assume that there would be no significant relationships
between S. sciureus personality dimensions and self-directed behaviour. Vandeleest et al., (2011)
attempted to assess the impact of temperament and environmental variables on the development
of motor stereotypies (MS), which could be considered as similar to self-directed behaviours, in
laboratory house rhesus macaques (M. mulatta). They found that there were main effects of
environmental variables, such as individuals’ their living entire lives indoors, on the likelihood of
developing MS. They did not find main effects of temperament on MS, there were however
significant interactions between temperament and environment, specifically scoring highly on the
temperament factors Gentle or Nervous were risk factors for developing MS in indoor but not
outdoor reared animals.

More data is needed on S. sciureus populations to assess whether

personality may interact with environmental conditions to impact on self-directed behaviours.
5.4.3.2. Social behaviour
There was a significant positive relationship between Sociability personality scores and Social
behaviour scores, indicating that animals which were rated as more Sociable exhibited more Social
behaviours. Compared to other primate species affiliative interactions such as social contact in
Saimiri species tend to be of short duration; however they can still be used for measuring affiliative
behaviour (e.g. Mitchell, 1994). Given the nature of the Sociability dimension it is to be expected
that this positive relationship should occur between Sociability and affiliative behaviours.
There was a significant positive relationship between Dominance personality scores and Social
behaviour scores, indicating that animals which were rated as more Dominant exhibited more Social
behaviours. Wild populations of S. sciureus are characterised by high within-group competition for
food resources. As a result of this high resource competition and coalition formation S. sciureus
groups exhibit female dominance hierarchies, within-group stable alliances and female philopatry.
This may explain the positive relationship between Domiance personality and Sociable behaviour as,
while the overall label for this behavioural dimension was derived due the high loadings on social
and play behaviour, the highest loading on this dimension was on the behaviour feeding, one
advantage of gaining a high dominance rank thought to be the ability to gain priority access to food
therefore this may be why Dominant animals exhibit more feeding behaviour.
There was also a main effect of Zoo on the Sociable behaviour scores with individuals at the Living
Links centre scoring higher than animals at Dudley on this dimension, and there was a main negative
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effect of age on Social behaviour scores. Further study of more S. sciureus groups is needed to see if
there are any interactions between these contextual variables and the personality scores in the
determination of behaviour.
5.4.3.3. Socially-withdrawn behaviour
There was no effect of any of the personality dimension scores on the socially-withdrawn behaviour
scores. There were main effects of contextual variables; animals at Dudley zoo scored higher on this
dimension than animals at Shaldon zoo, and older animals scored higher on this dimension. As this
dimension relates to the sociality of an animal it might have been expected to have a negative
relationship between Sociability personality. As there were main effects of contextual variables
there may be underlying significant interactions between personality dimensions and contextual
variables that need further investigation with a larger sample size.
5.4.3.4. Novel object tests
There was a negative relationship between Sociability personality scores and LANO, indicating that
animals which were scored highly on the Sociability dimension had lower latencies to approach the
novel object. As the Sociability dimension contains traits that relate to the exploratory nature of the
animal such as curious and inquisitive we would expect that animals rating highly on this dimension
would be more likely to explore and interact with novel objects. This relationship was not significant
when the analysis was re-run after the removal of an outlier animal’s data. A significant effect of
Dominance personality scores did emerge in this new analysis; animals which were scored higher on
the Dominance personality dimension had lower latencies to approach the novel object. This result
fits with previous studies of novel object tests. Chamove’s (1983) study of laboratory housed
macaque species (M. mulatta, M. nemestrina and M. arctoides), investigating social factors related
to approaching novel objects, found that when presented with objects that were considered as
slightly novel the most dominant individual within a group would approach the object first. Further
study of other S. sciureus groups would be need to ascertain whether the outliers in this study are
representative of other S. sciureus individuals or whether they are indeed true outliers.
5.4.3.5. Other findings
Neither the Dominance personality dimension nor Cautiousness personality dimension had a
significant main effect on any of the behavioural measures recorded. It might be expected that
Dominance scores would correlate with behaviours such as the duration and frequency of aggressive
interactions and Cautiousness scores would correlate with reactions to novelty. Aggressive
behaviour and frequency of displacements were recorded, but they happened very rarely, and only
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two behavioural measures were recorded during novel object tests, so this could be why no
correlations were found. This poses an interesting point regarding validation of personality
dimensions using behaviour. In Macaca species social behaviours are very obvious e.g. grooming
bouts and aggressive threats can clearly be seen and recorded by observers, while in squirrel
monkeys social behaviours are of shorter duration and much more subtle; a large part of social
communication is achieved though vocalisations (e.g. Biben and Symmes, 1986; Boinski and Mitchell,
1997). Future studies of animal personality need to take into account species-specific behaviours
when assessing validity. Such behaviours may not be easily observable but could be important for
demonstrating

construct

validity.

Examples

include

vocalisations

and/or

physiological

measurements. The validity of personality assessments is discussed further in Chapter 8.

5.4.4. Conclusions
S. sciureus individuals can be reliably rated on a set of behavioural defined adjectives by human care
givers. The inter-observer reliability ratings are slightly lower than in other primate species and this
may be down to species differences; potential reasons for this will be discussed in Chapter 8. Trait
adjectives can be reduced to three underlying personality dimensions, Sociability, Dominance and
Cautiousness. Sociability showed good construct validity in terms of correlations with behavioural
measures. S. sciureus personality structure has similarities with other primate species that have
been studies, but there are also some differences, most notable of which is the emergence of a
Cautiousness dimension. The implications of these results for exploring the phylogenetic origins and
the development of personality in primate species is discussed further in Chapter 6 while their use in
the captive management of the species are discussed further in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 6.
Cross species comparison of primate personality structure.
6.1. Introduction
Within the field of animal personality research it is clear that there are some personality traits and or
dimensions that are present in a wide range of species, for example a dimension relating to sociality
has been found in species such as primates (e.g. Stevenson-Hinde et al., 1978; King and Figueredo,
1997; Weiss et al., 2010); domestic dogs (e.g. Svartberg and Forkman, 1992); rhino (e.g. Carlstead et
al., 1999a and b); and reptiles (e.g. Cote and Clobert, 2007). Other personality traits and or
dimensions however, are not found consistently across species, for example evidence has been
found for a separate Intellect dimension in Pongo spp (Weiss et al., 2006) but not in other great ape
species (e.g. Pan troglodytes, King and Figueredo 1997: Gorilla gorilla Kuhar et al., 2006).
The question of why certain personality traits or dimensions should occur in some species but not
others is therefore an interesting study question that is being addressed by animal personality
researchers. Behavioural ecologists have begun to shed light on the adaptive advantages of certain
personality traits using theoretical models, and we know that an animal’s state (e.g. age, sex,
physiology or environment) can be an important factor in shaping animal personality (Chapter 1,
Section 1.2). For example Mettke-Hoffman et al.,’s (2005) study of two closely related species, the
Sardinian warbler (Sylvia melanocephalanomus) and the garden warbler (S. bovin), tested nephobia
and exploration using the same tests. A novel object (mop head) near the feeding platform was
used to test neophobia and a tube with holes in which replaced one of the standard perches in the
enclosure was used to test exploration. They found that in both species individuals’ reactions to the
stimuli were highly variable, however individual differences in Sardinian warblers’ behaviour were
consistent over time, and behavioural reactions in the two contexts were negatively correlated,
whereas garden warblers neophobia and exploratory reactions were not consistent or correlated.
When the species were compared Sardinian warblers were overall less neophobic and more
exploratory than the garden warbler. The authors suggest that these differences in personality
expression could be due to the difference in migration behaviour between the two species,
Sardinian warblers are a resident species while the garden warbler is migratory. Exploration of the
environment will offer greater fitness advantages to resident species that have to cope with
seasonal changes while migratory species may waste valuable time an energy exploring an
environment that they may spend only a short amount of time in.
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Studies such as the one above and those cited in Chapter 1 (section 1.2) can be useful for
demonstrating the adaptive significance of extant personality dimensions within the same or closely
related species. A further question that animal personality researchers are concerned with is how
those personality dimensions evolved within a species; did they evolve as a response to a common
adaptive problem i.e. through Homoplasy (convergent evolution), or are they inherited from a
common ancestor, i.e. through Homology (Rendall and DiFiore, 2007). Cross-species comparisons of
personality taking into account the similarities and differences between species both in terms of
their phylogeny and socioecology can help evaluate whether a personality trait has evolved through
either of these processes (Goslhaing, 2001; Gosling and Graybeal 2007, Uher 2008).
Homologous traits are those which have evolved through phylogenetic history, i.e. traits are similar
in different species because these species have inherited traits from a shared ancestor (Rendall and
DiFiore, 2007). Comparative research has been used to suggest the phylogenetic origins of a range of
morphological and physiological traits, but there has been some argument as to whether behaviour
can be meaningfully homologised and it is suggested that behaviour is more likely to be prone to
homoplasy (See Rendall and DiFiore 2007 for discussion). As a result perhaps, reviews by Sanderson
et al., (1993) and Proctor (1996) found that only 4-6% of phylogenetic studies included analysis of
behavioural traits. However the importance of studying behaviour from a comparative perspective
with the aim of elucidating the evolution of behaviour was recognised by some of the very early
ethologists such as Heinroth (1911) and Lorenz (1937) (cited in Tinbergen, 1963), who suggested
that as behaviour has a considerable genetic component and is subject to selection pressures, it can
evolve and should therefore prove phylogenetically informative.
Homologies in behaviour can be assessed with the comparative approach much like homologies in
other traits. For example Thierry et al., (2000a) assessed whether phylogenetic relatedness of 16
macaque species could predict species’ positions on a pre-defined four-grade classification of social
organisation (Thierry, 2000) as well as similarities in individual social behaviours such as linearity of
dominance, reproductive seasonality and conciliatory patterns. The authors found that the social
organisation categories demonstrated relatively little homoplasy and were instead heavily
influenced by phylogenetic relatedness. The authors also found evidence of homology in some of the
individual social characteristics such as degree of sexual swelling while other characteristics were
influenced more by environmental conditions. For example reproductive seasonality and degree of
mate-guarding were influenced more by environmental seasonality which, as the authors state, is to
be expected.
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Homoplastic traits are those which have evolved in unrelated species through convergent evolution.
Animal researchers have provided evidence for the convergent evolution of a range of both
morphological and behavioural traits such as pair-bonding across different taxa such as birds and
primates (Clutton-Brock, 1990; Fraley, Brumbaugh and Marks, 2005), the enhanced cognitive
abilities of great apes and corvids (Seed, Emery and Clayton, 2009), and infant-attachment in
primates (Maestripieri, 2003).
Cross-species comparisons can be valuable for suggesting the evolutionary mechanisms (e.g.
homology or homoplasy) behind extant morphological, physiological and behavioural traits in
primate species. For example Ossi and Kamilar (2006) studied all of the extant species of Eulemur at
11 different study sites within Madagascar. They found that the lemurs’ activity patterns were not
influenced by phylogeny but were dependant on local conditions, whereas social organisation was
correlated with phylogenetic distance among populations but not environmental conditions.
Similar cross-species comparisons may be valuable for identifying the evolutionary mechanisms
leading to personality structure in extant primate species. Weiss et al.,’s (2011) recent study of
primate personality compared broad dimensions derived from a hominid personality questionnaire
across 3 species, chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes) orang-utans (Pongo spp.) and rhesus macaques
(Macaca mulatta). The authors propose that the similarities and differences between the species’
personality structures can be useful for informing personality phylogeny. Details of their results are
outlined elsewhere in this thesis (Chapter 1, section 1.4.2), but to highlight the Orangutan example
given at the start of the chapter, they suggest that Openness and Conscientiousness dimensions in
other primate species may have combined to establish Intellect in Pongo species and their ancestral
relatives. As more personality research on a greater range of primate species becomes available
cross-species comparisons will become an important addition to the already growing body of
literature.
The aims of this chapter are threefold;
1. To identify which primate species have been studied using a trait rating method and which
major personality dimensions have been identified in each species.
2. To use this information to make qualitative predictions about the personality structure of
the three primate species in the current study.
3. To attempt to quantitatively evaluate if either socioecology similarity or phylogentic
relatedness has an impact on personality structure using the available data.
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6.2. Methods
6.2.1. Data collation
6.2.1.1. Personality Data
A review of primate personality literature was conducted using Web of Science. Only studies that
had used a trait rating method similar to the one established in the current study (Chapter 2) were
retained for further analysis. That is studies were retained if a broad range of personality traits were
rated by human observers and reduced into latent personality dimensions through factor analysis
techniques. Studies that focused on one aspect of personality such as boldness (e.g. pig-tailed
macaques, Sussman and Ha, 2011) were discarded. Studies were also discarded if they had not
performed an exploratory analysis on the data; for example the study by Figueredo et al., (1995) was
discarded as the authors assigned 21 traits to personality dimensions a-priori. Some authors had
conducted many personality studies using the same methods and the same species e.g. Capitanio et
al’s., series of articles using M. mulatta (summarised in Capitanio 2011); if this was the case the
personality dimensions gleaned were only counted once. This gave a total data set of 11 species for
which valid and comparable personality information was known, including the three study species
included in this thesis. As comparable values for each species on common dimensions are not known
the structure i.e. what dimensions have been discovered in a species, rather than the mean values of
personality dimensions, for each species were used to construct similarity matrices (see below).
Table 6.1.gives a full account of the studies that were included and the dimensions that have been
identified for each species.
6.2.1.2. Socioecological data
For each species information was collected from published sources on a range of socio-ecological
variables, such as diet, group size, and male:female sex ratio. The full data set is given in Appendix F.
The Primate Societies (Harvey, Martin and Clutton-Brock, 1987) and Primate Life Histories and
Socioecology (Kappeler and Pereira, 2003) texts were used to obtain the majority of data and where
appropriate gaps in the data were supplemented using other published literature. Continuous
variables in the socioecology data set were log transformed and all variables were standardised
using z-scores.
6.2.1.3. Phylogenetic data
In order to calculate phylogenetic distances between species phylogenetic data were obtained from
the 10kTrees website which can be accessed online (http://10ktrees.fas.harvard.edu). This database
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provides a set of phylogenies sampled from a Bayesian tree inference; trees are sampled in
proportion to their posterior probabilities using Markov chain Monte Carlo (Arnold, Matthews and
Nunn, 2010). These trees are based on genetic data for 11 mitochondrial and six autosomal genes
across 301 primate species and one outgroup species (Arnold, Matthews and Nunn, 2012). A matrix
of relative phylogenetic distances between each pair of species was constructed using million years
since divergence from their common ancestor. This matrix, from now on referred to as PHYLOGENY
was used for further analysis using Mantel tests (see below). Figure 6.1 represents the phylogenetic
relationships between the study species.

Chlorocebusaethiops
Macacaarctoides
Macacanigra
Macacasilenus
Macacamulatta
Macacasylvanus
Semnopithecus entellus
Gorilla gorilla
Pan troglodytes
Pongospp
Saimirisciureus

50.0

40.0

30.0

20.0

10.0

Figure 6.1. Phylogentic relationships between the 11 species included in the analysis. Scale represents million years

6.2.2. Data analysis
Similarity matrices were derived for thee personality and socioecology data sets using the
proximities procedure in SPSS. These matrices, from now on referred to as PERSONALITY and SOCECO, were then used for further analysis using Mantel tests (see below). Hierarchical cluster analysis
on the PERSONALITY and SOC-ECO data sets were used in order to obtain a dendrogram that would
visually represent the similarities between species on these two data sets (Fig 6.2 and 6.3).
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Potential relationships between the PERSONALITY, PHYLOGENY and SOC-ECO similarity matrices
were tested using partial Mantel tests (Mantel, 1967). The goal of the partial Mantel test is to test
the correlation between two matrices while controlling for the effect of a third matrix. Ten thousand
randomisations were performed for each test to determine statistical significance. All tests were
one-tailed and alpha was set to 0.05. Mantel tests were conducted using the freely available
computer programme zt (Bonnet and Van de Peer, 2002).
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Table 6.1. Species and personality information included in the current study
Species
DOM
Pan troglodytes

CON

x

EXT

DEP

AGR

x

x

x

x
x
Pongospp.
Gorilla gorilla

Saimirisciureus

STR

AGG

FEAR

UND

ACT

SUB

ALT

OPP

x

HAR

Reference
King and Figueredo (1997)

x

X

X

Martin (2005)

x

x

x

Dutton (2008)

x

x

x

x

x

Weiss (2006)

x

x

x

x

x

Macacasylvanus

x

Personality Dimension
OPEN
INT
PRO

x

x

Chlorocebus
aethiops
Semnopithecus
entellus
Macacanigra

EMO

x

Macacamulatta

Macaca
Arctoides
Macaca silenus

SOC

Equ

x

x

x

Exc

Sol(-)

Exc

x

Exc

Frie

Anx

Nurt

X

Boliget al., (1992)
Capitanio (1999)

x

x

x

x

Weiss et al., (2011)
x

x

Santillian-Doherty et al., (2002)

X
Soccomp

x

Gold and Maple (DATE)
Stevenson-Hindeet al., (1980)

x
Bold

x

Rouffet al., (2005)

play

x

x

McGuire et al., (1994)
Konecnaet al., (2010)

x

x

x

Current study (Chapter 3)

x

x

X

Current study (Chapter 4)

x

x

Caut

Current study (chapter 5)

Note: DOM = dominance, CON = confidence, EXT = extraversion, DEP = Dependability, AGR = Agreeableness, SOC = Sociability, EMO = Emotionality, OPEN = Openess, INT = Intellect, PRO = Protective, STR = Strong, AGG
– Aggression, FEAR = Fearfulness, UND = Understanding, ACT = Activity, SUB = Submissive, ALT = Altruistic, OPP = Opportunistic, HAR = Human-animal sociability. Exc = excitable, Nurt = Nurturing, Equ = equable, Frie =
Friendliness, Anx = Anxiety, Bold = Boldness, Soc-comp = Socially competent, Play = Playful
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6.3. Results
6.3.1. Qualitative analysis
The visual representations of the SOC-ECO and PHYLOGENY datasets (Figure 6.2 and 6.3) were used
to make qualitative predictions about the personality structure of the three study species i.e. which
species were they most likely to resemble in their personality structure (Table 6.2)
Table 6.2. Predictions, based on qualitative data, regarding the personality structure of the study species
used in Chapters 3 - 5.

Predictions regarding personality
Based on phylogenetic similarity

Based on Socioecological similarity

(Fig 6.1)

(Fig 6.2)

Study species
Macaca nigra

Will most closely resemble M. silenus

Will most closely resemble M. arctoides

Macaca sylvanus

Will most closely resemble the other
Macaca species more than other
species

Will most closely resemble
Semopithecus entellus

Saimiri sciureus

Will not resemble any of the species
more than any other

Will resemble the other monkey species
more closely than the great apes

The cluster analysis using the PERSONALITY data set (Fig 7.3) reveals that none of the predictions in
Table 6.2 can be confirmed; therefore neither PHYLOGENY nor SOC-ECO appears to be a good
predictor of the study species’ personality structure using purely qualitative analysis.

6.3.2. Quantitative analysis
Simple Mantel tests revealed a significant correlation between PHYLOGENY and SOC-ECO (r=0.62,
p<0.001) which is to be expected. From Fig 6.2 it can be seen that in the SOC-ECO data the great
apes cluster together, the one new world primate in the analysis, Saimiri sciureus, does not cluster
with any of the other species and the macaques species while they do not all cluster in one group,
are more closely related to each other than any of them are two the great apes.
Partial Mantel tests revealed that there was a negative correlation between PERSONALITY and
PHYLOGENY while holding SOC-ECO constant (r=-0.37, p=0.04), but as the tests were one-tailed in
nature this result was not counted as significant. There was a positive correlation between
PERSONALITY and SOC-ECO while holding PHYLOGENY constant that approached significance (r =
0.39, p = 0.06).
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Macaca sylvanus
Semnopithecus en tellus
Macaca mula7a
Macaca sil enus
Macaca a rctoides
Macaca nigra
Chlorocebus aethiops
Saimiri sciureus
Pongo spp
Gorilla gorilla
Pan troglodytes

Figure 6.2. Dendrogram representing the clustering of species based on socio-ecological variables

Macaca sylvanus
Saimiri sciureus
Chlorocebus aethiops
Macaca nigra
Pongo spp
Macaca silenus
Semnopithecus entellus
Gorilla gorilla
Macaca a rctoides
Pan troglodytes
Macaca mula7a

Figure 6.3.Dendrogram representing the clustering of species based on the personality similarity matrix.
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6.4. Discussion
This chapter aimed to assess whether examination of primate phylogenetic relationships and/or
sociecology could be predictive of personality structure.

6.4.1. Qualitative comparisons
The first aim was to see if the personality structure of the three primate species studied in chapters
3, 4 and 5 could be predicted from either their phylogenetic or socioecology similarities with other
species. In terms of predicting the species they would most closely resemble in personality structure,
neither phylogeny nor socioecology was effective and neither seemed to be the better than the
other. There are however some other general qualitative comparisons that can be drawn between
personality structure of previously studies primate species and the species that were research in the
current thesis; M. nigra, M. sylvanus and S. sciureus.

Firstly from Table 6.1 it can be seen that the most common dimensions that have been found in the
comparable studies were Emotionality, Extraversion (7 occurrences of each), Dominance, Confidence
and Agreeableness (6 occurrences of each). From these results it could confidently be suggested that
similar dimensions would have been found in the current study species and indeed they were. The
dimensions Dominance, and Sociability (comparable to Extraversion and Agreeableness) were found
in all three study species and Emotionality was found in both Macaca species.
Sociability-type dimensions are identified by animals’ positive behaviour towards other individuals.
In the current study species traits related to animals’ activity levels, playfulness and curiousness also
loaded highly on the Sociability dimension (Chapter 3, section 3.4.2.2; Chapter 4, section 4.4.2.1;
Chapter 5, section 5.4.2.1). Similar results have also been found in other primate studies (e.g.
Stevenson-Hinde et al., 1980), but more recent research has found that in certain species these
traits relating to Sociability load highly onto an Extraversion personality factor (e.g. Pan troglodytes,
King and Figueredo, 1997; Pongo spp., Weiss et al., 2006). Weiss et al., (2011) compared the
personality of P. troglodytes, Pongo spp., and M. mulatta using a hominid personality questionnaire.
They found that traits related to Extraversion in the three former species defined two separate
dimensions in M. mulatta namely Friendliness (Sociability) and Activity. The authors propose that at
some point in primate evolutionary history (either before or after the great ape-gibbon split)
Sociability and Activity combined to form Extraversion. The current study did not find evidence for a
separate Activity dimension; this could be due to the use of a different rating instrument, but the
trait loading patterns of the Sociability dimensions in the three study species supports the theory
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that the Extraversion dimension in humans, P. troglodytes and Pongo spp. are derived from ‘Sociable
type’ dimensions in other primates (Weiss et al., 2011). Further investigation using the hominid
personality questionnaire would be needed to establish whether an ‘Activity type’ dimension could
be found in the current study species.

While many other studies have found evidence for a Dominance dimension in primate species the
Dominance personality dimension in M. nigra and M. mulatta differs from analogous dimensions in
other species), while the S. sciureus Dominance dimension is very similar to that of other species.
The Dominance dimension in S. sciureus had high positive loading on the trait aggressive (Chapter 5,
section 5.4.2.2) but in the two Macaca species, high positive loadings on aggressive are apparent on
the Emotionality dimension rather than Dominance (Chapter 3, section 3.4.2.1; Chapter 4, section
4.4.2.2). While some may argue that the presence or absence of just one trait on a dimension could
be ignored, aggression is such an important aspect of primate societies that its position in terms of
personality structure cannot be overlooked. Weiss et al., (2011) suggests that one way of
establishing whether the absence of a dominance-related domain in humans is a consequence of
selection for increasing egalitarianism in human evolution is to compare M. mulatta with other
macaque species which are more egalitarian in their dominance styles. Essentially the current study
has achieved this by providing evidence for a Dominance personality dimension in two Macaca
species which are considered to be tolerant species (Thierry et al. 2000a). Thus it can be proposed
that Dominance is an important personality dimension in primate species that exhibit any kind of
dominance hierarchy whether it be despotic or egalitarian, but the structure of the dimension is
different in those species that have evolved more tolerant lifestyles, such as M. nigra and M.
sylvanus and perhaps also humans.

The difference in structure of personality dimensions is an important consideration as, while
Sociability-type and Dominance-type dimensions may have evolved in multiple primate species, they
may not necessarily serve the same adaptive function in each of these species as this may change
over time in response to changing social or ecological pressures (Maestripieri and Roney, 2006).
Phylogenetic analysis of personality structure should also be complemented by functional analyses
e.g. what fitness benefits are linked with particular personality dimensions (Maestripieri and Roney,
2006). While these questions are relatively testable in bird and fish populations (e.g. Dingemanse et
al., 2004; Colléter and Brown, 2011) testing these kinds of theories is somewhat harder in primate
populations due to their longer life-spans and relatively slower reproductive output. However a
recent study by Dammhahn (2012) on grey mouse lemurs (Microcebus murinus) has provided
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evidence for personality differences being maintained through a potential life-history trade-off in
current and future reproduction. The authors found that young males with low current but high
expected future fitness were bolder than old males with high current fitness and that males increase
in boldness with age. Similar longitudinal studies of both wild and captive primate populations may
offer us further insights as to the functional nature of certain personality dimensions.

Evidence for an Emotionality dimension was found in both Macaca species (Chapter 3, section
3.4.2.3; Chapter 4, section 4.4.2.4) but not in S. sciureus. These dimensions have many similarities
with the Neuroticism dimension of human personality: high scorers on the human Neuroticism
dimension experience high levels of tension, depression, frustration, self-consciousness, and poor
impulse control and coping abilities (McRae and John, 1992). Weiss et al., (2011) suggest that
Neuroticism in humans, chimpanzees and orangutans is derived from ancestral variants, namely
Confidence & Anxiety, as traits related to Neuroticism define these two separate dimensions in M.
mulatta (Weiss et al., 2011). However the current study did not find evidence for two separate
dimensions, but for a dimension that is analogous to the Neuroticism type dimensions in humans, P.
troglodytes and Pongo spp. This may be due to species differences between M. nigra, M. sylvanus
and M. mulatta, but it is more likely that it is due to the different rating instrument and
methodologies employed in the current study. For the M. nigra and M. sylavnus studies 24 and 25
traits, respectively were entered into the PCA analysis, while in the Weiss et al. (2011) study 52 traits
were entered into the PCA analysis; fewer traits were entered in the current study due to the
differences in the trait reliability criterion employed. It is interesting to note that in the StevensonHinde et al. (1980) study on M. mulatta, using a 23-item rating instrument, on which the
questionnaire in the current study was originally based, the authors did not find two separate
dimensions resembling Neuroticism rather one; Excitability; similar to the current study.
The Cautiousness dimension found in S. sciureus was only comparable to the Fearfulness dimension
found in captive Gorilla gorilla. In Chapter 5 it was suggested that there may be an evolutionary
advantage to developing a cautiousness dimension in S. sciureus due to the high predation pressure
in the wild (Chapter 5, section 5.4.2.3). The analysis in the current study included two other species
that are also subjected to a relatively high degree of predation pressure in the wild, Hanuman
langurs (Semnopithecus entellus) and vervet monkeys (Chlorocebus aethiops), but similar
Cautiousness dimensions have not been found in these two species. However S. entellus have been
found to have a Confidence dimension and, as suggested in Chapter 5 (section 5.4.2.3), Cautiousness
may be a precursor to Confidence dimensions. Predation pressure is suggested as an important
factor in shaping other aspects of primate behaviour such as sociality (Janson, 2003) and it may also
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be an important factor in shaping personality structure in extant primate species. Indeed many of
the suggested theoretical models for the adaptive nature of personality traits include considerations
of predation risk (Wolf and Weissing, 2010; Chapter 1, section 1.2). Further study of more primate
species that have varying degrees of predation pressures would be important for assessing this
relationship further.

The fact that the two macaque species appear to be more comparable to previous research (in terms
of personality structure) than S. sciureus probably stems from the fact that there were no other
comparable studies carried out using new world species. There has been previous work investigating
personality in new world primate species (e.g. capuchins [Cebus capuchins], Crofoot, Rubenstein,
Maiya and Berger-Wolf, 2011; Byrne and Suomi, 2002: marmosets [Callithrix jacchus] Yokoyama and
Onoe, 2011: Squirrel monkeys [Saimiri sciureus] Izzo et al., 2011; Martau et al., 1985: and Spider
monkeys, Santillan-Doherty et al., 2010) but these studies have not used a factor analytical approach
so it is difficult to draw comparisons regarding personality structure in these species.

Within the current study there was evidence for a human-animal directed dimension in M. sylvanus
which had not been found in any other species. This probably stems from a difference in the rating
instrument, i.e. the questionnaire used in the current study specifically included some humandirected traits whereas many of the previous research included in Table 6.1 did not. The importance
of human-directed personality dimensions will therefore not be discussed further here but will be
considered in the final discussion (Chapter 8).

6.4.2. Quantitative comparisons
An attempt was made to assess if either phylogeny or socioecology could predict personality
structure using Mantel tests. There was no significant effect of phylogeny on the personality
structure while the effect of socioecology was approaching significance. The fact that it was
socioecology rather than phylogeny which appeared to have the greater effect on personality
structure, while not significant, is interesting as previous research on non-primate species has shown
species ecology to be an important factor in shaping personality. For example predation pressure
can cause behavioural syndromes to develop in three spined sticklebacks (Gasterosteus aculeatus)
(Bell and Sih, 2007) and the social environment can effect individual exploration in zebra finches
(Taeniopygia guttata) (Schuett and Dall, 2009). Recently Weiss et al.,’s (2010) comparative study of
primate personality has also stressed the important of the social environment in the development of
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personality dimensions within extant primate species. There are two possible reasons why this result
was not significant, firstly the data set of 11 species is relatively small and secondly a greater effect
may be detected if there was more variation in socioecology data i.e. a greater variation in species.
For example all but one of the species (Pongo spp) live in relatively large groups with similar
male:female sex ratios (Appendix F), the inclusion of species with different social structures such as
those that live in monogamous pairs or small family groups would be an important addition to the
current dataset.

Results from the current study differ from those of Thierry et al’s., (2000) comparative study of
macaque social behaviour. The authors found that temperament was significantly correlated with
one of the phylogenies that they used in their phylogenetic analysis indicating that temperament
was homologous. Temperament in this study however was measured on only two levels, i) weakly
reactive-very manipulative and ii) strong-reactive and little manipulative. These are particularly
broad categories so it might be suggested that while broad categories of temperament such as these
may be homologous more subtle personality dimensions may be subject to change through
ecological selection pressures.

As there were many different socioecological variables included in the analysis an attempt was made
to split these into sub-sets of ecological data, similarly to the methods applied by Ossi and Kamilar
(2006). These sub-sets were: i) diet, ii) social organisation and iii) life history variables (Appendix F).
Mantel tests were run to test the relationships between personality and each of these separate
ecology data sets while controlling for phylogeny. None of these separate analysis were significant or
resulted in a greater correlation than the original analysis using the complete data set (Diet, r = 0.08,
p = 0.29, Social organisation r = 0.08, p=0.34, Life history r = -0.02, p = 0.50). It cannot therefore be
suggested which aspects of socioecology may have a lesser or greater influence on personality
structure.

Other authors have found that phylogeny and socioecology can impact on different aspects of
behaviour (Ossi and Kamilar, 2006; Thierry et al., 2000), so we may expect that different personality
dimensions will be effected by different evolutionary mechanisms e.g. some dimensions will exist in
a species due to shared ancestry while others may be shaped by ecology. In order to explore this
theory separate analysis for each personality dimension would be needed. This is an impossible task
with the data set in this chapter as only analysis on structure i.e. what dimensions have been found
in each species, could be carried out. In order to do this analysis in the future we need to identify
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what Uher (2008) defines as universal trait dimensions; dimensions which are applicable to all
individuals of all target species and as such allow comparisons of individuals across species e.g.
comparing individuals from a range of primate species with varying degrees of social organisation on
universal Sociability/Dominance dimensions (suggested above) will allow us to make suggestions
about which aspects of social behaviour are important in shaping these personality dimensions.

6.4.3. Limitations
It is worth noting that there has been some recent debate on the use of Mantel tests in order to
assess phylogenetic relationships (Harmon and Glor 2010; Hardy and Parvoine, 2012). However it is
believed that the Mantel test is appropriate for the current analysis as the personality data that was
available for the analysis was restricted to pairwise similarities between taxa rather than consisting
of a scale measurement for each personality dimension. In future if scale measurements are
available for personality dimensions other analysis such as the K test outlined in Harmon and Glor
(2010) could be carried out to evaluate the phylogenetic signal in personality.

As has been alluded to above, the methods used to establish personality structures in Table 6.1.,
while broadly comparable to those used in the current study, were not exactly the same. The
majority of studies used either the Madingley questionnaire developed by Stevenson-Hinde et al.,
(1978) or the Homind questionnaire (King and Figueredo, 1997). Different methodologies can result
in a different number of dimensions being unearthed through factor analysis (Chapter 2; Uher and
Asendorpf, 2008), and this may have impacted on the analysis in this chapter. One possible solution
to this issue would have been to analyse only those species which have been assessed using the
same methodology, this would however led to a greatly reduced data set and the quantitative
analysis would not have been possible. It was therefore decided to include all analysis that met the
criteria outlined in section 6.2.1.1 without imposing the extra criterion that methodologies had to be
exactly the same. Another important factor that may influence the data set is the amount of
research that has been conducted on each species, for example P. toglodytes and M. mulatta had
the most research conducted on them and it is interesting to note that these two species cluster
together in the personality dendrogram (Fig 6.3). Again one solution to this problem would have
been to only include one study’s information but it would be difficult to propose criteria that could
be used to decide which study is more applicable.
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6.4.4. Conclusions
Qualitative analysis of the personality structure of 11 primate species indicates that there are some
personality dimensions that appear to be common to all primate species. Specifically the majority of
species exhibit a dimension related to Sociability and dimensions related to Dominance/Confidence.
The two macaque species included in the current study were more similar to the other species
included in the analysis than S. sciureus; this probably stems from the lack of research on new-world
primate species. It was unclear from visual representations of the species similarities whether
similarities in personality structure were due to either phylogenetic or socioecological similarities.
Quantitative analysis through Mantel tests did not reveal a significant effect of either phylogeny or
socioecology on personality structure but the effect of socioecology was approaching significance. It
could therefore be suggested that of the two factors socioecology may be more important in
shaping personality structure in primate species, but further analysis using a larger data set with
more variation in socioecology is needed.
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Chapter 7.
The application of personality ratings in the management of zoo
housed primates
7.1. Introduction
The three previous experimental chapters have established that the three study species, Macaca
nigra, M. sylvanus and Saimiri sciureus, while exhibiting some differences in overall personality
structure, can all be reliably rated on a set of behaviourally defined trait adjectives, and that these
reliable traits can be reduced to a set of meaningful personality dimensions that show good
construct validity.
Previous research has suggested that animal personality can influence a wide range of life history
and captive management variables such as health, welfare, and the suitability of ‘job roles’ for
animals. Chapter 1 (section 1.4.3) contained a review of previous research on the influence of
personality on the above variables and these specific issues will therefore not be discussed further
here. Instead I will focus on the application of personality ratings in the field of zoo management and
conservation.
The overarching aim of modern zoological institutions is the conservation of endangered species and
ecosystems (Gusset and Dick, 2010). This is achieved through multiple activities: captive breeding
and reintroduction, education of zoo visitors, and supporting in-situ conservation projects by
providing expert training and financial support. In order to achieve all of these aims zoos must
endeavour to exhibit animals which display behavioural repertoires that are as close to their wild
counterparts as possible, both to enhance reintroduction efforts (Rabin, 2003) and to teach
conservation more effectively (Forthman and Ogden, 1992). A large body of research has been
undertaken to investigate how captive environmental factors can impact on behaviour and welfare.
Captive environmental variables of interest include: comparing wild and captive behaviour (e.g.
Masi, 2011), promoting natural feeding and foraging behaviour (e.g. Clayton and Glander, 2011),
assessing the impact of different environmental or husbandry conditions (e.g. Bashaw, 2011),
nutrition (e.g. Clauss, Kleffner and Kienzie, 2010), causes of stress (e.g. Mason 2010), and the
human-animal relationship (e.g. Claxton, 2011). Recently a number of studies have also focused on
understanding animal personality to better use it as a captive management tool in zoo settings
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7.1.1. Personality and the physical environment
Zoos differ from one another in many ways, but perhaps the most notable difference between them
is physical environment. Differences in physical environment can be split into two main categories: i)
abiotic factors such as climate, for example weather and temperature differences can be
pronounced between different locations even within the same country, and ii) housing factors such
as space, barriers, distance from people, and complexity of the enclosure.
Carlstead et al. (1999a & b), investigated the impact of a number of housing and husbandry
variables, as well as individual differences in behavioural profiles, on the breeding success of black
rhinoceros (Diceros bicornis) in US zoos. Using ratings of 60 animals at 19 different zoos on 14
behavioural traits they established 6 dimensions, made up of correlated traits, which were labelled:
Olfactory, Chasing/Stereotypy/Mouthing, Fear, Friendly to keeper, Dominant, and Patrolling. The
authors found that male scores on the behavioural dimension Fear had a significant positive
correlation with percentage of public access (the percentage of the outdoor enclosure perimeter
that allowed the public an unobstructed view of the enclosure). They therefore suggest that public
access around a rhino enclosure may act as a stressor for this species. They also found that males
held in smaller enclosures scored higher on the behavioural trait Dominant while female scores for
the Chasing/Stereotypy/Mouthing group of behaviours were positively correlated with the
percentage of walls in their enclosures.
There is a paucity of data on the relationship between the physical environment and personality of
primate species. However King et al. (2005) compared the personality of zoo housed chimpanzees
(Pan troglodytes) with those held in a large African sanctuary. They found that in terms of the
structure of personality factors, the patterns of correlations between unit-weighted factors, and
sex/age effects on personality, there were many similarities between the two samples. Studies like
that of King et al. are important as they can be useful indicators of whether zoo housed groups are
exhibiting similarities in personality structure with their semi-wild counterparts held in more
naturalistic enclosures. Weiss, King and Hopkin’s (2007) study also on P. troglodytes compared the
personalities of zoo housed chimpanzees with those housed at the Yerkes National Primate Research
Centre. They found that the Yerkes individuals scored lower on the Extraversion, Conscientiousness,
and Agreeableness dimensions. The authors suggest that these differences could be due to either
environmental differences or the quality of the rater-chimpanzee relationship at the different
settings.
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7.1.2. Personality and management practices
As well as the physical environment zoo animals are subjected to different management and
husbandry conditions. While the basic elements of animal management will remain constant i.e. all
animals, regardless of zoo, will be provided with diets which should meet their nutritional
requirements, the day to day management of the zoos may differ greatly. Enrichment programmes,
husbandry training, the number of keeping staff on duty and their rotation, and cleaning schedules
are just some of the husbandry variables that are likely to be subject to inter-zoo variation.
Coleman (2011) identified a range of relationships that may exist between temperament and the
housing and husbandry of laboratory primates many of which could be applicable to zoo
environments. In her review Coleman identified that temperament can influence socialisation
attempts (Boyce, O’Neil, Price, Haines and Suomi, 1998), interactions with caretakers (Waitt,
Buchanan-Smith and Morris, 2002), success during positive reinforcement training (Coleman, Tully
and McMilan, 2005) and the likelihood of developing stereotypical behaviours in response to stress
(Vandeleest et al., 2011).
One particular area where personality may prove to be a useful management tool is in evaluating
the efficacy of environmental enrichment programmes. Environmental enrichment is used
extensively for animals in many different captive situations to promote positive welfare (Hoy,
Murray and Tribe, 2010). In order to achieve specific goals enrichment not only has to be species
specific, but also tailored to individual characteristics such as age, sex, and dominance status. Fox
and Millam’s (2007) study on 34 juvenile orange-winged Amazonian parrots (Amazona amazonica)
demonstrates the need to consider individuals’ personality in enrichment programmes. The parrots
were kept in either a High Novelty (HN) or Low Novelty (LN) condition. In both conditions the parrots
were provided with several enrichment items but these were changed frequently in the HN
condition and kept constant in the LN condition. The authors also assessed ‘fearfulness’ by
measuring the birds’ latency to feed in the presence of different novel objects. They found that the
HN environment reduced fearfulness in moderately fearful birds but it caused an increase in
fearfulness in birds that were rated highly fearful at the start of the study.
S. sciureus individuals have also been shown to respond differently to enrichment conditions. Izzo,
Bashaw and Campbell (2011) found that different levels of enrichment complexity, rather than
individual differences, affected negative welfare indicators (stereotypies) in a group of five S.
sciureus individuals. However both enrichment complexity and individual differences affected
positive welfare indicators (behavioural diversity and positive responses to novelty).
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The social environment within zoos is inherently linked to management conditions as, while efforts
are made to make social groupings as close to natural as possible, they are dictated by management
variables such as enclosure space, and recommendations from studbook keepers. The social
environment has been suggested by a number of authors as an important factor that can be related
to personality. For example Weiss et al.’s (2009) study of P. troglodytes at three different settings
(seven zoos, two research institutions and one sanctuary in Japan) found significant effects of setting
on personality. Specifically Conscientiousness scores were significantly higher for animals held in
zoos compared to those in the research institutes and the sanctuary and Neuroticism scores were
higher for animals held in research institutes and zoos compared to those in the sanctuary. The
authors suggest that this could be a result of social groupings as chimpanzees at sanctuaries were
held in much larger groups than at the zoos and research institutes, but there is also the possibility
that the different rater-chimpanzee relationship at each of the different settings resulted in different
perceptions of the individuals’ personality. We might expect there to be significant differences in
personality when comparing settings that are as different as zoos and research institutions, but
some authors have also found differences between different zoo environments. For example Kuhar
et al. (2006) found that the Understanding dimension was the only dimension of the Gorilla
Behaviour Index (GBI) to have a significant relationship with housing factors. Animals housed
solitarily were scored significantly lower on this dimension that those housed in heterosexual or all
male groups. Possibly these animals were rated lower because they were housed solitarily i.e. they
did not have the opportunity to express behaviours related to the Understanding dimension, or they
had been housed solitarily because of some social component predictable by the Understanding
dimension. The authors suggest that low Understanding scores in solitary individuals were not a
result of low frequencies of social interactions as, if this were the case, significant differences in
other dimensions such as Dominance would have been found in these animals as well.
The above studies demonstrate that studying personality differences between individuals from
different zoo populations may allow us to investigate whether captive environmental variables,
whether they are abiotic, housing or husbandry related factors, have any relationship with
personality. What requires further investigation is the direction of these relationships, e.g. does the
environment influence the development of individual personality or does an individual’s personality
affect its ability to adapt to certain environmental conditions.
7.1.3. Personality and captive breeding/conservation programmes
A primary goal of captive breeding/management programmes is to establish self-sustaining captive
populations, and understanding what factors affect the breeding success of Zoo populations is
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therefore an important area of research. Two well-known Zoo studies exploring the use of
personality ratings for successful management for breeding purposes are Carlstead et al.’s (1999a &
b) studies on D. bicornis and Wielebnowski’s (1999) study on captive cheetahs (Acinonyx jubatus).
Carlstead et al. (1999a & b) surveyed 60 individuals at 14 zoos; they found that male breeding
success was negatively correlated with scores on Dominant and Olfactory behaviour traits, while
female breeding success was negatively correlated with Chasing/Stereotypy/Mouthing behaviour
traits. A further finding was that the higher a female’s Dominance score relative to her male partner
the greater their combined breeding success. Wielebnowski (1999) surveyed 44 individuals at four
zoos. Animals were rated on 15 behavioural adjectives and Principal Components Analysis of the
ratings revealed three personality components, Tense-Fearful, Vocal-Excitable, and Aggressive.
Analysis of breeding success revealed that non-breeders of both sexes scored significantly higher on
the Tense-Fearful component. Both of these studies demonstrate the usefulness of personality
measurement as a non-invasive management tool which could be used to predict breeding success
in certain individuals. In turn this could be used to adjust management conditions in response to
individual attributes and husbandry needs.
Another aspect of management where personality assessments may have value is in reintroduction
programmes. Watters & Meehan’s (2007) review suggests that managing behavioural types, i.e.
personalities, in a number of ways could increase post-release success. Bremner-Harrison et al.
(2004) investigated whether the personality of individual swift foxes could be used as a tool to aid
reintroduction programmes for this species. Before release foxes were exposed to four different
novel stimuli (a grey plastic box, a multi-coloured beach ball, a grey feed sack stuffed with paper,
and an unfamiliar human). ‘Boldness’ scores were then calculated for each individual based on their
behavioural responses to these objects. Upon release ‘Bold’ foxes, i.e. those that had, in the
presence of a novel stimulus, left their dens more quickly and approached closer to the novel
stimuli, had lower survival rates than their ‘Shy’ counterparts. The authors therefore suggest that
boldness scores could be an important criterion in selection of animals for future releases.
Personality may also affect the success of anti-predator training which aims to ensure that
released/reintroduced animals recognize and avoid potential predators, an essential behaviour for
prey animals to learn before release. For example captive greater rheas (Rhea americana) have been
the focus of reintroduction efforts in Brazil, but these have been unsuccessful mainly due to
predation on the released individuals (de Azevedo and Young, 2006). In order to improve
reintroduction efforts de Azevedo and Young (2006) tested the effect of anti-predator training on
the behaviour of the birds. Birds were also exposed to novelty testing before and after training. They
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found that each individual bird responded differently during the training sessions but that antipredator training modified the birds’ responses as birds generally behaved more ‘boldly’ during
novelty tests before training and behaved more ‘shyly’ during novelty tests that took place after
training.
Most species housed in zoo environments are managed through a studbook in order to maintain
genetic diversity (Mallinson, 1995). As a result it is possible to obtain detailed information regarding
individuals’ breeding history and this information can be used to inform personality researchers
about the heritability of certain personality dimensions (Weiss and King, 2006). Heritability is defined
as the relative amount of genetic variation in relation to the phenotypic variation. This can in turn be
split into broad sense heritability (H2) which is the proportion of variance due to additive and nonadditive genetic effects and narrow sense heritability (h2) which is the variance due to only additive
genetic effects (van Oers et al., 2003). Within the literature regarding humans there is evidence of a
heritable component to personality (reviewed in Bouchard and Loehlin, 2001) and there is increasing
evidence of a similar heritable component to animal personality traits (e.g. Van Oers et al., 2003;
Reale et al., 2000). For example Drent et al., (2003) demonstrated through selection experiments
that both exploratory behaviour and risk-taking behaviour in the great tit (Parus major) have
relatively high heritabilities, 54% (SE = 5%) and 19% (SE = 3%) respectively, a finding which was also
supported by offspring-parent regressions of natural populations. As well as studying heritability
through selection experiments heritability has also been estimated using studbook data for zoo
populations for example Weiss et al., (2000) reported a significant narrow-sense heritability of 63%
for the chimpanzee Dominance dimension; this estimate was obtained using pedigree data. Evidence
for heritability of personality traits or dimensions is useful from a theoretical perspective because
selection can only act on traits if there is some sort of genetic component, but it is also useful from
an applied management perspective e.g. by aiding managers to either select for or against certain
personality types in captivity depending on the role of the species (see above).
All the examples above demonstrate how researchers have used personality as a valuable tool in the
management of captive animals. However such applications are still a relatively un-explored aspect
of primate personality research. As the populations used in the experimental chapters 3-5 in this
thesis were all zoo housed there is the opportunity to assess the impact of individual personality on
captive management variables. There are three aims to this chapter:
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1. Evaluate the effect of Zoo, Age and Sex on individual personality ratings.
While it is beyond the scope of this chapter to evaluate the full range of different zoo
environment/management variables presented by the multi-zoo study design, differences in
personality scores between zoos can be assessed, and therefore the importance of zoo environment
when interpreting personality can be evaluated. Previous chapters have shown that that there are
some differences in personality scores according to Age and Sex, therefore interactions between
Zoo, Age and Sex will also be considered.
2. Evaluate the use of M. nigra studbook data in conjunction with personality measures
In the current study there is opportunity to use existing studbook data to evaluate two questions: i)
whether personality has an effect on the reproduction of Macaca nigra, and ii) whether personality
in M. nigra is heritable. M. nigra is currently classed as critically endangered by the International
Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN), due to a population decline of 80% in the last 40 years.
A European Endangered Species Programme (EEP) managed by a studbook keeper has been
established for this species. One of the main aims of the EEP is to have a self-sustaining population in
captivity, therefore identifying any personality variables which may affect the management or
subsequent breeding success would be extremely important for this species. As the M. nigra captive
population is managed through a studbook we also have the opportunity to evaluate the heritability
of personality dimensions.
3. Evaluate whether there is a relationship between personality and individual response to
enrichment devices in M. nigra.
It is well established that environmental enrichment is a popular management tool for enhancing
individual welfare within captive situations (Hoy et al., 2010). It is also generally accepted that
animals will respond differently to enrichment based on individual differences such as age, sex and
life history variables. However there is a distinct lack of evidence considering the importance of
individual differences in personality within environmental enrichment programmes. This will be
addressed by investigating the relationship between personality and individual response to
enrichment devices in a group of captive M. nigra.
Separate data collection and analysis had to be carried out for each of these aims to be achieved.
The methods and results of each of these studies will be presented separately and there will be a
joint discussion at the end of the chapter.
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7.2. Personality and Zoo/Sex/Age Effects
7.2.1. Methods
Scores on different personality dimensions were calculated using the methods described in Chapters
3-5 for all study animals (M. nigra N=56 in 9 zoos; M. sylvanus N=61 in 6 zoos; S. sciureus N=50 in 5
zoos).
7.2.1.1.. Data analyses
Three MANOVAs, one for each species, treated personality dimension scores as dependant variables
(DVs) (M. nigra, Dominance, Sociability and Emotionality; M. sylvanus, Dominance, Sociability,
Emotionality and HA-Sociability; S. sciureus, Sociability, Dominance and Fearfulness) and examined
whether they were different according to Zoo, Age class (for all species three age classes were
used, 1 = Juveniles [0-4yrs], 2 = Young Adults [5-10yrs] and 3 = Adults [10+yrs]), and Sex as
independent variables (IVs). For M. nigra and S. sciureus, data from four zoos could not be used as
sample sizes were less than three animals, and one assumption of MANOVA is that there are more
cases than DV’s in every cell (Tabachnick and Fidell 1997). In these two species there were three DVs
(Personality dimension scores) so there must be more than three animals per zoo.
In all analyses DVs were examined for significant outliers, and the assumptions of normality and
homogeneity of variance-covariance matrices were checked. Some deviations from normality
occurred in the DVs due to skew rather than outliers, and Levene’s test for equality of variances was
violated in each separate species analysis. Log transformations were carried out to try and normalize
the data. While this led to slight improvements in normality it did not lead to any qualitative changes
in statistical outcomes, so the analyses of the original data are presented. Pillai’s criterion was used
to interpret the significance of main effects and interactions as it is held to be more robust with
unequal and small sample sizes (Tabachnick and Fidell 1997). Post-hoc tests with Bonferroni
corrections were performed to examine any significant main effects.
Generalised Linear Mixed Models (GLMM) were used to evaluate whether there were any specific
Zoo variables that could affect mean personality dimension scores. Mean Zoo scores for each of the
personality dimensions were included as the response variable. Five environmental variables were
then included as the predictor variables. Three of these referred to the animals and their social
environment: i) Mean age of animals, ii) total group size and iii) male:female sex ratio, The other two
referred to the management of the animals; i) mean experience of the keepers with the animals
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(represents familiarity with keeping team) and ii) total number of raters (represents keeper
variability).

7.2.2. Results
7.2.2.1. M. nigra
There were significant main effects of all three IVs on personality dimension scores: Zoo (F
2

24,60

2

=

2

1.91, P<0.05, ηp = 0.43), Age class (F6,38=6.24, P<0.001, ηp = 0.50), and Sex (F3,18=3.91, 0<0.05, ηp =
0.40). There was an overall significant interaction of Age Class x Sex on personality score (F6,38=3.15,
p<0.05, ηp2 = 0.33) however univariate tests did not reveal a significant interaction between Age
class x Sex on any one personality dimension (Dominance F2,20 = 1.62, p = 0.22, ηp2 = 0.14; Sociability
F2,20 = 3.04, p = 0.07, ηp2 = 0.23; Emotionality F2,20 = 2.65, p = 0.10, ηp2 = 0.21). There was no
significant interaction of Age x Zoo or Sex x Zoo. The significant Univariate test results are given in
Table 7.1.
Post-hoc tests showed that juveniles were scored significantly lower on the Dominance dimension
than adults, and that Juveniles and young-adults were scored significantly higher on the Sociability
dimension than adults. Results of the significant post-hoc tests for age class are given in table 7.2.
There were significant effects of Zoo on Sociability and Emotionality scores (Table 7.2), but post-hoc
tests did not reveal any significant pairwise comparisons so the origin of the differences was unclear.
However a GLMM did reveal a significant negative main effect of mean group age on Sociability

Mean Sociability personality score

scores (Wald X2 = 6.44, df = 1, p=0.011, Fig 7. 1).
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Figure 7.1. Relationship between mean group age and mean Sociability personality score
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7.2.2.2. M. sylvanus
There was a significant main effect of two of the IVs on the personality dimension scores: Zoo (F20,140
= 4.10, P<0.005, ηp2 = 0.37), and Age Class (F8,66=9.77, P<0.005, ηp2 = 0.54). There was a significant
interaction of Zoo x Age Class (F40, 140=2.309, p<0.005, ηp2 =0.40). The significant Univariate test
results are given in Table 7.1.
Post-hoc tests revealed that animals at Woburn Safari Park were scored significantly lower on the
HA-Sociability dimension than those at all other zoos, while animals at Nurenberg Zoo were scored
significantly higher on the HA-Sociability dimension that those at Edinburgh Zoo, Folly Farm Zoo and
Wingham Wildlife Park (Table 7.3). Post-hoc tests also showed that juveniles were scored
significantly higher on the Sociability dimension than either of the adult age classes, but were scored
lower on the HA-Sociability dimension than young adults (Table 7.3).
The GLMM analysis could not be performed on the M. sylvanus data as, although the overall sample
size was good (n = 61), effectively there was a sample size of n=6 as these animals were contained
within only six zoos.
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Table 7.4. Significant univariate test statistics from the MANOVA analysis of Zoo, Age and Sex effects on
Personality dimension scores
Partial Eta
Squared

Personality
Species
M. nigra

Variable
Zoo

Dimension
Sociability

df
8,20

Emotionality
Age Class

Dominance

2,20

Sociability
Sex

Dominance

1,20

Sociability
M. sylvanus

F

2

(ηp

4.81**

0.66

2.52*

0.50

4.20*

0.30

7.06*

0.41

10.59**

0.35

10.42**

0.34

Zoo

HA-Sociability

5,35

27.71**

0.80

Age Class

HA-Sociability

2,35

42.30**

0.70

5.70*

0.25

2.30*

0.40

5.00**

0.59

17.42**

0.71

3.92*

0.35

7.42**

0.34

Dominance

4.96*

0.26

Fearfulness

5.88*

0.28

Sociability
Zoo

x

Age

HA-Sociability

10,35

Class
Emotionality
S. sciureus

Zoo

Sociability

4,29

Dominance
Age Class

Sociability

Sex
Zoo

x

Age

2,29

Dominance

1,29

16.07**

0.36

Sociability

5,29

5.87**

0.50

3.36*

0.37

5.28*

0.27

Class
Fearfulness
Zoo x Sex

*p<0.05, **p<0.005

Fearfulness

4,29

)
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Table 7.2. Significant post-hoc pairwise comparisons for M. nigra Dominance and
Sociability scores
Mean
Personality Dimension

Comparisons

Difference

Dominance

Juveniles

Adults

-.04*

Sociability

Adults

Juveniles

-.40*

Sub-adults

-.07**

*p<0.05, ** p<0.005
Table 7.3. Significant post-hoc pairwise comparisons for M. sylvanus HA-Sociability and Sociability
dimension scores
Mean
Personality Dimension
HA-Sociability

Sociability

Comparisons

Difference

Woburn

Edinburgh Zoo

-1.03**

Safari Park

Folly Farm Zoo

-0.64**

Nuremberg Zoo

-2.19**

Wingham Wildlife Park

-1.13**

Apenheul Primate Park

-1.64**

Nuremberg

Edinburgh Zoo

2.27**

Zoo

Folly Farm Zoo

2.63**

Wingham Wildlife Park

2.11*

Juveniles

Sub-adults

-0.24**

Juveniles

Sub-adults

1.25**

Adults

2.16**

*p<0.05, **p<0.005
7.2.2.3. S. sciureus
There was a significant main effect of all three IVs on personality dimension scores: Zoo (F12,87 = 5.00,
P<0.005, ηp2 = 0.41), Age Class (F6,56=7.51, P<0.005, ηp2 = 0.45), and Sex (F3,27= 5.25, p<0.05, ηp2 =
0.37). There were significant interactions of Zoo x Age Class (F15,87=2.24, p<0.05, ηp2 = 0.28) and Zoo
and Sex (F12,87=1.91, p<0.05, ηp2 = 0.21). The significant Univariate test results are given in Table 7.1.
Post-hoc comparisons revealed that animals at Cotswold Wildlife Park and Dudley Zoo were scored
significantly lower on the Sociability dimension than animals at Edinburgh Zoo, Colchester Zoo and
Woburn Safari Park (Table 7.4). Post-hoc tests also revealed that Juveniles were scored significantly
higher on the Sociability dimension than either of the Adult age classes (Table 7.4).
The GLMM analysis revealed that there was a significant positive relationship between Sociability
scores and the mean experience of the keepers (Wald X2 = 4.75, df = 1, p=0.029, fig 7.2.a). Although
the MANOVA did not indicate any main effects of Zoo on the Cautiousness scores the GLMM
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revealed a significant main negative effect of group size on Cautiousness scores (Wald X2 = 4.51, df =
1, p=0.034, Fig 7.2.b).
Table 7.4. Significant post-hoc pairwise comparisons for S.sciureus Sociability scores
Personality dimension
Sociability

Comparisons

Mean Difference

Cotswold

Edinburgh Zoo

-0.33**

Wildlife

Colchester Zoo

-0.08*

Park

Woburn Safari Park

-0.72**

Dudley Zoo

Edinburgh Zoo

-0.63**

Colchester Zoo

-0.37*

Woburn Safari Park

-1.03**

Sub-adult

1.81**

Adult

1.77**

Juvenile

*p<0.05, **p<0.005
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a)

Sociability personality score
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Figure 7.2. Significant interactions between a) mean experience of raters and Sociability personality score and
b) total group size and Cautiousness personality score
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7.3. Use of M. nigra studbook data
7.3.1. Breeding success
All 64 M. nigra individuals that were included in the personality study (Chapter 3) were maintained
as part of the M. nigra European Endangered Species Programme (EEP). Information about their
reproductive history was gleaned from a software package used to demographically and genetically
manage the population SPARKs, Single Population Analysis and Records Keeping System (ISIS, 2011).
Data were current up to 1st January 2011.
7.3.1.1. Selection of animals
All females under the age of 4 years old were removed from the analysis as females do not normally
breed before this age (there was one instance in the studbook records of a female breeding at 2
years 11 months of age, however this is a rare exception which may represent either an
exceptionally early birth or an error when entering the female’s data into SPARKs). Of the remaining
data set 28 females were selected for inclusion in the analysis on the basis that they had been held
in a breeding group i.e. they had access to a breeding male, and therefore the opportunity to breed.
Of the males included in the study 8 males were selected for inclusion on the basis that they, i) were
intact males i.e. had not been castrated, and ii) had been transferred out of their natal group into a
breeding situation with at least one cycling female.
7.3.1.2.. Identification of breeding success variables
Female breeding variables that were directly gleaned from the studbook were: i) Age at first
breeding, ii) total number of offspring, iii) total number of offspring surviving to 30 days, iv) total
number of offspring surviving to 1 year, v) mean inter-birth interval, vi) percentage of male offspring,
and vii) percentage of stillbirths. Bivariate correlations revealed significant correlations between
variables ii, iii, and iv. These correlations are to be expected and therefore only one of these
measures was used for further analysis, total offspring surviving to 30days (TO30). As absolute
values i.e. total number of offspring, are confounded by the animal’s age and opportunities to breed,
Breeding Success was computed by dividing the TO30 by number of years breeding (female age at 1st
January 2011 minus 4 years). The five breeding variables that were therefore used for further
analysis were: i) breeding success, ii) age at first breeding, iii) mean inter-birth interval, iv)
percentage of male offspring, and v) percentage of stillbirths.
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Male breeding success was calculated from the total number of offspring sired divided by the
number of available breeding females, and this value was divided by the number of years the male
had been in a breeding situation.
The impact of Zoo on breeding success was not evaluated in this particular analysis as it dealt with
an overall lifetime breeding success and as individuals of both sexes moved zoo environments within
their lifetime it was not appropriate to include zoo environment as a factor. The impact of Zoo
environment on the success of breeding partnerships was looked at below.
7.3.1.3. Breeding partnerships
The breeding success of males and females will be affected by their breeding partner. Some animals
move zoos during their breeding life and it is therefore possible to analyse whether the male or
female has a bigger impact on the breeding success of the partnership. Studbook data were used to
assess the breeding success of individual partnerships for the 28 females identified above i.e.
TO30/number of years the breeding female was with an individual male in a breeding situation. This
gave a total data set of 51 breeding partnerships involving 28 females and 21 males. As each
individual partnership was limited to a single Zoo the effect of Zoo environment could also be
included in the analysis.

7.3.2. Heritability of personality
There are a number of methods for determining the heritability of personality traits including
selection experiments (e.g. Drent et al., 2003), full-sibling/half-sibling correlations (Dingemanse et
al., 2002), parent-offspring regressions (e.g. Reale et al., 2000) and animal models (e.g. Weiss et al.,
2000 and 2002). Within the current study the heritability of the personality dimensions was assessed
through mother-offspring regression. Narrow-sense heritability (h2) was assessed as twice the slope
of the regression of mean personality scores for offspring on the value for the mother. The standard
error was twice the standard error of the slope. Personality data from 9 females and their offspring
were used, giving a data-set of 33 individuals for this analysis. Mean personality values for offspring
were used to avoid pseudo-replication of data. Only mother-offspring data were used as data for
males were limited (n=5 breeding males).
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7.3.3. Data analysis
7.3.3.1. Breeding success
Six linear multiple regressions were used to see if individuals’ scores on the personality dimensions,
Dominance, Sociability, and Emotionality, could predict any of the identified females or male
breeding variables.
In order to assess the impact of male identity, female identity and Zoo environment on the success
of breeding partnerships a 3-way ANOVA was conducted with male identity, female identity and Zoo
included as the main effects and breeding success as the dependant variable.
7.3.3.2. Heritability
A single parent-offspring regression analysis was calculated by regressing the personality values of
offspring onto that of the mother. The narrow-sense heritability, h2 was defined as twice the slope of
the regression line and SE was twice the SE of the slope.
Shared Zoo environment may also impact on the personality of individuals (See section 7.2.2.1) so
this needs to be taken into account. The factor of Zoo could not be included in the parent-offspring
regression as a categorical predictor due to a lack of degrees of freedom. To assess whether shared
zoo environment was an important factor when interpreting the heritability analysis a MANOVA with
Zoo entered as the Independent variable and individuals’ scores on the Dominance, Sociability and
Emotionality dimensions as the Dependant variable was used to assess whether there was a
significant effect of Zoo environment on the personality of the 33 individuals included in the
heritability analysis.

7.3.4. Results
7.3.4.1. Breeding success
Personality dimension scores did not statistically predict breeding success for either female or male
M. nigra (Table 7.4)
The 3-way ANOVA revealed that there was a significant effect of males on breeding success (F9,5 =
772.21, p<0.001) but no significant effect of females (F13,5 = 1.37, p = 0.13) or Zoo (F1,5 = 0.10, p =
0.92).
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7.3.4.2. Heritability
Only Sociability showed any evidence of being heritable (h2 = 0.60, SE = 0.46) however, probably due
to the large SE and small sample size, this result was not significant (p = 0.25). The other dimensions
showed positive heritability estimates but these were very small and not statistically significant;
Dominance h2 = 0.06, SE = 0.34, p = 0.86, and Emotionality h2 = 0.08, SE =0.26, p = 0.80.
A

MANOVA indicated that there was no significant effect of Zoo environment on individual

personality scores, Dominance (F (9,23) = 1.28, p = 0.30), Sociability (F(9,23) = 0.79, p = 0.63, and
Emotionality (F (9,23) = 1.31, p = 0.29). This indicates that similarities in personality score of the 33
animals included in the analysis were not due to animals living in similar environments.
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Table 7.5. Regression model statistics for M. nigra breeding variables
Sex

Regression model

Females

Age at first
breeding
2

(R adj = -.07,
p>0.05)
Breeding success
2

Constant

SE B

β

7.06

2.17

Dominance

0.48

0.52

.26

Sociability

-0.58

0.59

-.28

Emotionality

-0.21

0.31

-.14

0.09

0.35

Constant

(R adj = -.01,

Dominance

0.10

0.08

-.33

p>0.05)

Sociability

0.15

0.09

.45

Emotionality

0.01

0.05

.04

108.42

644.58

Dominance

12.60

150.35

.03

Sociability

12.10

168.29

.02

178.37

80.36

.46

91.09

41.67

Dominance

-4.00

9.77

-.12

Sociability

18.71

11.64

-.21

4.85

5.65

.17

15.97

28.28

Dominance

5.39

6.80

.23

Sociability

-4.13

7.61

.16

Emotionality

-2.58

3.98

-.13

0.26

0.64

Mean-inter birth
interval
2

(R adj = .09,
p>0.05)
Percentage of
Males
2

(R adj = -.00,
p>0.05)
Percentage of
stillbirths
2

(R adj = -.09,
p>0.05)
Males

B

Breeding success
2

Constant

Emotionality
Constant

Emotionality
Constant

Constant

(R adj = -.11,

Dominance

0.01

0.11

.06

p>0.05)

Sociability

-0.09

0.06

-.90

0.05

0.05

.66

Emotionality
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7.4. Enrichment use
7.4.1. Methods
7.4.1.1. Study animals
Nine M. nigra (four males, five females) housed at Newquay Zoo Environmental Park were used in
this study which was conducted in May 2011. Scores for each individual on the three personality
dimensions, Dominance, Sociability and Emotionality were calculated using the method outlined in
Chapter 3. Details of the study animals can be found in Table 7.6.
Table 7.6. Demographic and personality data for the M. nigra study animals
Animal

Demographic
Information
Age

Sex

Mean Personality Dimension Scores
Dominance

Sociability

Emotionality

Cheeketo

12y 2m

Male

4.9

4.0

4.2

Muna

17y 8m

Female

5.1

4.2

3.8

Maggie

9y 1m

Female

3.1

4.3

3.0

Solina

8y 1m

Female

3.9

4.7

4.8

Theo

3y 5m

Female

4.4

5.8

2.8

Melfi

2y 2m

Female

4.4

5.4

2.2

Elvis

1y 5m

Male

5.6

6.5

4.0

Sami

1y 3m

Female

4.0

5.6

4.0

Catur

1y 2m

Male

5.4

6.5

3.4

7.4.1.2. Data collection
Four enrichment devices (ED) were provided to the animals during this study: i) simple feeder; ii)
complex feeder; iii) bamboo wind chimes; and iv) plant pots. Descriptions of these items, their
provision and anticipated use are provided in Figure 6.3. Each ED was provided to the animals on five
separate days using a randomized schedule over a period of five weeks. Four 30min observations
were carried out daily after the provision of the ED. The first observation began immediately after
the first provision of the ED and recorded all interactions with the ED (regardless of which animal
performed them). Three further observations were carried out at evenly spaced intervals throughout
the day using instantaneous scan sampling of the whole group every 60secs recording broad state
behaviours, including enrichment use.
A number of behavioural response variables were identified as important when considering the
success of EDs. The first two measures, i) displaces others at the ED, and ii) is displaced by others at
the ED, were included as the ability of animals to dominate enrichment items is an important factor
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in gaining access to EDs. The next measure iii) latency to approach the ED may be important when
gauging animals’ initial responses to EDs. The other measures, iv) frequency of interactions with the
ED, v) percentage of time spent interacting with the ED in the 1st 30min, and vi) percentage of time
spent interacting with the ED on average across all sessions, were all included as they are good
indicators of individuals’ enrichment use.
7.4.1.3. Data analysis
Of the behavioural response measures the last two (percentage of time spent interacting with the
ED in the 1st 30 min and across all sessions) were found to be highly correlated (r = 0.99, p<0.001) so
I decided to use the percentage of time spent interacting with the ED in the first 30min, as all the
other measures were recorded during the first 30min session. A mean value for each of the above
behavioural measures was calculated for each animal for each ED.
As there was a small data set it would be difficult to test whether the assumptions of parametric
tests would be met, so Spearman’s rank correlations were used to assess whether scores on the
personality dimensions were significantly correlated with any of the mean behavioural measures
used to assess enrichment use. Due to the large number of correlations carried out (15 for each
enrichment device) an alpha criterion of 0.003 was set using the Bonferroni adjustment.
As the study employed a repeated measures design i.e. each enrichment device was provided 5
times additional analyses were carried out to take this into account. General linear models (GLM)
were used rather than Generalised Estimating Equations (GEEs) as the design had two levels of
repeated measure, i) enrichment type (4 levels) and ii) repetition (5 levels) and GLM is the most
suitable for this kind of analysis. Enrichment type and repetition number were entered as withinsubject factors. The dependent variable was the percentage of time interacting with ED and
personality scores were entered as covariates. The analysis was initially run including age and sex as
between-subject factors however this analysis could not be computed because of the small sample
size so the effects of age and sex could not be included. Of the five behavioural measures used to
gauge response to the ED (see above) only interaction with the ED was used for this analysis as it
was the only normally distributed variable.

7.4.2. Results
None of the correlations were significant at the p<0.003 level (Table 7.7). There were high positive
correlations between Dominance scores and the frequency of displacing other animals at the
complex feeding device. There were high positive correlations between Sociability scores and both
the frequency of interactions and percentage of time spent interacting with the simple feeder and
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manipulation enrichment. There were high negative correlations between Emotionality scores and
the frequency of being displaced at the simple feeder (Table 7.6).
Repeated measures GLM revealed a significant effect of type of enrichment device (ED) on the time
spent interacting with the ED (F3,15 = 5.62, p < 0.01) indicating that animals did interact differently
with the enrichment devices. There were no significant main effect of repetition number (REP) (F5,12
= 0.61, p = 0.66) and there were no significant interactions between ED x REP (F12,60 = 1.11, p = 0.37)
ED x personality (ED x Dominance F3,12 = 0.59, p = 0.63; ED x Sociability F3,12 = 2.42, p = 0.11; ED x
Emotionality F3,12 = 2.12, p = 0.14), REP x personality (REP x Dominance F4,20 = 1.62, p = 0.21; REP x
Sociability F4,20 = 0.91, p = 0.48; REP x Emotionality F4,20 = 1.33, p = 0.29) or ED x REP x personality (ED
x REP x Dominance, F12,60 = 0.85, p = 0.60; ED x REP x Sociability, F12,60 = 1.14, p = 0.35; ED x REP x
Emotionality F12,60 = 1.31, p = 0.14)
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Figure 7.3. Details of enrichment devices (ED) provided to the M. nigra; two ED devices were
provided on each presentation with ED 1, 2 and 3 hung in the enclosure using metal brackets and
karabiner clips, and ED 4 thrown into the outdoor enclosure.
Enrichment Device 1. Simple Feeder (food)
Design: Log with holes drilled in random locations.
Provision: Holes were filled with food. The device was
then hung in the enclosure.
Anticipated animal use: Animals removed food items
from the holes.

Enrichment Device 2. Complex Feeder (food)
Design: As per device 1, in addition, plastic piping with
holes was fitted over the log.
Provision: As per device 1.
Anticipated animal use: Animals had to move the plastic
pipe, so that the holes lined up with the holes in the
wooden log to obtain food reward.

Enrichment Device 3. Wind chime (sensory)
Design: Bamboo tubes of different lengths were
attached to a circular piece of wood.
Provision: Hung in the enclosure.
Anticipated animal use: Animals would bang the
bamboo together which would then make different
noises.

Enrichment Device 4. Plant Pots (manipulation/object)
Design: A clean plastic plant pot.
Provision: Thrown into the outside enclosure.
Anticipated animal use: Animals would manipulate the
pot with their teeth and hands.
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Table 7.7. Spearman's rank correlations coefficients between scores on personality
dimensions and behavioural measures of enrichment use
Enrichment
device

Behavioural Measure

Simple

Displaces others

Feeder

Displaced
Frequency of

Dominance

Sociability

Emotionality

.44

-.11

.14

-.10

.21

-.73

.59

.68

-.39

-.51

.05

-.02

.64

.72

-.23

Interactions
Latency to Approach
Percentage of time
Interacting (30mins)
Complex

Displaces others

.74

.00

.25

Feeder

Displaced

.40

.66

-.45

Frequency of

.43

.54

-.41

-.63

-.27

.11

.46

.40

-.35

.38

-.04

-.07

-.07

.00

-.55

.53

.65

-.48

-.45

-.63

.29

.58

.56

-.45

Displaces others

.38

.60

.17

Displaced

.39

.61

-.31

Frequency of

.56

.67

-.24

-.48

-.66

.18

.53

.69

-.14

Interactions
Latency to Approach
Percentage of time
Interacting (30mins)
Sensory

Displaces others
Displaced
Frequency of
Interactions
Latency to Approach
Percentage of time
Interacting (30mins)

Manipulation

Interactions
Latency to Approach
Percentage of time
Interacting (30mins)
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7.5. Discussion
7.5.1. Effect of Zoo, Age and Sex on personality scores
7.5.1.1. M. nigra
There were significant differences in mean Sociability and Emotionality scores between zoos but as
none of the pair-wise comparisons was significant it was difficult to suggest why these differences
occurred. Further analysis did reveal a potential Zoo variable that may impact on the Sociability
scores. Groups with a higher mean age had significantly lower Sociability scores. We would expect to
find this as younger animals score higher on this dimension than older animals (Chapter 3), so the
younger the mean age of the group the more likely they are to have higher mean Sociability scores.
Qualitative exploration of the data indicated that animals at Durrell Wildlife Park rated lower on the
Emotionality dimension than animals at other zoos. This observed difference is difficult to interpret
without further analysis. None of the five Zoo variables included in the GLMM anlaysis were found to
have any effect on the Emotionality scores but there could be a difference in other abiotic, housing
or husbandry factors which is affecting personality. It might be suggested that the raters at Durrell
are simply more inclined to use the bottom end of the rating scale. This is unlikely, however, as a
significant difference in Dominance scores would also be found if this was the case.
Data from this study identified significant Age and Sex affects which followed a similar pattern to the
results found in Chapter 3. Males were scored significantly higher on the Sociability and Dominance
dimensions than females and juveniles were scored significantly higher on the Sociability dimension
and significantly lower on the Dominance dimension than adults.
7.5.1.2. M. sylvanus
There was a significant difference in the mean HA-Sociability scores between zoo groups. This
relationship is perhaps to be expected as this dimension is related to human-animal interactions, a
variable that will differ greatly between zoos if they vary in their husbandry and management styles.
There are several reasons why differences in HA-Sociability might occur between zoos. The animals
could actually differ fundamentally in their personality. It is more likely, however, that the
management at the zoos varies, so that the animals behave differently towards keepers’ or the
keepers’ perceptions of these animals are different. It is unlikely that the animals themselves differ
as, if this was the case, it might be expected that there would be significant differences in the other
personality dimensions between zoos. According to the post-hoc tests, animals at Woburn safari
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park were rated significantly lower on the HA-Sociability dimension than animals at all other zoos. It
could be suggested that the differences in the housing and husbandry between ‘traditional’ Zoos and
Safari Parks may lead to the differences in HA-Sociability ratings that have been found in the current
study. Weiss et al’s. studies (2007, 2009) of P. troglodytes personality at different settings, Zoos,
Research Institutions and Sanctuaries, suggest that difference in personality between these settings
could be due to different rater-chimpanzee relationships at the different types of setting. With this
in mind it would be expected that, within the current study, significant differences would be found
between Zoos and Wildlife Parks due to the different rater-macaque relationships. One way in which
this could happen is that generally zoo keepers come into much closer contact with their animals on
a day to day basis than keepers at safari parks, and therefore human-animal interactions on which to
form opinions about an animal’s response to humans occur more frequently. This is supported by
the fact that while two keepers filled out the personality questionnaires for the Woburn animals,
one of the keepers felt they could not fill out the HA-traits due to lack of human-animal interactions.
A second explanation for differences in HA-Sociability scores between zoos could be individual
animals’ previous experience of humans which influences the group differences. Animals at
Nuremberg Zoo were rated significantly higher on the HA-Sociability dimension than animals at
Edinburgh Zoo, Folly Farm Zoo and Wingham Wildlife Park. The common factor between the latter
three zoos is that their M. sylvanus groups included individuals that had been rescued from the pet
trade or other environments. At Folly Farm Zoo and Wingham Wildlife Park the groups consisted
entirely of such individuals. Therefore their life history experience may have affected their
relationship with human-caregivers. There were too few animals to analyse the impact of individual
background i.e. pet trade or zoo-born on personality, but this would be an interesting further study
topic. The importance of the Human-animal Relationship (HAR) has been identified in domestic and
production animal environments, and has recently received attention from a zoo-animal
management perspective (Claxton, 2011). The findings in this study indicate that the HAR seems to
be an important consideration for M. sylvanus management especially if groups contain animals
with varied backgrounds, but further research on specific HAR and/or husbandry variables would be
needed to explore this further. It has been demonstrated in animal production environments that a
positive HAR can still develop even if animals have experienced negative HARs in the past (Claxton,
2011; Hemsworth, Coleman and Barnett, 1994). An interesting extension to this study would
therefore be to re-survey the personality of individuals in the future to see if the more structured
management within zoo situations mitigates the low HA-Sociability scores found in animals that
originated from the pet trade.
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Juveniles scored higher that both adult age classes on the Sociability dimension. This corresponds to
the finding in Chapter 4 that as animals get older they score lower on the Sociability dimension.
Interestingly Juveniles scored lower on the HA-Sociability dimension than young-adults; this
indicates that while juveniles may be more Sociable with their conspecifics they are less inclined to
behave positively towards human-caregivers. This may be a natural fear response in younger animals
which exists until a bond is established with human care-givers. There was a significant interaction
between Zoo and Age class on the HA-sociability scores as some Zoos deviated from this general
relationship; juveniles at Edinburgh and Folly Farm scored higher on this dimension than both adult
age classes. As this dimension refers to the way animals interact with human-caregivers it is
expected that it will interact with Zoo environment due to the different HARs that may develop at
different zoos (see above). There was also a significant interaction between Age class and zoo on
the Emotionality scores but the nature of this relationship is not clear as the Emotionality scores
were so varied across both Zoo and Age class.
7.5.1.3. S. sciureus
There were significant differences in mean Sociability and Dominance scores between Zoo groups.
However post-hoc tests revealed significant pairwise differences only in the Sociability scores.
Overall the animals at Cotswold Wildlife Park and Dudley Zoo were scored significantly lower on the
Sociability dimensions than those at Edinburgh, Woburn or Colchester. The most obvious difference
within these groups is the number of animals held at each zoo: Cotswold Wildlife Park and Dudley
zoo had group sizes of 5 and 7 respectively while Edinburgh, Woburn and Colchester had group sizes
of 11, 20 and 27 respectively (n.b. Colchester Zoo only filled out questionnaires for 5 animals due to
identification problems but the total group size was 27 animals). It is to be expected that individuals
held in larger groups would have more opportunities for social interactions and thus be rated more
highly on the Sociability dimension.
GLMMs revealed that, of the Zoo environment variables, there was a significant main positive effect
of mean rater experience on Sociability scores. There are three potential explanations for this result.
The first is that as human caregivers become more familiar with their animals they perceive them as
being more Sociable. However validity analysis in Chapter 3 suggests that animals’ Sociability score
has significant relationships with observable behaviour so it seems that raters are basing their
judgments on real behaviour rather than their own perceptions of the animals. The second
explanation is that as animals are more familiar with their human care-givers they become more
Sociable. The mechanism for this relationship is perhaps at first unclear, however there are
numerous studies from the agriculture industry that positive human-animal relationships are
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paramount for enhancing animal welfare (Claxton, 2011), and the influence of human-animal
relationships on zoo animal welfare has also received attention in recent years (e.g. Hosey, 2008;
Claxton 2011). If keeper familiarity contributes to a positive human-animal relationship we would
expect to see positive welfare indicators such as positive social interactions within the group. Linked
to this is the third potential reason for this relationship, keeper behaviour. As keepers gain
experience of working with a particular group of animals they will learn to adapt their behaviour or
management style and this then feeds into the HAR feedback loop (Hosey, 2008) maintaining a
positive HAR.
The Sex and Age effects found mirrored those found in Chapter 5. Juveniles are rated significantly
higher on the Sociability dimension and significantly lower on the Cautiousness dimension than
adults. There were interactions between Zoo and Age class, as some zoo groups deviated from this
pattern, juveniles at Cotswold’s wildlife Park and Dudley zoo were rated as less Sociable than the
adults and juveniles at Colchester and Dudley were rated higher on the Cautiousness dimension than
the adults at these groups. There was also an interaction between Zoo and Sex on Cautiousness
scores. At all the zoos (apart from Cotswold Wildlife Park) Males rated higher than Females on
Cautiousness but this difference was most pronounced at Dudley Zoo. It is difficult to suggest
possible reasons for these interactions without further analyses, however as Dudley Zoo appears to
be consistently differing from other groups there may be a particular management scenario at this
zoo that is leading to significant differences Age and Sex effects on personality.
The MANOVA analysis revealed interactions between Zoo x Age and Zoo x Sex on the Cautiousness
scores (see above), but the GLMM analysis also revealed a significant main effect of one of the zoo
variables on Cautiousness scores: larger groups had lower mean Cautiousness scores than smaller
groups. It has been established in many group living mammals that there is a negative relationship
between group size and vigilance behaviour and this may explain why many species will forage in
groups (Elgar, 2008). If a similar relationship happens in captive populations we would also expect
group size to have an impact on behaviours such as vigilance and fear. The fact that smaller groups
had higher Cautiousness scores lends some support to the hypothesis that this personality
dimension may be important from an anti-predator perspective (Chapter 5, section 5.4.2.3).
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7.5.2. Personality and utilisation of M. nigra studbook data
7.5.2.1. Personality and breeding success
None of the breeding related variables that were extracted from the M. nigra studbook could be
predicted using individuals’ scores on any of the personality dimensions. To date there have been no
other studies of personality and breeding success in primate species either in zoo or laboratory
research. Therefore these findings must be compared to studies on non-primate species. Both
Carlstead et al. (1999a & b) and Wielebnowski’s (1999) work on D. bicornis and Cheetah A. jubatus
respectively have demonstrated the usefulness of using personality ratings to promote breeding
success. However both these species are notoriously difficult to breed in captivity (Carlstead et al.,
1999a; Smith & Read, 1992; Lindburg, Durrant, Millard and Oosterhuis, 1993; Wielebnowski &
Brown, 1998), perhaps due to their sensitivities to life in a captive environment. It has been
demonstrated previously that captive M. nigra appear to be fairly robust to differences in Zoo
environment in terms of their behaviour as captive M. nigra exhibit similar activity budgets to their
wild counterparts (Melfi and Feistner 2002). Perhaps M. nigra may not be as affected by life in
captivity as D. bicornis or A. jubatus. The fact that personality differences are unlikely to affect
breeding success is an encouraging finding for the ESP for this species, as there are already many
variables to consider when making management and breeding recommendations and the initial
results from this study suggest that personality may not be an important factor for the management
of the species.
Of the three potential variables that could impact on the breeding success of breeding partnerships,
female identity, male identity and Zoo environment, males were found to have a significant impact
on breeding success. There are a number of possible explanations for this result. Firstly there may be
important physiological differences between males that will impact on their breeding success, such
as testosterone levels and sperm quality. Secondly, there may be behavioural differences in males
which make them either more attractive to females or more able to monopolise females. There may
also be personality differences which act on physiology and/or behaviour and influence a male’s
breeding success. Unfortunately of the 21 males included in the breeding partnership success
analysis only five were included in the personality study so this could not be explored further.
Studying the potential variables that impact on breeding success, including personality, will be an
important area of further research. This could be especially important in captive situations where
breeding scenarios are manipulated by zoo management. Recent ecological theories have suggested
that certain personality types such as ‘bold’ animals will have a greater breeding success but may
have decreased survival, while their ‘shy’ counterparts may have a reduced breeding success but
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better survivorship so will breed over a longer lifespan. In that case in the end the breeding success
of the two personality types will be similar and both personality types will be maintained within the
population (Chapter 1, section 1.2). In captive situations an animal’s breeding life is constrained by
management decisions i.e. once an animal is over-represented in the genetic population it may be
stopped from breeding using chemical/physical methods or it may be culled. Therefore we may
inadvertently be selecting for certain personality types in captive situations. However the way M.
nigra is managed in captivity is relativley similar to wild, i.e. resident males will only have a finite
period as a breeding male anyway.
There are obviously confounds that need to be considered when using studbook data. Firstly the
sample sizes that were available for the studbook analysis were relatively small especially for the
male analysis (N=8). However it is unlikely that increasing the sample size would result in significant
results as none of the regression analyses were approaching significance and the R2 values were all
relatively small indicating weak relationships. Secondly paternity of offspring cannot be completely
certain unless there is only one adult male within the group. Females can also have periods where
they receive contraception to halt breeding for a period of time, which may not be recorded in the
studbook, and this could falsely reduce the female’s overall breeding success. While these are
important considerations, in the current study thorough research of the studbook and discussion of
findings with the studbook keeper ensured that the data were as accurate as they possibly could be.
7.5.2.2. Heritability of personality
In the current study it appears that the only dimension that appears to be substantially heritable is
the Sociability dimension. 60% of the variance in offspring Sociability could be attributed to their
mother’s Sociability score. This result was not statistically significant because of the relatively small
sample size, and large standard error. Most heritability studies use sample sizes >100 and the
sample size in the current study included only 33 animals in total and only 9 mother/offspring data
sets. The magnitude of h2 for Sociability has similarities to previous research: in humans heritability
estimates for personality dimensions range from 30 – 60% (Bouchard and Loehlin, 2001), Weiss et
al., (2000 and 2002) found significant h2 estimates ranging from 63% to 66% for a chimpanzee
Dominance dimension and Fairbanks et al., established that an aggression component of Social
impulsivity had an h2 of 61%. While there has been no study looking directly at the heritability of
macaque species personality dimensions, Williamson et al., (2003) demonstrated that behavioural
responses to experimental tests designed to elicit fearful-anxious reactions, such as latency to leave
mother and latency to approach novel food, in, were significantly heritable in M. mulatta.
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There are obviously other factors that need to be taken into account when interpreting the
heritability estimates in the current study. Firstly many of the animals included in the analysis were
housed in the same zoo, so any similarities in their personality could be due to shared zoo effects. A
MANOVA, however, indicated that there were no significant effects of Zoo on the personality of the
33 animals included in the analysis. The other main issue is the effect of the maternal environment.
Only mother-offspring regressions could be carried out due to a lack of paternity data. Sociability of
an individual could be the result of mothering style or behaviour, for example it is known that
macaque species exhibit intergenerational transmission of rearing style through experience (Thierry,
2007). Further data analysis using techniques such as the ‘animal model’ (Wilson et al., 2010) using a
larger data set would be needed to partition out the effects of variables such as maternal
environment. Heritability of personality dimensions are also subject to the general limitations of
heritability estimates, namely that they are population and time dependant i.e. heritability estimates
obtained in the current study are limited to the study population and cannot be generalised to other
populations/individuals.

7.5.4. Personality and enrichment use
There was a significant difference in interaction time with each enrichment device (ED) indicating
that animals use each ED differently. There was not, however, a detectable effect of either the
repetition of the ED presentation or personality scores on the interaction time. There were no
significant correlations between M. nigra personality scores and any of the other measures of
response to enrichment.
While correlations were not significant at the p<0.003 level, probably due to the small sample size
(N=9), the directions of the larger correlations showed similar patterns across all enrichments.
Animals rated highly on both the Dominance and Sociability dimensions had shorter latencies to
approach the enrichments and spent more time interacting with the enrichment items, while the
reverse was true of animals rated highly on the Emotionality dimension. While patterns of
enrichment use seem similar between high Dominance and high Sociable animals, informal
observations during the course of the study suggest that the enrichments are being used in different
ways. The animals rated highly on the Dominance dimension approached the enrichments more
quickly than animals rated lower on this dimension, but once they had finished either feeding from
the device or initially investigating it, they lost interest in the device quickly. Animals rated highly on
the Sociability dimension also approached the devices more quickly than animals rated lower on this
dimension, but their interest was maintained even when food was no longer present or, in the case
of the sensory and manipulation enrichments, had never been present. It seems that the feeding
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aspect of the enrichment is important to Dominant animals while the ‘object play’ aspect of the
enrichment is important for Sociable animals. The Dominant animals also displaced other animals
more often at the complex feeder; this could indicate that this is a favoured device for them and
they were more inclined to be aggressive towards other animals using the device, or that other
animals were not as motivated to use it and thus were more easily displaced. The complex feeder
provides more of a cognitive challenge than the other devices used in this study and this can be an
important component of enrichment devices (Meehan and Mench, 2007). Results from this study
potentially indicate that high Dominant animals may prefer to use more complex devices, but
further study using different M. nigra groups and EDs which differ in complexity would be needed to
test this further
The negative relationships between scores on the Emotionality dimension and positive responses to
enrichment (frequency of interactions, latency to approach, percentage of time interacting)
indicates that highly Emotional animals may not respond to EDs in the same way as their less
Emotional counterparts. This could result from a lack of interest in the enrichment items themselves
due to their personality, i.e. Highly Emotional animals are not interested in EDs, or it could be as a
result of interaction between the animals’ personality and how they function in the social group. For
example there is a negative correlation between frequency of displacements at the simple feeder
and Emotionality which is perhaps unexpected. However chapter 3 demonstrated that animals rated
as highly Emotional were rated highly on traits associated with negative reactivity towards conspecifics (such as aggressive and jealous). Therefore when highly Emotional animals gain access to
their preferred EDs other animals may not try and displace them for fear of receiving overt
aggression.
As these results were not significant there can be no firm conclusion drawn regarding the impact of
personality on individuals’ ED use. Were the study to be conducted on a larger sample it could be
possible to eiher reject or confirm the larger correlations found in this study. If the correlations are
confirmed then it can be suggested that knowledge of an animal’s personality may be a useful tool
for predicting it’s initial response to enrichment items. If the potential correlations are rejected it
could be suggested that personality is not an important factor when developing EE programmes, so
we should instead take into account other variables. The current study has, however, only looked at
initial response to EDs. The next step would be to see how personality affects enrichment efficacy.
Most enrichment devices are goal orientated so their efficacy can be evaluated by seeing if they
achieve their goal, for example a measure of a successful feeding device may be an increase in
foraging time. Personality may affect the efficacy of enrichment devices and thus how much an
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individual animal will actually benefit from a device, a concept which is actually more important than
simply using the devices. In the current study behavioural data were collected on non-enrichment
days in order to measure the efficacy of each device and this will be an area of future research.

7.6. Conclusions
The purpose of this chapter was to establish whether knowledge of individuals’ personalities could
potentially be used in the management of the three study species in captivity. Firstly it has been
established that, for all three species, there are significant effects of zoo on mean personality
ratings. These differences may be attributed to the zoos’ abiotic, housing and husbandry factors or
to differences in the rater-animal relationships at each zoo which affects rater perception of animal’s
personalities. These initial findings could be important for the management of the study species as
they provide a starting point for evaluating which zoo variables have significant relationships with
personality.
Secondly it was found that M. nigra breeding variables could not be predicted by their personality
scores. It can be concluded therefore that personality considerations are not as important as other
factors in the management of this species. This contrasts with previous studies of personality and
breeding success in other non-primate zoo housed species but is an encouraging finding for the EEP
for the species.
Thirdly individual M. nigra personality scores did not affect their use of different enrichment items.
So it can be concluded that, for this particular group of animals, personality is not an important
consideration for enrichment programmes. Future research is needed using a larger data set and to
evaluate if personality can be useful for assessing the efficacy of enrichment devices.
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Chapter 8. Final discussion
The overall aim of this thesis has been to investigate the construct of personality in three species of
captive non-human primate, Macaca nigra, Macaca sylvanus and Saimiri sciureus. The purpose of
this final chapter is to bring these results together to compare personality structure across the three
species. I will start with an evaluation of the methods used in this study across the species, focusing
mainly on reliability and validity. Secondly I will compare the personality structure across the three
species and put the results into context with published literature on primate personality. Thirdly I
will examine the results of Chapter 7 in order to make recommendations about how personality
assessments can be used in captive management.

8.1. Evaluation of the methods used
8.1.1. Reliability of personality assessments
The reliability of personality assessments is one of the first issues that should be addressed in all
personality research. As Gosling (2001) states “reliability is the first psychometric requirement that
must be met by any assessment instrument”. Within the individual experimental chapters in this
thesis I have evaluated the results of reliability analysis in comparison to other primate personality
studies. All three species’ personality ratings had good overall mean reliabilities which were
comparable with those found in other primate personality research (Chapter 3, section 3.4.1;
Chapter 4, section 4.4.1; Chapter 5, section 5.4.1; Freeman and Gosling, 2010). However it is
important to examine potential factors influencing reliability estimates in order to inform future
research.
8.1.1.1. Factors affecting reliability in the current study
In order to explore potential factors affecting reliability in the current study a Generalised Liner
Mixed Model (GLMM) was conducted to see whether the variables, species (M. nigra, M. sylvanus,
or S. sciureus), total number of raters, mean experience working with the study group, mean age of
study group animals, male:female sex ratio, and total group size had an effect on either withinsubject intra-class correlations or across-subject intra-class correlations (Chapter 2). Within-subject
reliability estimates give an indication of observers ratings of the same animal e.g. how well
observers agree that animal X is more bold than shy, while across-subject reliability estimates give
an indication of the reliability of observers’ ratings of individual traits across all animals, e.g. how
well observers agree that animal X is bolder than animal Z (Gosling, 2001). The full data set for each
analysis are given in Table 8.1.
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Results from this analysis indicated that none of the variables significantly affected within-subject
reliability estimates, while the mean experience of raters within an institution had a significant
positive effect on across-subject reliability (X2 = 41.07, df = 1, p<0.001), indicating that the more
experience raters had working with the study group the more reliable they were at rating the
personality traits.
Within each species the effects of age and sex on the within-subject ICC[3, 1] was analysed using a
Spearmans rank correlation and Mann-Whitney U test respectively. For M. nigra there was no
significant difference between male and female ICC scores (Males median = 0.82, female median =
0.79, U(12, 26) = 151.5, Z = -0.69, p>0.50). There was also no significant correlation between age and
ICC value (r=-0.05, p>0.50). For M. sylvanus Male ICC scores were significantly higher than females
(Male median = 0.54, female median = 0.43, U(18, 20) = 108.5, Z = -2.47, p<0.01) but there was no
significant correlation between age and ICC value (r=-0.29, p>0.05). For S. sciureus male ICC scores
were significantly higher than females (Male median = 0.56, female median = 0.47, U(12, 26) =
190.00, Z = -3.04, p<0.05), and there was a significant negative correlation between age and ICC
value, indicating that the reliability of raters got worse as animals got older (r=-0.28, p<0.05).

Table 8.1. Data set used for GLMM analysis of factors affecting reliability (ICC[3,1])

Specs
M. nigra

M. sylvanus

S. sciureus

Zoo
Paignton
Newquay
Dudley
Antwerp
Warsaw
Chester
Marwell
Wroclaw
Edinburgh
Folly Farm
Woburn
Edinburgh
Cotswolds
Lakeland
Dudley
Novosbrisk
Colchester

Number
of raters
4
3
2
2
2
2
4
2
3
3
3
3
2
3
2
2
2

Mean
experience
with study
group (yrs)
47.00
52.16
47.00
54.50
108.00
252.00
85.50
36.00
42.00
27.33
32.50

Mean
animal age
7.60
7.70
13.08
11.54
11.99
12.63
10.66
10.83
6.50
7.88
6.35

Male:female
ratio
1.16
0.66
0.00
0.33
1.00
0.82
0.25
0.50
0.33
0.40
1.85

Total group
size
12
6
2
4
4
31
5
5
12
13
20

22.7
24.0
68.00
54.0
78.00
36.0

5.9
9.9
12.79
5.0
5.00
7.2

0.57
0.25
1
1.33
1
0.66

11
5
2
7
2
5

Mean
Within
subject
ICC[3, 1]
0.72
0.76
0.96
0.80
0.49
0.95
0.79
0.71
0.40
0.57
0.46
0.36
0.40
0.56
0.61
0.93
0.68

Mean
across
subject
ICC[3,1]
0.53
0.42
0.31
0.45
0.86
0.55
0.31
0.53
0.28
0.29
0.28
0.46
0.36
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While the GLMM did not reveal any significant difference in ICC[3,1] values across the three species
there is some evidence to suggest that raters may be more reliable at rating Macaca species
compared to S. sciureus, as the number of traits that reached the ICC[3, k] >0.50 criterion, and were
therefore used for further analysis, was different between the three species; M. nigra = 24 (Chapter
3, section 3.3.1), M. sylvanus = 25 (Chapter 4, section 4.3.1), and S. sciureus = 18 (Chapter 5, section
5.3.1). The fact that reliability of ratings of S. sciureus individuals was significantly affected by both
the age and sex of the animals also indicates that observers may have more difficulty in rating, at
least some sub-sets of the, S. sciureus population compared to the two Macaca species.
I will now discuss four main factors that need to be considered when assessing the reliability of
observer ratings, i) species differences, ii) situational effects, iii) individual state effects, and iv)
questionnaire design.
8.1.1.2. Species differences
One of the main parameters that Gosling (2001) identifies as an issue when considering the
reliability of trait ratings is that some species may be more easily judged than others. While it is
generally assumed that different species will exhibit different behavioural repertoires and will
therefore be easier to judge on certain traits than others, there is little empirical evidence to
demonstrate that this is the case. Carlstead et al., (2000) found that inter-observer reliability using
the Methods of Behavioural Assessment (MBA) differed between species, black rhino (Diceros
Bicornis) and cheetah (Acinonyx jubatus) ratings achieved higher agreement than those of the
maned wolf (Chrysocyon brachyurus) and great hornbill (Buceros bicornis). In contrast Martau et
al.,’s (1985) study of the Emotions Profile Index (EPI) in Papio hamadryas, Macaca fuscata, Saimiri
sciureus and S. boliviensis found that inter-rater reliability of the ratings of the eight dimensions of
the EPI were similar across species (mean correlation coefficients of 0.64, 0.70, 0.76 and 0.72
respectively), although it should be noted that the sample sizes in this study were limited (n = 6, 14,
5, 8 respectively). Gosling (2001) suggests that humans may have more difficulty in rating animals
that have limited behavioural repertoires or those which are more divergent from humans, e.g.
humans may find it easier to rate a trait such as ‘fear’ in primate species than reptiles, although both
would experience ‘fear’. Meagher’s (2009) review of the use of observer ratings for animal welfare
research also highlights the importance of species communication; if species rely heavily on
communication that is difficult for human observers to recognise or interpret, such as vocalisations
or scent, subtle social behaviours may be missed, leading to unreliable human observations.
Perhaps the most important differences in species behaviour which can affect personality ratings are
differences in social behaviour. The three species in the current study are similar in their overall
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social structure as they all live in large multi-male, multi-female groups. However there are
differences in their social behaviour that could lead to observers being able to accurately rate their
personalities. Macaque social behaviour is exhibited through behaviours such as grooming, body
postures, facial expressions, aggressive threats and physical aggression and vocalisations (Thierry et
al., 2000a). In Saimiri species these behaviours are also exhibited but can be more discreet or cryptic
and a large proportion of their social communication is achieved through vocalisations and scent
marking (e.g. Boinski and Mitchell, 1997; Candland, Blumer and Mumford, 1980; Joseph and Wilson,
1997; Laska and Hudson, 1995). The different species behaviour or social differences could affect the
ability of human observers to rate them accurately on certain personality traits.
8.1.1.3. Situation effects
There are many different situational variables in captive environments that may affect the reliability
of observer ratings. King et al.’s (2005) study of Pan troglodytes personality at an African Sanctuary
and in nine zoos within the United States and Australia, found that the inter-observer reliability of
individual raters (ICC[3,1]) was considerably lower at the sanctuary (mean = 0.30) compared to the
zoos (mean = 0.57). The authors provide two possible explanations for this: firstly the sanctuary
raters had to provide ratings for a mean of 16 chimpanzees, while zoo raters provided ratings for a
mean of 7.8 chimpanzees. Secondly the Sanctuary raters had a mean of 6.9 months working with
their chimpanzees, compared to a mean of 6.5 years experience of the zoo raters. In the Carlstead et
al. (2000) study mentioned earlier the authors suggest that the differences in reliability ratings,
while being affected by species behavioural repertoires, could also be affected by different
management styles employed for each species, and in particular the amount of time that keepers
spent with the animals, which could also vary between zoos.
These examples demonstrate the potential impact of the zoo situations that the animals are held in,
i.e. the types of management, and experience of staff on observer ratings. Of the situational
variables that were able to be analysed in the current study only one, mean experience of raters,
had a significant effect on reliability estimates (Section 8.1.1.1). It is probably to be expected that
this particular variable would have a significant relationship with reliability as the more time a
person has spent working with a particular species the greater repertoire of behaviours they are
likely to observe and thus the more accurate their judgments of animals may be. This supports
similar findings from the domestic animal literature, for example Diesel, Brodbelt and Pfeiffer (2008)
found that when assessing dog behaviour via video observations inter-rater reliability was
significantly greater between staff members that had more than 8 years of experience working in
the industry. In order to explore the effect of rater experience in the current study further, individual
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experience and intra-rater reliability (i.e. retest reliability) could be evaluated. The range of
situational variables that were evaluated in the study could also be expanded as there are many
other variables such as human-animal relationships (HARs) (Hosey, 2008), enclosure features
(Carlstead et al., 1999a and b) and rearing environment (e.g. Martin, 2005) that can affect
personality of animals. This would be a substantial undertaking beyond the scope of the current
thesis but could be an area for future research.
8.1.1.4. Individuals’ state and life history
Individual state and life history characteristics may also impact on the reliability of personality
scores. Martin’s (2005) study of P. troglodytes personality showed that mother-reared individuals
were easier to rate accurately on personality traits than individuals who had been separated from
their mothers as infants. In the current study it was found that both age and sex could impact on
rater reliability but this differed depending on the species. M. nigra personality assessments were
not affected by either age or sex but there were sex differences in reliability of both M. sylvanus and
S. sciureus personality ratings; in both cases raters were more reliable at rating male animals
(Section 8.1.1.1). Why observers should rate males more reliably is unclear and there has been very
little previous research in this area. One possibility is that males are more obvious in their behaviour,
e.g. threats and physical encounters may be more common in males, while females may behave in a
more subtle manner therefore making them harder than males to judge.
In S. sciureus ratings were also affected by the age of the animals with inter-rater reliability reducing
as animals got older (Section 8.1.1.1). This contrasts with previous findings that in some studies
observers feel unable to rate younger animals due to the limited behavioural repertoire of very
young animals (Gosling, 2001). We would expect that as animals get older human care-givers will
have more experience of their behaviour and therefore be more reliable at rating them. However
King et al.,‘s (2008) study of Pan troglodytes personality found that a Neuroticism factor had low
inter-rater reliabilities for both the younger (late infancy and early adolescence) and older (over 35
years of age) age classes compared to middle range age classes, indicating that there are issues of
rating individuals reliably when they are either very old or very young.
What is clear from the current study is that within-subject inter-rater reliability estimates may be
affected by animals’ age or sex, but this is not uniform across species. Raters may be more
susceptible to unreliability in rating new world species compared to other primate species, which
may come back to the point raised above that humans are less reliable when rating species which
are more divergent from humans. The only way to explore this relationship further is to establish if
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these factors are an issue in other primate personality research; thus one recommendation from the
current study is that authors report more widely any age/sex differences in inter-observer reliability.
8.1.1.5. Questionnaire design
In order to establish a questionnaire for the current study an eclectic approach was adopted (Uher
and Assendorpf, 2008). The starting point for this was to design a questionnaire to rate macaque
personality using the trait adjective list used by Stevenson-Hinde et al. (1980). Traits were added to
this list based on discussion with experts in primate behaviour and zoo keepers working with animals
on a day to day basis; traits such as allogroom were also added based on the species behavioural
repertoire as referenced in previous literature. Behavioural definitions for all traits were established,
making appropriate changes for the different species-typical behaviour where needed (See Chapter
2). One of the main aims of the research was to see if this rating instrument could be generalised to
a non-macaque species, S. sciureus.
For the most part the rating instrument did provide meaningful results, in terms of personality
structure, across the three species. However the fact that S. sciureus ratings, on average, achieved
lower reliability estimates could be due to the design of the questionnaire and in particular the fact
that it was based on a questionnaire for a macaque species (M. mulatta; Stevenson-Hinde et al.,
1980). Perhaps if a personality questionnaire for Saimiri species was used as a starting point and
generalised to the two macaque species we would have achieved different results in terms of
reliability and personality structure. Nevertheless the questionnaires used were tailored to each
species and behavioural definitions included traits that were species-specific, it is believed that the
rating instruments were therefore relevant to all three species. In order to compare the reliability of
ratings across the species further, different approaches to assessing personality could be explored,
for example using a bottom-up approach (Uher 2008). This approach identifies personality variation
by starting from naturally evolved systems that are inherent to the species and are observable, such
as the species natural behavioural repertoire (Uher, 2008).
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Table 8.2. Mean reliability estimates (ICC[3, k])across all zoos for the three
study species
Mean ICC[3,k] scores across Zoos
Personality Trait

M. nigra (n=6)

M. sylvanus (n=3)

S. sciureus (n=4)

Active*

0.82

0.78

0.57

Affiliative*

0.62

0.71

0.65

Aggressive*

0.83

0.68

0.76

Alert

0.48

0.63

0.44

Allogroom

0.38

0.59

-0.02

Assertive*

0.92

0.56

0.69

Calm

-0.07

0.32

0.18

Cautious

-0.89

0.52

0.69

Curious

0.69

0.38

0.80

Dominant*

0.92

0.87

0.81

Eccentric

0.72

0.62

0.22

Effective*

0.55

0.51

0.59

Excitable

0.04

0.48

0.63

Fearful

0.70

0.42

0.51

Flexible*

0.67

0.62

0.55

Friendly

0.34

0.68

0.05

Imaginative

0.56

0.63

0.05

Inquisitive*

0.87

0.78

0.76

Intelligent

0.39

0.62

0.30

Irritable

0.50

0.67

0.10

Jealous*

0.75

0.69

0.71

Lazy

0.84

0.36

0.24

Obstinate

0.14

0.09

-0.04

Opportunistic

0.85

0.40

-0.03

Persistant

0.68

0.49

-0.58

Playful*

0.89

0.92

0.68

Scapegoating

-0.38

0.51

0.12

Relaxed

0.44

-0.66

-0.18

Shy

0.82

0.37

0.65

Solitary

0.57

0.58

0.30

Subordinate*

0.87

0.73

0.73

Tense

0.75

0.24

0.50

HA-Sociable*

0.64

0.80

0.67

HA-Cautious

0.48

0.76

0.44

HA-Cooperative
HA-Nervous
HA-Aggressive

0.19

0.66

0.30

-0.02

0.62

0.43

0.56

-0.01

0.28

HA-Oblivious
0.49
0.19
0.17
Note: Bold values indicate that the ICC[3, k] >0.50. * Trait ratings achieved mean
ICC[3,k]>0.50 across all three species.
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8.1.2. Construct validity of personality ratings
One of the main aims of this thesis was to evaluate the construct validity of the personality
assessments, i.e. their ability to predict real world outcomes, namely individual behaviour. In each
experimental chapter (Chapters, 3, 4, & 5) the construct validity of the personality ratings has been
demonstrated. However as with inter-observer reliability the pattern of relationships was not
identical across species.
8.1.2.1. The use of behavioural data
All three species’ personality ratings showed convergent validity in that individuals’ scores on at
least one personality dimensions correlated with scores on appropriate behavioural dimensions.
In all three species the Sociability dimension appeared to have the most significant relationships
with behaviour. In the M. nigra study Sociability had significant negative relationships with the Social
Appeasement and Withdrawn behaviour dimensions and a positive relationship with the Dominance
behaviour dimension (Chapter 3, sections 3.3.4.1 and 3.3.4.2); in the M. sylvanus study Sociability
had a significant positive main effect with the Exploratory behaviour dimension (Chapter 4, section
4.3.4.1) and in the S. sciureus study Sociability had a significant positive relationship with the Social
behaviour dimension (Chapter 5, section 5.3.4.2). This finding supports Capitanio et al.’s series of
studies which identify Sociability as one of the most important dimensions of M. mulatta personality
in terms of predicting behaviour and health related variables (see Capitanio 2011 for a review).
While it could be suggested that overall the construct validity of the personality assessments was
good, relationships between personality dimensions did vary to some extent as a function of the
contextual variables (Zoo, Age and Sex) in the two macaque species (the analysis could not be
completed on interactions with contextual variables in S. sciureus due to the small sample size).
Certain personality dimensions are known to vary with Age and Sex, for example in M. nigra males
score higher on the Sociability dimension than females and there is a negative correlation between
age and Sociability dimension scores (Chapter 3, section 3.3.3), so we should expect different
relationships with behaviour to occur as a function of these contextual variables. These interactions
should be taken into account when considering validity analysis. The fact that there were also
significant zoo effects supports Uher et al.,’s (2008) suggestion that the importance of trait-relevant
situations needs to be taken into account.
There were some personality dimensions that did not appear to have good construct validity, e.g.
Emotionality in the two macaque species (Chapter 3, section 3.4.3; Chapter 4, section 4.4.3), HASociability in M. sylvanus (Chapter 4, section 4.4.3) and Cautiousness in S. sciureus (Chapter 5,
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section 5.4.3.5). This does not necessarily mean the dimensions are not valid but it does mean that
in the current study there were not appropriate behavioural measures to validate them. For example
HA-Sociability refers to the interactions with keepers, and these behaviours happened rarely during
the behavioural data collection phase and were therefore not included in the analysis. Perhaps a
better validation technique for the HA-Sociability would be to collect behavioural data during a
routine husbandry event such as a training session or during a veterinary procedure. Validation of
the S. sciureus Cautiousness dimension may be better achieved through recording vocalisations, as
this is an important behaviour when communicating threats to the rest of the group (e.g. Boinski and
Mitchell, 1997). Stevenson-Hinde et al., (1980) also argue that their low cross-situational
consistencies in data were down to a lack of appropriate behavioural measures rather than a
characteristic of the individuals.
M. nigra personality ratings achieved better validity results than the other two species in the current
study, in terms of the number of significant main relationships between personality dimension
scores and behaviour dimension scores (M. nigra six main relationships, Chapter 3, Table 3.6; M.
sylvanus one main relationship, Chapter 4, Table 4.6; S. sciureus two main relationships, Chapter 5,
Table 5.6). This finding is difficult to put into context as, to date, no study of primate personality has
investigated construct validity using a comparative framework. However results from validity
analyses in general vary greatly between animal personality studies (Gosling 2001).
While the validity of personality dimensions is an important consideration in animal personality
research, lack of correlations with behavioural measures should not automatically be cause for
concern as “adjective ratings [compared to behaviour measures and behaviour ratings] refer to a
broader bandwith of less specified and more heterogeneous behaviours and situations which
represent more diverse trait aspects” (Uher and Asendorpf, 2008, p. 833).
One of the main conclusions from the behavioural validity analysis is that species specific behaviour
needs to be taken into account. Also in many cases the behavioural data that is to be collected is
decided a priori before any personality data is obtained. In an exploratory analysis this may not be
the best course of action, as if we do not know what dimensions may result from the exploratory
analysis, how do we know what behavioural data to collect for validation purposes? Obviously there
are some broad state behaviours that will be universal to all behavioural data collection, but it may
be that the more species-specific behaviours are more important for validation of personality
assessments.
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8.1.2.2. The use of novel object tests
The outcome of using a novel object test as a validation technique for the personality assessments
was not consistent across all species. Within the M. nigra study there were no significant
relationships between personality and behavioural measures recorded during the novel object tests
(Chapter 3, section 3.3.4.4). In the M. sylvanus study there were significant relationships between
Sociability and Latency to touch the novel object (LTNO) and Frequency of touches of the novel
object (FTNO) (Chapter 4, section 4.3.4.4). In the S. sciureus study there was a significant relationship
between Sociability and Latency to approach the novel object and (LANO), and, when an outlier
animal was removed, between Dominance and LANO (Chapter 5, section 5.3.4.4).
Novelty tests have been widely used to directly assess personality traits such as boldness in animal
personality research, for example exposing individuals to novel environments is consistently used to
assess individual differences in exploratory behaviour in bird species (e.g. Carere, drent, Privitera,
Koolhaas and Groothuis, 2005; Dingemanse et al., 2002; and Schuett and Dall, 2009). In primate
species novelty tests are less widely used to assess personality in this way. However a good example
is Fairbanks’s (2001) work studying impulsivity in vervet monkeys (Cercopithecus aethiops sabaeus)
using the Intruder Challenge Test. During this test Fairbanks exposed small groups of males (3/4
individuals) to an ‘intruder’ male (outside their enclosure in a separate individual cage) and
behavioural responses to the ‘intruder’ were recorded and converted into an ‘impulsivity’ score.
These and other studies demonstrate that novel object tests are a valid methodology for assessing
aspects of personality such as boldness; but can these methods be equally useful when validating
personality assessments using trait adjectives? Carter, Marshall, Heinsohn and Cowlishaw (2012)
have recently suggested a debate on the use of novel objects in the assessment of boldness.
Boldness has been defined in many different ways, e.g. the propensity to take risks, or the
individual’s response to risky situations (excluding reactions to novel situations or stimuli), and
tested in different ways e.g. through predator simulations or novel environments/objects. Carter et
al., (2012) suggested that as Boldness defined and measured in many different ways it is at risk of
becoming a ‘jingle fallacy’ i.e. two similarly labelled traits which actually correspond to different
constructs. In order to explore this Carter et al., (2012) studied the behaviour (threat inspection and
alarm calls) of chacma baboons (Papio ursinus) behaviour in the presence of a threat (fake puff
adder model) and in the presence of a novel object (novel food item). The authors found that i)
alarm calls were repeatable across the two conditions (threat and novel object) but inspection times
were not; ii) boldness and latency to approach the item were repeatable in the novel food condition
but not the threat condition; iii) a longer inspection time was also accompanied by a greater
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intensity alarm response; and iv) there was no significant relationship between boldness during
snake presentation and boldness in response to novel food. The authors propose that based on
these results the threat assay used in their study measures anxiousness rather than boldness. With
this in mind the novel object tests in the current study actually appears to be an assay of
investigative behaviour rather than boldness. It may be that novel object tests in captive situations
are not a good test of boldness as captive animals are exposed to many different environmental
changes on a regular basis e.g. changing enclosure furnishing or addition of enrichment items, so
they may become habituated to ‘novelty’ and thus novel object tests become a measure of
exploration or investigative personality.
The lack of significant relationships between personality and behaviour duing the novel object tetsts
in the M. nigra study may be due to the limited behavioural data collected during the novel object
tests; only latency to approach and frequency of interactions with the object were recorded. In some
novel object tests used for validation purposes the methodology has required the animals be
exposed to the novel object while they are separated from their social group (Carlstead et al., 1999
& 2000). While this offers the best methodology in terms of recording detailed behaviour, as there is
only one focal animal to concentrate on, I believe that this does not offer a true representation of
the animals’ behavioural response, as being separated from a social group is in and of itself already a
novel situation for most zoo housed animals, and may therefore affect the animals’ natural response
to a novel object. Another limitation of separating animals for individual testing is that, although it
may be relatively easy to do in laboratory situations, it is much more difficult to do in a zoo setting
from both practical management and animal welfare perspectives. The fact that there were
significant relationships between personality dimension scores and the two novel object response
variables (latency and frequency of interactions) in the M. sylvanus and S. sciureus studies (Chapter
4 and 5) indicates that the novel object methodology used was appropriate even when exposing the
whole group. To improve the soundness of the data in the future, it may be better to expose animals
to a wider variety of novel objects and collate their overall response. For example Santillán-Doherty
et al. (2010) exposed spider monkeys (Ateles geoffroyi) and stump-tailed macaques (Macaca
arctoides) to nine novel objects to create a ‘curiosity index’. The authors found that individual scores
on a Novelty-seeking index, as assessed by a 53-item questionnaire, correlated significantly with
scores on the ‘curiosity-index’ and a ‘risk-taking’ index (behavioural response to a hazardous object),
thereby demonstrating the validity of the Novelty-seeking assessment instrument (SantillánDoherty, et al., 2010).
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8.1.3. Other methodological considerations
8.1.3.1. Implicit personality theories
Implicit personality theories (IPT) of human raters has been identified as an issue in human
personality research and as such should also be considered in animal personality research. IPT refers
to raters’ expectancies about the correlations of personality traits, i.e. people expect that talkative
individuals will also be sociable. There are numerous opposing arguments as to whether IPT distort
human personality ratings (see Borkenau 1992 for a review of the subject in human personality), and
these can also be applied to animal personality. IPT potentially impacts primate research more than
other animal studies of personality due to their close relatedness to humans, e.g. human raters may
apply IPT to apes and monkeys but not reptiles or birds. For example in the current study raters
were potentially using their own IPTs when assessing personality traits and therefore may have
expected correlations between the traits.
King and Landau (2003) identified three aspects of their research on P. troglodytes personality that
provided evidence that raters were not simply using their IPTs to assess individuals: i) good interrater reliabilities of ratings, ii) the emergence of a Dominance dimension which is not found in the
human FFM and iii) construct validity of ratings. I believe that the data collected in the present study
provide similar evidence, suggesting more than IPT was being used by raters when rating individuals.
Firstly the high inter-rater reliabilities and the inclusion of only reliable traits ensures that only the
most consistent data are used in further analysis. While the reliability of ratings is not conclusive
evidence that ratings accurately reflect the traits of the animals it is the first condition that should be
met in animal personality research (King and Landau, 2003). Secondly the emergence of personality
dimensions such as Dominance suggests that ratings are not merely artefacts of IPTs as the human
FFM does not contain a Dominance dimension. Thirdly, and perhaps most important, is the construct
validity of ratings demonstrated in the present study. The fact that personality of ratings showed
significant correlations with observable behaviour demonstrates that raters were not simply
applying their own IPTs to the animals but basing their ratings on individuals’ behaviour.
8.1.3.2. Correlations between personality dimensions
In each empirical chapter a PCA with Promax rotation was run to assess the correlations between
resulting personality components. In the two macaque studies the correlations between
components were low to moderate; M. nigra dimensions had a mean correlation of 0.28 (Chapter 3,
Table 3.3) and M. sylvanus dimensions had a mean correlation of 0.19 (Chapter 4, Table 4.3). These
values are in line with correlations found both in other studies of both non-human primate and in
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human research (Pan troglodytes M=0.14, Pongo spp M=0.18, Humans M=0.29; Weiss et al., 2011, p.
79). The S. sciureus correlations were slightly larger with a mean of 0.38, and the correlation
between the S. sciureus Dominance and Cautiousness dimensions was particularly large (-0.46)
(Chapter 5, Table 5.3). While the overall structures of the personality dimensions did not differ
substantially between the oblique and orthogonal rotations in any of the study species, it is worth
mentioning these correlations as “the existence of substantial correlations [between factors]
suggests that higher order factors may exist” (Fabrigar et al., 1999, p. 282). As there is a substantial
negative correlation between Dominance and Cautiousness in S. sciureus it could be suggested that
these dimensions represent two opposite measures of a higher order factor relating to confidence or
boldness. This would need to be examined further using another S. sciureus population to see if
similar correlations emerged.

8.2. Comparison of primate personality structure
One of the main aims of the current study was to address whether identified personality dimensions
in extant primate species (including the three study species) had evolved as a result of phylogeny or
through convergent evolution.

The methodological issues discussed above resulted in slight

differences in the traits that were reliably rated for each species, and this affected the number and
type of traits that were entered into the PCA analysis to reduce the traits into latent personality
dimensions. However based on the structure of the personality dimensions that emerged in each
species meaningful comparisons of personality structure across the three species and comparisons
with previous research can still be made.
Chapter 6 compared the personality structure, i.e. which broad dimensions had been identified
through factor analysis of individual traits, of 11 primate species, including the three species in the
current study. Qualitative comparisons of the personality structures suggest that there are certain
personality dimensions that are common to most primate species such as Sociability, Dominance,
Confidence and Emotionality (Chapter 6, section 6.4.1). Cautiousness was only found in the S.
sciureus species in the current study. Of the 11 species in the study S. sciureus has the smallest body
size and is subject to intense predation pressure in the wild, thus there may be an adaptive
advantage in possessing a Cautiousness personality dimension in terms of predator detection.
However it must be noted that in terms of similarity the cautiousness dimension in S. sciureus most
closely resembled the Fearfulness dimension in Gorilla gorilla, a species that is a polar opposite to S.
sciureus in terms of body size and predation pressure. Clearly further study of a greater range of
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primate species is needed to explore this relationship further as the majority of research has focused
on species such as the great apes and macaques which are subject to limited, if any, natural
predation.
Of the three species included in the current study evidence for a Human-animal (HA) Sociability
dimension was only found in M. sylvanus (Chapter 4, section 4.4.2.3). A HA related personality
dimension probably does exist in the other study species but due to HA-traits not being reliably
rated in the other species, and thus not included in the PCA, this dimension was not found. As
discussed in Chapter 6 (section 6.3.1), it is difficult to put the HA-Sociability dimension into context
with previous primate personality research, as there has been a very limited amount of research in
this area. However the Human Animal Relationship (HAR) in domestic, agriculture, lab and zoo
industries has been researched to a degree (Claxton, 2011). A HAR is considered to exist if a number
of repeated interactions between the same animals and humans occur, eventually allowing each
party to make predictions about the other’s behaviour (Hinde, 1976, cited in Claxton 2011). HARs
can be considered to be negative, positive or neutral and can have profound effects on animal
welfare. Due to the nature of zoo animal management there are opportunities for HARs to develop,
and this may manifest itself as an additional personality dimension in studies of primate personality.
The question is whether we should be concerned about HA related personality dimensions in
animals, whether we should assume that they are an extension of a general Sociability dimension (as
discussed in Chapter 4). The answer to this question probably depends on the focus of the study. For
example if a researcher is concerned with how environment or management style affects personality
then investigating HA related traits is probably a priority. The fact that HA-sociability appears to be
affected by zoo environment in M. Sylvanus (Chapter 7) indicates that it could be an important
dimension for evaluating the effect of management variables on personality.
Quantitative comparisons of personality structure were achieved through the application of Mantel
tests. This analysis was conducted to see if either phylogentic similarity or similarity in
socioecological variables could account for any similarities in personality structure. Results from this
analysis indicated that there was no significant effect of phylogeny while the effect of
socioecological similarity was approaching significance (Chapter 6, section 6.3.2).
The importance of socioecological variables in shaping personality in animals has been proposed on
theoretical grounds in many of the ecological models discussed in Chapter 1, and there is increasing
evidence using natural populations to support these models (e.g. Dingemanse et al., 2004). It is
difficult to test these proposed models using primate populations due to their long life spans and
reproductive development however as, in the current study, the effect of socioecolgical similarity on
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personality similarity was approaching significance this might suggest that similar selection pressures
are shaping personality structure in primate species. While similarities in overall personality
structure may be due to similarities in socioecological variables, that does not rule out a role for
phylogeny. The socioecological similarities themselves may result from convergent adaptation, or
from common ancestry (i.e. either homoplasy or homology). In Chapter 6, the attempt was made to
separate the two factors by using partial Mantel tests, but firmer conclusions will have to wait on
the availability of personality data from a wider range of species. In any case it is likely that both
effects operate to some extent. For example Thierry et al., (2000) found that while the broad social
style of macaque social behaviour was heavily influenced by phylogeny some individual
characteristics of sociality such as reproductive seasonality were influenced by environmental
conditions.
Shultz et al.,’s (2011) recent analysis of primate sociality demonstrates that social grouping patterns
show a strong phylogentic signal, and they propose a model of primate social evolution that
progresses from solitary foraging individuals directly to large multi-male multi-female groups with
pair-living and single-male harems developed from this secondary stage. They suggest that this
model fits existing data better than a socioecological hypothesis (grouping patterns are driven by
resource availability) or a model that allows linear stepwise changes in sociality (e.g. from solitary
individuals to pair living to small family groups and so on). We might expect any species that exhibits
a degree of social grouping to exhibit a Sociability-type dimension as a result of shared phylogeny,
i.e. a common primate ancestor; however each species’ individual Sociability profile may differ
depending on the degree of sociality. Indeed the fact that Sociability appears to be a common
personality dimension in most primate species lends some support to this hypothesis. As sociality
evolves, however, we would also expect species differences in Sociability to evolve and be
maintained within populations due to potential fitness benefits.
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Table 8.3.List of traits, and their respective dimension loadings, that
were rated reliably across all three study species
Trait

M. nigra

M. sylvanus

S. sciureus

Active

Soc (+)

Soc (+)

Soc (+)

Affiliative

Soc (+)

Soc (+)

Soc (+)

Emo (+)

Emo (+)

Dom (+)

Aggressive
Assertive

Dom (+)

Dom (+)

Dom (+)

Dominant

Dom (+)

Dom (+)

Dom (+)

Effective

Soc (+)

HA-Soc (+)

Dom (+)

Flexible

Dom (+)

HA-Soc (+)

Soc (+)

Soc (+)

Soc (+)

Soc (+)

Jealous

Emo (+)

Emo (+)

Dom (+)

Playful

Soc (+)

Soc (+)

Soc (+)

Subordinate

Dom (-)

Dom (-)

Dom (-)

HA-Sociable

Dom (+)

HA-Soc (+)

Soc (+)

Inquisitive

Note: Soc = Sociability, Emo = Emotionality, Dom = Dominance, Soc =
Sociability, HA-Soc = Human-animal Sociability. (+) = Positive loading, (-) =
Negative loading
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8.3. Evaluation of personality as a management tool
8.3.1. Inter-zoo variations and their implications
Significant effects of Zoo on mean personality scores were found for all three study species (Chapter
7, section 7.2.2). The effect of captive environment on personality has been investigated in other
studies with varying results, even in the same species. For example Weiss et al. (2009) compared the
personality of individuals in Zoos, Research institutes and Sanctuaries and found that animals in Zoos
rated higher on Conscientiousness than those in Sanctuary and Research institutes and that animals
in Research institutes and Zoos rated higher on Neuroticism than those in sanctuaries. The authors
suggest that these differences could be attributed to the differences in the size of social groups and
the rater-chimpanzee relationship at each setting. Other studies using the same species, however,
have found no effect of environment personality. For example King and Figueredo’s (1997) study of
P. troglodytes personality in 12 Zoos found that there were no differences in the mean ratings of 43
traits between the zoos and Weiss et al.’s (2000) study also on P. troglodytes found that shared zoo
effects were negligible for the six chimpanzee personality dimensions.
The latter two studies may not have found any differences in personality due to all their study
groups being zoo housed, i.e. we might expect environmental conditions between zoos to be more
similar than between zoos and research institutes. It might be less likely therefore to find personality
differences between zoos. Kuhar et al.’s (2006) study on zoo housed gorillas (Gorilla gorilla gorilla),
however, demonstrates that zoo environment can have an effect on personality, as animals housed
solitarily rated lower on the personality dimension Understanding than animals housed in social
groups.
Where differences have been found in personality between captive environments, two of the most
commonly cited possible explanations are the social environment, i.e. group size and demographic
composition, and the rater-animal relationship. The results obtained in the current study indicate
that both these factors could be important in the interpretation of personality differences.
Sociability scores were found to differ significantly between zoos in both M nigra and S. sciureus
(Chapter 7, section 7.2.2.1 and 7.2.2.3). Within M. nigra further analysis revealed that the mean
group age had a significant effect on mean Sociability scores. In S. sciureus it appeared from post hoc
tests that difference in group sizes could be a contributing factor as animals in large groups rate
higher on this dimension than those in smaller groups; however this hypothesis was supported by
the GLMM analysis using mean zoo group size as a predictor. The GLMM analysis did reveal a
significant effect of mean keeper experience on the Sociability scores. It is hypothesised that as
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keepers gain experience of their animals (and vice versa for the animals) positive human-animal
relationships (HAR) are fostered and reinforced (Hosey, 2008) which will enhance animal welfare
and thus natural social behaviour will be exhibited. Within M. sylvanus HA-Sociability scores were
found to differ significantly between zoos and it appears that this could be down to differences in
human-animal interactions at different institutions, namely between Zoos and Safari Parks (Chapter
7, section 7.2.2.2). The experience of the individual i.e. whether they are zoo-born or an ex-pet may
also be an important factor for an individual’s HA-Sociability.

8.3.2. Breeding Success of M. nigra
As studbook data only existed for M. nigra the effect of personality on breeding success could only
be carried out on this species. Unexpectedly perhaps, no relationship was found between M. nigra
personality and breeding success (Chapter 7, section 7.3.4.1). Zoo-based studies have found that
personality can significantly affect breeding variables in other species (Diceros bicornis, Carlstead et
al., 1999a; Acinonyx jubatus, Wielebnowski, 1999). M. nigra could therefore be considered more
robust to life in captivity compared to species which are known to be sensitive to captive
environments, as regardless of differences in personality they are still breeding successfully. This is
an important finding as European Studbooks (ESBs) are constantly trying to evaluate variables which
can affect breeding variables in order to inform management decisions. The fact that the current
study shows that personality does not appear to affect breeding success is therefore important. Of
course it is possible that with a larger sample size and effect would emerge, but given the present
results it is unlikely to be substantial.
It was found that of the three variables: male identity, female identity and zoo environment, male
identity significantly affected the success of a male/female breeding partnership (Chapter 7, section
7.3.4.1). This could be due to physiological mechanisms or behavioural differences in the males.
There could also be a personality effect, but this could not be determined as of the 21 males that
were included in this analysis, personality data was only known for five of them. Further longitudinal
analysis of all the M. nigra individuals included in the current study may give an indication of
whether personality can effect breeding success in either females or males.
Limitations with the current study mean we should interpret the results cautiously. Firstly I could
only include a subset of individuals and therefore this reduced the sample size available and it did
not represent the whole European captive population. Secondly assumptions had to be made about
the breeding status of the individuals. I assumed that if an individual was of breeding age and in the
correct social grouping that it had the opportunity to breed; the exclusion of animals based on
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management issues that could supress breeding such as castration of males was conducted through
communication with the studbook keeper, but I could not take into account any unknown
physiological or social conditions that may have suppressed individual breeding success (Chapter 7,
section 7.3.1.1). Thirdly the personality compatibility of paired animals may be an important factor
that is not captured by taking just the individual into account. For example, Schuett, Dall, and Royle
(2011) found that zebra finch (Taeniopygia guttata) pairs who had both been rated as highly
exploratory prior to pairing and highly aggressive after breeding fostered chicks that were in better
condition than pairs with other personality combinations. Carlstead et al. (1999a) also found that the
pairings of personalities was important for breeding success as the higher a female D. bicornis’
Dominance scores compared to her male partner’s the better their combined breeding success.
While I was able to calculate the breeding success of male/female breeding partnerships, personality
could not be included in the analysis due to a lack of male personality data (see above). Investigation
of the personality combinations of breeding partnerships/groups may be an important area for
further research.

8.3.3. Heritability of personality in M. nigra
Narrow-sense heritability (h2) of each personality dimension found in the M. nigra study (Sociability,
Dominance, Emotionality) was assessed through single parent (mother)-offspring regressions using
data from 9 females and mean ratings of their offspring (24 offspring in total) offspring. None of the
h2 estimates were significantly different from zero, but Sociability did show evidence of being
heritable as 60% of the variance in offspring Sociability could be attributed to their mother’s
Sociability score (Chapter 7, section 7.3.4.2). The h2 estimate for Sociability was comparable with
that of other primate personality research (e.g. Weiss et al., 2000 and 2002; Fairbanks et al., 2004).
Further investigation is needed however, with a larger data set that would enable more
sophisticated analysis such as the ‘animal model’ (Wilson et al., 2010), in order to see if this estimate
is repeatable when other variables such as environmental variation can be included in the model.
Evolutionary change results from selective variables acting on heritable traits that are related to
fitness (Falconer and Mackay, 1996). Evaluating the heritability of personality dimensions within
captive populations is, therefore, important from a management perspective as captive populations
may show rapid changes, i.e. contemporary evolution, in personality due to way they are managed
(McDougall et al., 2005). These modifications in personality can be made deliberately, however
human-induced changes are often unexpected and unplanned and as McDougall et al., (2005) state
“unconscious selection poses a large risk to conservation-orientated captive breeding programmes”
(p. 41). The M. nigra population in European zoos is managed for conservation purposes as they are
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classed as critically endangered by the IUCN (Chapter 3, section 3.1). The role of the studbook
keeper is to ensure a good level of genetic diversity by making breeding recommendations. As
Sociability appears to have a heritable component in this particular species it may be important to
consider the Sociability score of the animal when making recommendations, to ensure that breeding
recommendations are not causing contemporary evolution in this particular dimension.

8.3.4. Enrichment use
Within the current study there were no significant correlations between personality score and
enrichment use (Chapter 7, section 7.4.2). In other captive studies many different life history
variables such as age and sex have been shown to affect enrichment use, for example Swaisgood et
al., (2001) found that adult giant pandas (Ailuropoda melanoleuca) showed a significant preference
for food-related enrichment items when compared to sub-adults. The effects of life history variables
on measures of enrichment use and efficacy are generally well accepted and are therefore routinely
considered in environmental enrichment programmes. The results from the current study indicate
that individual personality ratings do not necessarily need to be afforded the same consideration
when designing enrichment programmes for M. nigra groups. However the biggest limitation for this
particular study was the small sample size (N=9). There were some observable trends in enrichment
use by different personalty types, for example animals rating highly on both the Dominance and
Sociability dimensions had shorter latencies to approach the enrichment items while the reverse was
true of animals rated highly on the Emotionality dimension, and it could be that these effects were
not statistically significant due to the small sample size. In order to make recommendations about
enrichment presentation for M. nigra, beyond the study group, replication of the methodology using
other captive groups would be required.

8.4. Recommendations and future research
There are a number of recommendations and areas of further research that can be proposed based
on the results of the current study. Firstly I believe that more research into the types of variable that
can impact on the reliability of observers’ ratings of animals is needed and methods to improve the
reliability of ratings should be investigated. Linked to this the development of a rating instrument
that is tested for reliability and validity across a range of species would be beneficial. This could
consist of a short list of core personality traits (that are established to be reliable and valid), so crossspecies comparisons can be made, and an additional list of species-specific traits if they are needed
by the researcher. A potential core traits list is given in Table 8.3, this contains a list of traits that
were reliably rated across all three species in the current study. Evidence from Chapter 6 can also be
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used to make recommendations regarding the types of dimensions that commonly occur in primate
species and thus the core traits that might be sampled to encompass these overarching dimensions.
Establishing a short primate-personality questionnaire would be particularly useful when research
zoo groups as they are more likely to be completed by zoo staff with busy work schedules.
One type of reliability that was not evaluated in the current study was retest reliability. This could
not be carried out using all the study groups due to time constraints. At two of the study Zoos
(Paignton Zoo and Newquay Zoo, UK) I have obtained personality assessments of the same animals
across three different years, so further work is planned to investigate retest reliability for these
groups first before re-surveying all of the original zoos.
The current study identified that personality differences between zoos may be an important variable
when interpreting personality dimensions. I was able to make some initial suggestions as to the
kinds of relationships that might exist between zoo variables and personality but further
investigation by collecting data on specific and measurable variables such as enclosure features and
management styles (similar to Carlstead et al., 1999a & b) would be an important further extension
of the current work.
While the current study did not find a relationship between personality and breeding success in M.
nigra there are other life history variables that could be investigated, such as longevity. These
variables can only be researched by monitoring the populations for a number of years (lifespan for
this species average 20yrs, Melfi 2011); therefore contact with the M. nigra studbook keeper will be
maintained to evaluate other life history variables further. At the beginning of the study there was
no appointed coordinator for either the M. sylvanus or S. sciureus studbooks, however as there are
now official studbook keepers for both of these species, once the appropriate data has been
collated, I would like to carry out breeding success analysis for both these species similar to that of
M. nigra (Chapter 7).

8.5. Overall conclusions
M. nigra and M. sylvanus and S. sciureus can all be reliably rated on a set of behaviourally defined
traits, although there are some species-specific differences in estimates of inter-rater reliability.
Principal Components Analysis revealed three personality dimensions in M. nigra (Dominance,
Sociability and Emotionality), four personality dimensions in M. sylvanus (Dominance, Sociability,
Emotionality and Human-Animal Sociability) and three personality dimensions in S. sciureus
(Dominance, Sociability and Cautiousness).
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Sociability and Dominance dimensions were found in all three species, and there is evidence to
suggest that these personality dimensions are common to all primate species that exhibit some sort
of social grouping. Some slight differences in personality structure in the current study species and
previous primate personality research were found, which could be due to fundamental differences in
species social behaviour. However the fact that a different rating instrument was used in the current
study should also be taken into account. It could not be established, through quantitative analysis,
whether phylogenetic similarity or similarity in socioecological variables was significantly correlated
with similarities in personality structure in primate species. However this analysis only included 11 of
the extant primate species, so to address this question more thoroughly in the future there is clearly
a need for research on a broader range of species extending beyond the macaques and great apes.
In terms of the application of personality ratings it has been established that, firstly the zoo
environment and in particular the social setting and the human-animal relationship may be
important factors when considering the personality of the three study species. Secondly M. nigra
breeding variables were not predicted by personality, indicating that other management
considerations are important for the breeding success of this species. Thirdly, personality could not
predict enrichment use by M. nigra indiviudals included Chapter 6, but further research using a
larger sample size is needed to confirm this finding. It can be concluded, that the personality ratings
obtained in the empirical research of Chapters 3, 4, and 5 can be used to inform the management of
the three species.
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Appendix A. Example of a personality questionnaire sent to study
institutions

Sulawesi crested black macaque (Macaca nigra) personality questionnaire
Instructions. Please rate these animals based on your knowledge and general impression of their
behaviour. Please rate each item in part 2 on a scale from 1 (the trait is not represented in the
animal at all) to 7 (the trait is very strongly represented in the animal). Please do not discuss your
answers with anyone else.
1. Questions about yourself.
How long have you worked with this species at the zoo?

________________

How long have you worked with this species at any zoo/institution?

________________

How long have you worked with primates at any zoo/institution?

________________

2. About the macaques.
Animal

Name
Sex
Age
TRAIT
ACTIVE
Moves around the enclosure.
AFFILIATIVE
Seeks company of and contact
with other animals.
AGGRESSIVE
Displays threats, or physically
attacks towards others
ALERT
Looks around and outside the
enclosure.
ALLOGROOM
Grooms others.
ASSERTIVE
Appears confident in actions, may
be accompanied by yawning.
CALM
Not easily disturbed.
CAUTIOUS
Takes a long time to approach
unfamiliar situations/objects.
CURIOUS
Is interested in changes in the
environment.
DOMINANT
Has priority access to resources
and can displace other animals.
ECCENTRIC
Displays unexpected behaviours,
has mood swings.
EFFECTIVE
Achieves outcome quickly e.g.
getting food out of enrichment.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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EXCITABLE
Overreacts to changes in the
environment.
FEARFUL
Withdraws, cowers and rarely
interacts with other animals or
unfamiliar situations/objects.
FLEXIBLE
Adapts behaviour in response to
new situations/objects.
FRIENDLY
Responds to others in a positive
sociable way.
IMAGINATIVE
Is the first to be seen exhibiting
‘new’ behaviours.
INQUISITIVE
Actively explores and investigates
new situations/objects.
INTELLIGENT
Appears to learn easily and is
quick to understand.
IRRITABLE
Reacts negatively with little
provocation.
JEALOUS
Intolerant of rivalry over resources
or other animals.
LAZY
Disinclined to movement or
engaging with others or the
environment.
OBSTINATE
Doesn’t respond to
cues/commands from keepers or
other animals.
OPPORTUNISTIC
Seizes a chance as soon as it
arises.
PERSISTENT
Continues in attempts to achieve
its goals in the face of rejection.
Tends not to give up.
PLAYFUL
Often initiates and joins in play.
SNITCH
Redirects hostility away from self
to another animal.
RELAXED
Moves slowly and deliberately,
not easily hurried. .
SHY
Does not act alone, is easily
scared.
SOLITARY
Doesn’t interact with others and is
not friendly.
SUBORDINATE
Is easily displaced by others and
has limited access to resources.
TENSE
Appears highly sensitive and on
edge, can react rapidly to
changes in environment.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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HUMAN-ANIMAL
INTERACTIONS
SOCIAL
Initiates interaction with people.
CAUTIOUS
Spends along time assessing the
environment before taking action.
COOPERATIVE
Responds positively to human
cues/commands.
NERVOUS
Cowers and is reluctant to
respond to cues/commands. if
responses are made they tend to
be quick and erratic. .
AGGRESSIVE
Threatens and tries to attack.
OBLIVIOUS
Doesn’t respond to human
presence.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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Appendix B. Suport
uport letter from the British and Irish Association of Zoos
and Aquaria (BIAZA) research group

BIAZA Research Group (BRG)
Letter of Support for Zoo-based
based Research
Projects
The BIAZA Research Group, which operates under the auspices of BIAZA's
Conservation and Animal Management Committee, supports basic and applied
research of conservation relevance both in situ and ex situ.
This study by Kathy Baker at the
theUniversity of Exeterhas
has been given the following
level of approval by the Research Group:
1. the methodology presented by this applicant will, in the opinion of BRG, be
able to provide data that can answer the research question set by the
applicant.
2. the outcomes of this project arelikely to be relevantand
tand useful to zoos and
aquariums.
In the interest of scientific training and
and, where
ere applicable, the furthering of science,
the BIAZA research group e
encourages members to take part.
In providing this letter of support, the BIAZA office will have given Kathy Baker the
appropriate contacts from within the BIAZA membership.
Yours faithfully,

Amy Plowman
Chair, BIAZA Research Group
August 2009
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Appendix C. Support letter from the European Studbook
keeper for M. nigra

Totnes Road, Paignton, Devon TQ4 7EU, UK
Telephone (Reception) 01803 697500 (Direct Line) 01803 697513
Fax 01803 523457 Email trustsecretary@wwct.org.uk

Letter of Support from Dr Vicky Melfi, Coordinator of the Sulawesi crested black macaque EEPRe:
Support of Kathy Baker’s PhD research
To whom it may concern
Within the Macaca nigra EEP we should be constantly striving to promote animal welfare and
conservation. This we can only be achieved with a better knowledge of the animals, and in terms of
enhancing welfare and breeding, monitoring the impact if captive housing and husbandry on their
psychology and physiology.
The proposed project submitted by Kathy Baker, which intends to study the personality of Macaca
nigra is exciting, interesting and could prove to greatly aid our captive management of this Critically
Endangered species. Our current knowledge of the biology of this species is limited, and any further
information we can gain will be incredibly useful. In addition, from an applied approach, the results
from this study may also elucidate whether personality parameters could be useful for predicting the
health status of individuals. Which means, understanding the personality of our individuals, could
provide us with a potentially useful tool for managing this species in captivity.
For these reasons, I fully endorse the research undertaken by Kathy Baker and would be greatly
appreciative if you could help and facilitate her research as much as possible.
Thank you very much, kindest regards

Dr Vicky Melfi
Senior Research Officer
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Appendix D(i) Ethogram for Macaca nigra
This is a copy of the ethogram that was used for all behavioural observations in Chapter three.
Broad Category
Active

Detailed Category
Locomotion

Foraging

Social

Feeding/drinking
Contact

Play
Aggression

Autogroom
Allogroom

State
Behaviours

Receives Grooming
Interaction
(Environment)

Rest

Interaction with
Environmental
Enrichment (EE)
Interaction with
Enclosure features
(EN)
Alert
Rest

Out of view
Other
Scratch
Yawn
Grimace
Event behaviours

Lipsmack
Displace
Displaced
Self Directed
Behaviour (SDB)

Definition
Any movement around the environment.
Includes walking, running, climbing, jumping and
swinging. Movement can be bipedal or
quadrapedal.
Actively looking for food, or searching for food
using forelimbs.
Consuming food items.
Sitting in contact with another animal. This may
involve more than one animal in a social
‘huddle’.
Wrestling, chasing another animal
Threat gestures (yawning, body posture) or
physical aggression towards another animal
(focal animal initiating or receiving aggression)
Picking through own fur with fingers
Picking through fur of another animal with
fingers
Focal animal is resting while being groomed by
another
Any interaction with Enrichment items that are
put in the enclosure
Any interaction with enclosure features that is
not food related.
Animal is stationary but alert to surroundings
Animal is stationary with eyes closed, does not
respond quickly to surrounding stimuli
Animal is not in sight
Any other behaviour not previously defined
Repetitive raking of the skin using fingers or feet
Gaping movement of the mouth. Head is tossed
back when mouth is fully open.
Silent open mouthed display showing
teeth/gums.
Smacking lips together (with scalp retraction)
Focal animal moves towards animal x and
animal x moves away
Animal x moves towards focal animal and focal
animal moves away
Any self directed behaviour which is repetitive
with no obvious function
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Appendix D(ii) Ethogram for Macaca sylvanus
This is a copy of the ethogram that was used for all behavioural observations in Chapter four.
Broad Category
Active

Detailed Category
Locomotion

Foraging

Social

Feeding/drinking
Contact

Play
Aggression

Autogroom
Allogroom

State
Behaviours

Receives Grooming
Interaction
(Environment)

Rest

Interaction with
Environmental
Enrichment (EE)
Interaction with
Enclosure features
(EN)
Alert
Rest

Out of view
Other
Scratch
Yawn
Open moth display
Teeth chatter
Event behaviours
Displace
Displaced
Self Directed
Behaviour (SDB)

Definition
Any movement around the environment.
Includes walking, running, climbing, jumping and
swinging. Movement can be bipedal or
quadrapedal.
Actively looking for food, or searching for food
using forelimbs.
Consuming food items.
Sitting in contact with another animal. This may
involve more than one animal in a social
‘huddle’.
Wrestling, chasing another animal
Threat gestures (yawning, body posture) or
physical aggression towards another animal
(focal animal initiating or receiving aggression)
Picking through own fur with fingers
Picking through fur of another animal with
fingers
Focal animal is resting while being groomed by
another
Any interaction with Enrichment items that are
put in the enclosure
Any interaction with enclosure features that is
not food related.
Animal is stationary but alert to surroundings
Animal is stationary with eyes closed, does not
respond quickly to surrounding stimuli
Animal is not in sight
Any other behaviour not previously defined
Repetitive raking of the skin using fingers or feet
Gaping movement of the mouth. Head is tossed
back when mouth is fully open.
Animals moves mouth into a ‘oh’ while
vocalising
Animal moves mouth up and down exposing the
teeth in a ‘chatter’
Focal animal moves towards animal x and
animal x moves away
Animal x moves towards focal animal and focal
animal moves away
Any self directed behaviour which is repetitive
with no obvious function
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Appendix D(iii) Ethogram for Saimiri sciureus
This is a copy of the ethogram that was used for all behavioural observations in Chapter five.
Broad Category
Active

Detailed Category
Locomotion

Foraging

Social

Feeding/drinking
Contact

Play
Aggression
State
Behaviours

Autogroom
Allogroom
Receives Grooming
Interaction
(Environment)

Rest

Interaction with
Environmental
Enrichment (EE)
Interaction with
Enclosure features
(EN)
Alert
Rest

Out of view
Other
Social contact

Scent marking
Event behaviours
Scratching
Head tilt

Definition
Any movement around the environment.
Includes walking, running, climbing, jumping and
swinging. Movement can be bipedal or
quadrapedal.
Actively looking for food, or searching for food
using forelimbs.
Consuming food items.
Sitting in contact with another animal. This may
involve more than one animal in a social
‘huddle’.
Wrestling, chasing another animal that does not
result in physical injury
Threat gestures or physical aggression towards
another animal (focal animal initiating or
receiving aggression)
Picking through own fur with hands and fingers
Picking through fur of another animal with
hands and fingers
Focal animal is resting while being groomed by
another
Any interaction with Enrichment items that are
put in the enclosure
Any interaction with enclosure features that is
not food related.
Animal is stationary but alert to surroundings
Animal is curled in a ball with tail rapped over
body and head tucked under its chest
Animal is not in sight
Any other behaviour not previously defined
Animal approaches another for affiliative
contact
Animal rubs head/hands against an area of the
enclosure
Animal rapidly rubs/scrapes an area of its body
with nails
Animal tosses head, with no apparent goal or
function
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Appendix E(i). Behavioural data for M. nigra
Presented below are the results of the behavioural analysis for M. nigra individuals. A comparison of
mean broad state activity budget data at each zoo is presented in Figure E1 and mean frequencies of
event behaviours is presented in Figure E2. Detailed behaviour for each group are presented in
Figures E3 and E4 (Paignton Zoo),
), E5 and E6 (Newquay Zoo), and E7 and E8 (Marwell Wildlife).

Figure E1. Mean activity budget data for M. nigra individuals at Paignton Zoo
o (n=12), Newquay Zoo (n=5) and Marwell
Wildlife (n=5).

Figure E2.. Mean frequency of event behaviours (per min) performed by M. nigra at Paignton Zoo, UK, Newquay Zoo, UK
and Marwell Wildlife UK.
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Figure E3.. Mean broad state activity budget data for M. nigra individuals held at Paignton Zoo UK.

Figure E4.Mean
.Mean frequency of event behaviours (per minute) exhibited byM.nigra individuals held at Paignton Zoo UK.
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Figure E5.. Mean broad state activity budget data for M. nigra individuals held at Newquay Zoo UK.

Figure E6.. Mean frequency of event behaviours exhibited by M. nigra individualss at Newquay Zoo UK.
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Figure E7.. Mean broad state activity budget data for M. nigra individuals held at Marwell Wildlife, UK.

Figure E8. Mean frequency of event behaviours exhibited by M. nigra individuals at Marwell Wildlife, UK.
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Appendix E(ii). Behavioural data for M. sylvanus
Presented below are the results of the behavioural analysis for M. sylvanus individuals. A
comparison of mean broad state activity budget data at each zoo is presented in Figure E9 and mean
frequencies of event behaviours is presented in Figure E10. Detailed behaviour for each group are
presented in Figures E11 and E12 (Edinburgh Zoo), E13 and E14 (Folly Farm), and E15 and E16
(Apenheul Primate Park).
Figure E9. Mean activity budget data for M. nigra individuals at Edinburgh Zoo, UK, Folly Farm, UK, and Apenheul
Primate Park, Netherlands.

Figure E10.. Mean activity budget data for M. nigra individuals at Edinburgh Zoo, UK, Folly Farm, UK, and
Apenheul Primate Park, Netherlands.
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Figure E11. Mean broad state activity budget data for M. sylvanus individuals held at Edinburgh Zoo UK.

Figure E12. Mean
ean frequency of event behaviours (per minute) exhibited by M. sylvanus individuals held at
Edinburgh Zoo, UK.
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Figure E13.. Mean broad state activity budget data for M. sylvanus individuals held at Folly Farm Zoo, UK.

Figure E14.. Mean frequency of event behaviours (per minute) exhibited by M. sylvanus individuals
iduals held at Folly
Farm Zoo, UK.
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Figure E15.. Mean broad state activity budget data for M. sylvanus individuals held at Apenheul Primate Park,
Netherlands.

Figure E16.. Mean frequency of event behaviours (per minute) exhibited by M. sylvanus individuals held at Apenheul
Primate Park, Netherlands.
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Appendix E(iii). Behavioural data for S. sciureus
Presented below are the results of the behavioural analysis for S. sciureus individuals. A comparison
of mean broad state activity budget data at each zoo is presented in Figure E17 and mean
frequencies of event behaviours is presented in Figure E18. Detailed behaviour for each group are
presented in Figures E19 and E20 (Living Links, Edinburgh Zoo), and E21 and E22 (Shaldon Zoo).
Figure E17. Mean activity budget data for S. sciureus individuals at the Living Links centre, Edinburgh Zoo, UK,
Shaldon Zoo, UK and Dudley Zoo UK.
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Figure E18. Mean activity budget data for S. sciureus individuals at the Living links centre, Edinburgh Zoo, Shaldon
Zoo UK, and Dudley Zoo, UK.
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Figure E19. Mean broad state activity budget data for S. sciurues individuals held at the Living Links centre,
Edinburgh Zoo, UK.
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Figure E20. Mean frequency of event behaviours (per minute) exhibited by S. sciuresu individuals held at the Living
Links centre, Edinburgh Zoo, UK.
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Figure E21. Mean broad state activity budget data for S. sciurues individuals held Shaldon Zoo, UK.
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Figure E22. Mean frequency of event behaviours (per minute) exhibited by S. sciuresu individuals held at
Shaldon Zoo, UK.
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Figure E23. Mean broad state activity budget data for S. sciurues individuals held Dudley Zoo, UK.
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Figure E24. Mean frequency of event behaviours (per minute) exhibited by S. sciuresu individuals held at
Dudley, UK.
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Appendix F. Socioecological variables included in the analysis for Chapter 6.
age at sexual maturity
(F Mnths)

Adult brain weight
(grams)

Age at 1st repro (yrs)

Neonatal weight (g)

Litter Weight (g)

0.0

1.0

31.1

41.6

118.0

44.5

410.3

13.0

235.0

60.0

1750.0

1742.0

4.0

1680.0

8500.0

67.5

16.5

8.8

7.5

1.0

0.0

1.0

1.0

37.0

69.0

84.0

50.0

413.3

7.0

250.0

72.0

1728.0

1735.0

7.3

720.0

11000.0

87.8

7.8

0.0

0.0

15.8

0.3

1.0

1.0

93.0

160.0

78.0

39.3

505.9

4.0

260.0

47.0

1996.0

2122.9

15.3

900.0

3670.3

8.5

84.4

0.0

0.0

49.8

0.3

1.0

0.0

3.0

6.2

34.0

21.6

95.1

3.0

165.0

12.0

466.3

475.0

4.4

192.0

1454.0

60.0

15.0

15.0

10.0

32.5

0.3

1.0

0.0

8.0

9.2

45.0

30.0

104.1

3.8

178.0

19.0

489.0

487.0

4.6

393.0

2300.0

M. silenus

10.5

38.5

0.0

51.0

21.0

0.3

1.0

0.0

5.0

6.8

45.0

20.0

85.0

4.9

180.0

17.0

407.0

407.0

5.5

365.0

3670.3

M nigra

65.4

2.6

32.1

0.0

63.0

0.3

1.0

0.0

6.6

10.4

49.0

25.0

94.9

5.4

170.0

18.0

457.0

455.0

3.5

340.0

3670.3

10.0

68.0

0.0

19.0

35.0

0.3

1.0

0.0

10.0

11.2

46.0

20.0

93.2

4.8

165.0

22.0

450.0

450.0

4.3

210.0

2420.0

Chlorocebus
aethiops

25.0

25.0

25.0

25.0

21.0

0.3

1.0

0.0

3.0

5.4

45.0

20.0

62.7

5.0

163.0

12.0

335.9

314.0

4.2

201.0

1170.0

Semnopithecus
entellus

21.0

56.0

3.0

20.0

19.0

0.3

1.0

0.0

11.5

18.4

42.0

20.0

135.2

3.4

184.0

17.0

500.0

500.0

6.3

249.0

2100.0

49.9

0.0

50.2

0.0

29.6

0.3

1.0

0.0

0.6

0.8

45.0

21.0

135.3

2.5

170.0

9.0

106.4

95.2

1.8

168.0

418.0

Pongo spp.
Gorilla gorilla
Macaca mulatta
M. arctoides

M. sylvanus

Saimiri sciureus

Weaning weight (g)

Male Weight (kg)

0.4

Weaning age (days)

Female weight (kg)

62.5

Litter growth rate
(g/day)

Female transfer

0.1

InterBirth Interval
(months)

Male transfer

0.1

Adult sex ratio (m:f)

19.6

Group size

70.7

Pan troglodytes

other

Foliage

Gestation length (days)

Life history variables
Max recorded life span
(yrs)

Social grouping

Fruit

Invertebrates and other
animal prey

Diet (% composition)
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